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Abstract
Co-simulation methods can be used advantageously in the field of multi-disciplinary simulations.
Another applicability of co-simulation methods is the parallelization of large monodisciplinary dynamical models. This work focuses on the reduction of computation time that can be achieved
in the simulation of multibody systems by partitioning a monolithic model into a set of coupled
subsystems. The connection between the subsystems can be described in various ways. In this
work, different subsystems are coupled by nonlinear constitutive equations (applied force coupling
approach). Information (i.e. coupling variables) is only exchanged between the subsystems at distinct communication-time points (macro-time points). Within each macro-time step, the unknown
coupling variables are approximated by extrapolation polynomials. The essential point is that the
subsystems are integrated independently of each other between the macro-time points. If a Jacobi
type co-simulation scheme is used, all subsystems can be solved in parallel.
A main drawback of many co-simulation implementations is that they are based on an equidistant communication-time grid. Using a constant macro-step size may in many practical applications be not very efficient with respect to computation time, especially in connection with highly
nonlinear models or in context with models with strongly varying physical parameters. In this work,
explicit and implicit co-simulation approaches which incorporate a macro-step size and order control algorithm, are presented. Numerical examples show the benefit of this implementation and
the significant reduction in computation time compared to an implementation with an equidistant
communication-time grid. In addition, a comparison between a co-simulation model and a monolithic model demonstrates the great computation time reduction which can be achieved due to the
parallelization and the multirate character of the proposed co-simulation methods.
The co-simulation approaches are fully parallelized by a hybrid MPI and OpenMP implementation. The resulting computation time of the implemented co-simulation approaches is analyzed
in detail. The influence of various simulation parameters on the computation time is studied and
sources of computational overhead are identified.
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Introduction

1. Introduction
The demand for more detailed and more complex simulation models leads to an increase in required computational power and to the need for more efficient solution strategies. This work deals
with the subject of the simulation of mechanical models, or more precisely, with the subject of
solving multibody systems efficiently in time domain by applying co-simulation techniques.
Considering a system that is decomposed into an arbitrary number of coupled subsystems, a
numerical simulation can be accomplished in different ways [VKV04]. One possibility to classify
solution methods for coupled systems is to distinguish between strong coupling approaches and
weak coupling approaches.
Applying a strong coupling approach, the governing equations of the overall system are formulated as a set of coupled differential-algebraic equations, which is discretized and solved with
a single solver. Using a weak coupling or co-simulation approach, each subsystem is treated
as a separate system with its own set of equations and its own solving method. The interaction
between the subsystems is considered only at certain communication- or macro-time points by
evaluating appropriate coupling conditions and by exchanging coupling variables. Between the
macro-time points, the coupling variables are approximated in the subsystems. A common way is
the approximation by inter-/extrapolation polynomials. The formulation of the coupling conditions
between two (or several) subsystems is problem-dependent.
By applying a co-simulation approach, which may be understood as a "second level" of time
discretization, additional sources of numerical instabilities and errors are introduced and have to
be considered carefully. Using a co-simulation method, however, also entails several advantages:
• Each subsystem can be computed by a specialized subsystem solver. This is especially
interesting for the simulation of multiphysical systems.
• The co-simulation interface does not need full access to the subsystem equations, only the
input and output variables have to be exchanged. Assuming that different groups are working
together to simulate a complex model, the intellectual properties of each group do not have
to be shared, because each subsystem can be treated as a black box system.
• Because of the modularity of a co-simulation model, the computation can be carried out on a
distributed computing system. A distributed computation may be necessary due to the memory requirements of very large-scale problems, for example. In addition, computation time
may be significantly reduced by making use of a parallelized co-simulation implementation.

1.1. Literature Review
Co-simulation or solver coupling methods have been used advantageously for the simulation of
multiphysical models. The following collection of examples shows only an extract and is focused
on models containing multibody subsystems:
• mechanical systems coupled with hydraulic systems [NCDL11, SS11, Sch15]
• mechatronic systems [SBC+ 07, PKB08, FSU10]
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• multibody systems coupled with elastic structures [AMA+ 18, APP+ 12, APRP09, PA12,
BS11a]
• multibody systems coupled with fluid dynamic systems [AMM13, Now18]
• multibody systems coupled with control tools [VKV04, GGM10]
• particle simulations coupled with elastic structures and multibody systems [SON+ 17,
RSP+ 17]
• virtual prototyping of vehicle systems [DSN12, ZEK+ 14].
An overview on different available co-simulation methods and their applications can be found, for
example, in [GTB+ 17] and in [GTB+ 18].
Another important field of application for co-simulation methods concerns the multirate integration of multibody systems [SM11b, VM11, Arn07, GnNLG11]. The idea of multirate methods is
that different parts of a model are solved with different time step sizes. This allows an efficient
simulation of models containing subsystems with different time scales.
Classification of Co-Simulation Methods
Co-simulation methods can be classified in different ways. An overview of common criteria is
depicted in Fig. 1.1. One aspect is the coupling technique. Considering mechanical systems,
the connection between two (or several) subsystems can be described either by algebraic constraint equations or by constitutive equations. The so called constraint coupling occurs, when
the subsystems are connected by joints. Examples for a coupling by constraint equations can be
found in [SM10, SL15, SL14a, GA04, KS00, SBAS17]. If the subsystems are connected by forces
or torques which are represented by constitutive laws, it is referred to as applied-force coupling.
Examples of co-simulation with applied force coupling can be found in [SLL15, SLLM15]. The
coupling techniques can be subdivided further by the physical properties of the coupling variables
into force/force-, force/displacement- and displacement/displacement-coupling [BS10a, SL14b] as
shown exemplarily in Fig. 1.2 for the two-mass oscillator.

Coupling Technique:
• applied-force coupling (constitutive laws)
• constraint coupling (algebraic constraints)

Numerical Algorithm:
Classification of CoSimulation Methods

Order of Subsystem Integration:

•
•
•
•

explicit
semi-implicit
implicit
waveform relaxation

• parallel (Jacobi type)
• sequential (Gauss-Seidel type)

Figure 1.1: Common criteria for the classification of co-simulation approaches.
A second possibility to classify co-simulation approaches is the order in which the subsystems
are solved. It can be distinguished between Jacobi type approaches and Gauss-Seidel type approaches [Arn07, SA12]. If all subsystems are integrated in parallel, the method is called a Jacobi
type co-simulation scheme [FU09]. A sequential integration of the subsystems, for example in a
7
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master-slave scheme, is called a Gauss-Seidel type co-simulation [Arn10]. The preferred subsystem integration order depends on the considered problem. If a large monodisciplinary model
is split into a set of coupled subsystems and if the objective is to reduce the computation time
by parallelization, then a Jacobi type co-simulation scheme will be more efficient than integrating
the subsystems sequentially. Considering a complex multiphysical model which is simulated with
different solvers, one of the subsystems may possibly dominate the computational effort so that
the time spent on the integration of the remaining subsystems might be negligible. In this case the
preferred approach would be a Gauss-Seidel type co-simulation because it usually shows better
numerical stability properties than the parallel Jacobi scheme [Sch15].
subsystem 1

subsystem 2
𝜆

𝑚1

𝑚2

𝑚2

subsystem 2

subsystem 1

two-mass oscillator
𝑚1

𝜆

𝑚1

force/displ.

𝜆

subsystem 1
𝑚1

𝑥1 , 𝑣1

𝑥2 , 𝑣2

𝑚2

subsystem 2
𝑥1 , 𝑣1

𝑚2

Figure 1.2: Decomposition of the two-mass oscillator with an applied force coupling approach:
force/force-, force/displacement- and displacement/displacement-decomposition.
A third aspect to classify co-simulation approaches is the numerical method which is used to
solve the coupled problem. The classification is adopted from classical numerical time integration
methods. Co-simulation procedures are separated into explicit and implicit schemes. Implicit
schemes can be subdivided further into full-implicit and semi-implicit methods [SL14a, SL14b,
SLLM15, Lu15]. Assuming the implicit computation is carried out in a predictor/corrector scheme,
semi-implicit means that the corrector step is accomplished only once within each co-simulation
step. Applying a full-implicit co-simulation approach, the corrector iteration is stopped when a
user-defined convergence condition is fulfilled.
Explicit co-simulation approaches [FSU10, GnNLG11, SLL15, LYL+ 20] have the advantage that
a repetition of macro-time steps is not required if an equidistant communication-time grid is used.
This is an important issue if commercial simulation tools are coupled, which may not support (an
efficient) reinitialization of the subsystem solver at certain macro-time points. In addition, explicit
co-simulation methods typically produce less computational overhead. Implicit methods usually
require macro-step repetitions and possibly need additional subsystem information (e.g. interface
Jacobians). The advantage of implicit methods is their improved stability behavior [SLL15].
Waveform relaxation methods [WSVOR85, Gea91] represent another technique to solve coupled systems. While waveform relaxation methods are commonly used in connection with elec8
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tronic circuit simulations [LRSV82, Cha89, MGS+ 17], these methods are not very often applied
for simulating mechanical systems.
Prediction and Approximation of the Coupling Variables
Depending on the considered co-simulation scheme, the values of the coupling variables have to
be predicted at the next macro-time point for all subsystems (Jacobi type co-simulation) or only
for one subsystem (Gauss-Seidel type co-simulation). In addition, the coupling variables have
to be approximated within the subsystems between the macro-time points. The standard way for
both tasks is an approximation by extra-/interpolation polynomials [Arn09, GnNLG11, SLL15]. The
approximation polynomials are typically generated by using the values of the coupling variables
at the previous macro-time points as supporting points. An alternative approach, presented in
[BS19], suggests to use data points within the previous macro-time step for the generation of the
approximation polynomials. A requirement for this method is that the co-simulation interface has
access to the subsystem data.
A co-simulation approach with context based approximation polynomials is presented in
[BKEFDF+ 17]. The polynomials are fitted through a defined number of previous macro-time
points. The number of supporting points, the weighting factors and the polynomial degree are
selected according to a heuristic scheme as a function of the coupling signal. It is stated that the
suggested approach can be used advantageously in the case of discontinuous coupling signals.
The generation of approximation polynomials by a linear least square fit through previous values
is also supported in the MSC A DAMS C O -S IMULATION I NTERFACE [Sof14].
Another approach, suggested in [LLSS17], predicts the values of the coupling variables based
on an extrapolation and integration of the accelerations of the coupling bodies. Apparently, this
method has a positive effect on the numerical stability of the considered explicit co-simulation
approach compared to the direct extrapolation of the coupling variables. However, an update of
the acceleration variables is required at the end of each macro-time step. To compute the updated
values of the accelerations, the equations of motion of the subsystems have to be accessed. The
approach is extended by using relaxation techniques in [LYL+ 20].
In [PGKT18] an interface model is used to estimate the values of the coupling variables within
certain subsystems. The particular application is a multibody system with hydraulic components.
The interface model consists of a reduced order model of the multibody system. Within the hydraulic subsystem, which requires smaller time steps than the multibody subsystem, the interface
model is evaluated to estimate the coupling variables between the macro-time points.
A frequently observed issue when carrying out co-simulations are discontinuities in the approximation polynomials of the coupling variables at the macro-time points. Discontinuities may be
introduced by the approximation technique or by any kind of update process which is carried out
at the end of a macro-time step. Using a multistep method (e.g. BDF-method) as subsystem
solver, the integration order and the subsystem solver step size may significantly be reduced due
to the discontinuities. Large discontinuities may entail a solver reinitialization. As a consequence,
the overall efficiency of the co-simulation is reduced. Approaches for a continuous approximation of the coupling variables are presented in [Bus16] and extended in [Bus19]. An alternative
approach to deal with jumps in the coupling variables is presented in [AFk16]. The history data
arrays of the subsystem solver (BDF-method) are modified to achieve a better prediction in the
9
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case of discontinuous coupling signals. The modified predictor prevents the solver from reducing
the integration order and the solver step size.
Error Estimation and Adaptive Macro-Step Size
A challenging subject is the development and implementation of a macro-step size controller for
co-simulation methods. If commercial simulation software tools are involved, the repetition of
macro-steps is likely to be impossible or at least very costly, because a reinitialization of the subsystem solver at certain macro-time points is often not provided. The Functional Mock-up Interface
(FMI 2.0) [FMI14], a standard interface definition for simulator coupling, specifies functions to save
and restore internal solver states which would enable a repetition of the macro-step. If solver reinitialization is not provided, two major problems arise: Commonly used error estimation techniques
are based on carrying out a time step multiple times, which requires solver reinitialization. Furthermore, if a macro-step cannot be repeated, there is no obvious way of proceeding if the estimated
error of the macro-step exceeds the defined tolerances.
However, concepts of co-simulations with an adaptive macro-step size, which work without
solver reinitialization, have been published. In [BS11b], an error estimator based on an explicit
predictor/corrector approach is suggested. For the macro-step size selection, a PI-controller is
used. A similar approach is applied in the MSC A DAMS C O -S IMULATION I NTERFACE [Sof14]. The
error is also estimated by the difference between the predicted and the updated coupling variables. If the estimated error exceeds the defined tolerances, a warning message is displayed but
the co-simulation is continued nevertheless. Other approaches for the error estimation are based
on the idea of energy conservation. In [BWZH13], an explicit co-simulation approach is suggested,
where the errors of the coupling signals are partly compensated by adding a correction term based
on an energy calculation in the coupling element. The idea of energy conservation is also used
in [SKSP17, SP19] and in [RGN19] by introducing energy residuals as a measurement for the
coupling errors within a non-iterative co-simulation implementation. The estimated errors are then
used for a macro-step size controller; however, the macro-steps are not repeated.
Co-simulation approaches with a variable communication-time grid that require macro-step repetitions have also been developed, despite the fact that their compatibility with commercial software tools may not be given yet. In [ACS13], an error estimator based on Richard Extrapolation is
suggested. It is indicated that the Richard Extrapolation based method is a reliable way to estimate
the local error of a co-simulation, as long as there are no subsystems with direct feed-through involved. An error estimator based on the Milne Device approach is presented in [MKL+ 17] for a
semi-implicit co-simulation method and in [MKLS19] for an explicit co-simulation method. In combination with the semi-implicit co-simulation method, the error is estimated by comparing variables
of the predictor and the corrector step. The error estimation for the explicit co-simulation method
is achieved by comparing the results obtained by subsystem integrations with different predictor
polynomials.

1.2. Motivation
Due to the increasing availability of multi-core and cluster computers, parallel computing is an
important and highly relevant topic in all fields of simulation-based engineering [DM06, VHK+ 16],
10
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including the field of multibody system dynamics [CCMB00, NTM+ 12, NSMH14].
The aim of this work is to increase the efficiency of the simulation of large-scale mechanical
systems – concretely, multibody systems are considered – by parallelizing the computation. The
parallelization is achieved by decomposing an overall model into subsystems which are coupled
and computed by using co-simulation techniques. The application of co-simulation methods is a
highly promising approach to reduce the computation time of multibody models, mainly because of
two reasons: frequently, the computation time does not scale linearly with the number of degrees of
freedom so that the efficiency is strongly improved by a parallelization. Furthermore, the multirate
character of the co-simulation can be used advantageously. The scaling of the computation time
of a multibody simulation with respect to the number of degrees of freedom of the model depends
on different aspects [GGLC10]:
• type of coordinates (e.g. absolute or relative coordinates) which are used to formulate the
equations of motion,
• applied numerical integration scheme,
• sparsity of the system matrices,
• special features of the model (e.g. contact search algorithm),
• computational aspects (e.g. memory management).
Typically the scaling order is between one and three. A linear scaling of the computation time
can be achieved for example if a set of relative coordinates is used to formulate the equations
of motion in combination with a recursive so called O(n)-algorithm [Fea83, SV96, MS07]. This
method is tailored for tree-structured multibody systems which often occur in the field of robot
dynamics. A third order scaling may occur, for example, when the equations of motion are formulated in absolute coordinates and and solved with an implicit integration scheme. Then, a system
of nonlinear equations has to be solved in each time step. If the system is solved with a Newton
method and the resulting linear system in each Newton iteration is solved with a direct method
(e.g. LU-decomposition) without exploiting the sparsity of the matrices, a third order scaling of the
computation time occurs [EEHJ96].

𝑚1

𝑚2

𝑚𝑛𝐾

𝑚3

Figure 1.3: Chain-structured multibody system with nK point masses.
The influence of the solver for the linear system of equations on the computation time is illustrated in Fig. 1.4. A chain-structured multibody system of point masses which are connected by
nonlinear spring/damper-elements, as shown in Fig. 1.3, is considered and computed with the
(BDF-method based) IDA solver of the SUNDIALS package [HBG+ 05]. Each mass has one translational degree of freedom in horizontal direction. The size of the model is increased successively
by adding further masses to the chain. The resulting computation time of the simulation is shown
in Fig. 1.4 for two different linear solvers, or more precisely for two different representations of the
Jacobian matrix: a direct dense linear solver (yellow line) and a direct sparse linear solver (KLU
11
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[DPN10]) (green line). Because of the chain structure of the system, the matrices are very sparse.
A linear scaling of the computation time can be achieved by applying the sparse-matrix solver. If
the dense linear solver is used, a cubic scaling order occurs.

Figure 1.4: Influence of the linear solver used within the Newton iterations on the computation
time of a multibody simulation with a BDF-type solver.
Most multibody software codes use sparse matrix techniques [OCC77, AFF06] and have very
efficient numerical algorithms which may execute the computation in parallel on multicore computers. Therefore, a general prediction of the scaling order of the computation time with respect
to the number of degrees of freedom may be difficult. The important point is that the reduction
of computation time, which can be achieved by a parallel co-simulation, increases as the scaling
order increases. For an explicit co-simulation approach, the computation time can be estimated
by the relation
Tcosim ≈

Tmonolith
+ overhead .
nPs

The estimation is based on the assumption that the overall (monolithic) model is split into ns
subsystems of equal size. The scaling order of the computation time with respect to the number
of degrees of freedom is denoted with P .
The second advantage of an co-simulation implementation lies in the multirate integration of the
subsystems [GnNLG11, SM11a, PGKT18]. Due to the weak coupling approach, each subsystem
is integrated with an independent solver with an individual subsystem solver step size. The benefit
of the multirate character can be illustrated by considering special large-scale multibody systems.
The major part of the considered model is assumed to be non-stiff, therefore it can be integrated
with a rather large solver step size. A small part of the model has very stiff properties and has
therefore to be integrated with a small solver step size and a low integration order. If the overall
system is solved in a monolithic fashion, the small solver step size has to be used for the whole
model to obtain a stable and accurate simulation, resulting in a rather long computation time.
Applying a co-simulation method, it is possible to separate the stiff part of the model within a
small subsystem and the non-stiff part in another subsystem. In this case, the solver step size is
reduced only within the stiff subsystem, while the remaining part of the model is integrated with a
larger solver step size. The resulting computation time will be significantly reduced compared to
the monolithic approach.
12
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In addition, assuming that the considered overall system is represented by a DAE-system, it
might be possible that some of the subsystems have a lower index than the overall system [CI94].

1.3. Outline
The theoretical background of the application of co-simulation methods to simulate mechanical
systems is described in Section 2. The decomposition process of a multibody system into a set
of coupled subsystems is explained in Section 2.1. In Section 2.4, three different co-simulation
approaches are explained: the calssical explicit method, the classical implicit method and a waveform relaxation approach.
Section 3 contains the detailed description of a macro-step size and order control algorithm for
the considered co-simulation approaches. Five different local error estimators based on either
local extrapolation or Milne device are presented in Section 3.1, an order selection strategy based
on the scaled derivative norm of the coupling variables is explained in Section 3.3 and the macrostep size controller based on the estimated local error is described in Section 3.4.
The computational efficiency of the considered co-simulation approaches is analyzed in Section 4. Section 4.1 contains a description of the parallel hybrid MPI and OpenMP implementation
including flowcharts of the explicit and the implicit co-simulation approaches. Different effects of
the micro-step size (subsystem solver step size) limitation and the macro-step size selection on the
overall computation time of the co-simulation model are explained in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4.
Section 5 contains a collection of results of numerical studies carried out with the chain structured multibody system introduced in Section 2.2 which is analyzed for different parametrizations.
The accuracy of the co-simulation methods is examined and the convergence behavior is investigated. In addition, the influence of various co-simulation parameters on the overall computation
time is examined. In Section 5.2, the different error estimators are compared in detail; the benefit of the macro-step size controller compared to a co-simulation approach with an equidistant
macro-time grid is demonstrated in Section 5.8.
Finally, the results are summarized and the work is concluded in Section 6.
In Appendix A, alternative approaches for the approximation of the interface Jacobian, which is
required for the implicit co-simulation approach, are studied. The influence of feed-through subsystems on the convergence behavior of different explicit co-simulation approaches is described
in Appendix B. A detailed comparison of the numerical stability of different explicit co-simulation
approaches is documented in Appendix C.
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2. Co-Simulation of Mechanical Systems
The basic idea of co-simulation is to split an overall system into a set of coupled subsystems.
The theoretical background of the decomposition of a mechanical system into a set of coupled
subsystems by using an applied force coupling approach is described in Section 2.1, following
the approach of [MKS21] and [SL14a]. In Section 2.2, a chain-structured multibody system is
introduced. The decomposition of this reference multibody system is described in Section 2.3.
The explicit and the implicit co-simulation methods used in this work are explained in Section 2.4
on the basis of this multibody model. The same type of model will be used later on for the numerical
studies in Section 5.

2.1. Theoretical Background: Decomposition of a Mechanical System into
Subsystems Using an Applied Force Coupling Technique
Applying a co-simulation approach, the overall model has firstly to be decomposed into a certain,
user-defined number of subsystems. To describe and define the coupling between the subsystems, coupling equations and appropriate coupling variables have to be introduced. Here, only
the case that the subsystems are coupled by applied forces (applied-force coupling) is considered, i.e. the coupling between the subsystems is described by constitutive laws. Alternatively,
algebraic constraint equations and corresponding reaction forces/torques (Lagrange multipliers)
can be used to connect the subsystems (constraint coupling), which is not considered here. It
should be noted that in the current work, the term coupling variables refers to the subsystem input
variables. In contrast to this definition, other authors use the notion coupling variables to specify
the subsystem input and output variables. Since only the input variables have to be approximated
within a co-simulation approach, the former definition is preferred here.
Within a co-simulation approach, a communication time grid (macro-time grid) is introduced by
defining macro-time points TN . The subsystems are integrated independently between the macrotime points; the coupling variables are only exchanged between the subsystems at the macro-time
points. Between the macro-time points, the coupling variables have to be approximated in order
to carry out the subsystem integrations. Different approximation techniques have been suggested
and analyzed in literature. Here, polynomial inter-/extrapolation is used for approximating the
coupling variables. To describe the decomposition into subsystems, a general mechanical system
is considered, which is described by the subsequent first-order DAE system (differential-algebraic
system of equations)
B(t, z)ż = f (t, z) .

(2.1)

In the above equation, the vector z collects the position variables q, the velocity variables v and
the Lagrange multipliers µ. B represents a symmetric square matrix (in the ODE case, B is invertible). The overall system is partitioned into ns subsystems, see Fig. 2.1. The subsystem index
is indicated by a superscript. The states and multipliers of an arbitrary subsystem L ∈ {1, ..., ns }
h
i
T
T
T T
are collected in the vector L z = L q , L v , L µ
. The equations of motion of subsystem L can
be written as
L

B t, L z

L

ż = L f (t, z) .
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coupling
equations

subsystem 𝐿

coupling body

coupling body

subsystem 𝐿 + 1

𝒈 𝑡, 𝒛, 𝒖 = 𝟎

Figure 2.1: Decomposition into subsystems using an applied-force coupling technique.
For the definition of a co-simulation model, the coupling of the subsystems has to be specified.
Therefore, coupling variables u are introduced. The definition of the coupling variables, which are
implicitly defined by the coupling conditions g := u − ϕ(t, z, u) = 0, depends on the physical connection of the subsystems. The subsystem coupling is, on the one hand, defined by the constitutive
laws of the applied forces, which describe the connection between the coupling bodies. On the
other hand, the decomposition technique has to be specified. Topologically, three different decomposition techniques can be distinguished, namely force/force-decomposition, force/displacementdecomposition, and displacement/displacement-decomposition [SL14b, SLL16, WMH03].

It

should be mentioned that in case of an applied force coupling approach, which is considered
in this work, the coupling variables can be expressed as functions of q and v only, i.e. the coupling
functions read g := u − ϕ(t, q, v, u) = 0. With the help of the coupling variables, the equations of
motion of subsystem L can be written as
L

B t, L z

L


ż = L f co t, L z, u .

(2.3)

Arranging the right hand sides of all subsystem equations into the vector f co (t, z, u) =
h
iT

1 f co t, 1 z, u T , ..., ns f co (t, ns z, u)T
, the decomposed co-simulation system can be written
as
B(t, z)ż = f co (t, z, u)

(2.4)

g(t, z, u) = 0
with z =

h

1 z T , ..., ns z T

iT

. Applying a co-simulation approach, i.e. a weak coupling approach,

the coupling conditions are only considered and enforced at the macro time points TN , i.e. only
g(TN , zN , uN ) = 0 is fulfilled. Between the macro-time points, the coupling variables are approximated, e.g. by means of polynomials. Therefore, information has to be exchanged between the
subsystems only at the macro-time points. As a consequence, the subsystems can be integrated
independently of each other between the macro-time points.
From the topological point of view, basically three different decomposition techniques can be
distinguished: force/force-, force/displacement- and displacement/displacement-decomposition.
These three fundamental approaches are shortly described with the help of a two-mass oscillator
15
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(masses m1 , m2 , spring constants c1 , c2 , damping coefficients d1 , d2 , coupling-spring cc , couplingdamper dc ), see Fig. 2.2. Generalization to arbitrary mechanical systems is described in [SL14b],
for instance.
subsystem 1
𝑐1

subsystem 2
𝑐2

𝑐𝑐

𝑚2

𝑚1
𝑑1

𝑑2

𝑑𝑐
𝑥1

𝑥2

Figure 2.2: Linear two-mass oscillator: interpretation as two coupled single-mass oscillators.

2.1.1. Force/Force-Decomposition
Applying a force/force-coupling approach, the overall system is decomposed into two subsystems
so that both subsystems are force-driven single-mass oscillators, see Fig. 2.3. The single-mass
oscillators are excited by the coupling force (coupling variable) λ, which can be expressed as a
function of the subsystem states. The physical force law for λ is implicitly defined by the coupling
condition g.
subsystem 1
𝑐1

𝜆

𝑚1

𝜆

subsystem 2
𝑐2

𝑚2

𝑑1

𝑑2

𝑥1

𝑥2

Figure 2.3: Linear two-mass oscillator: force/force-decomposition approach.
The decomposed system is described by the following semi-explicit index-1 DAE system
" #
ẋ1
v̇1
" #
ẋ2
v̇2

"
=
=

#

v1

c1
d1
−m
x1 − m
v1 +
1
1
"
v2
c2
x2 −
−m
2

d2
m2 v2

−

(subsystem 1)

λ
m1

#
(subsystem 2)

λ
m2

g := λ − cc (x2 − x1 ) − dc (v2 − v1 ) = 0

(2.5)

(coupling condition).

Obviously, the coupling vector is given by the one-dimensional vector u = [λ] and the onedimensional coupling function by ϕ = [cc (x2 − x1 ) + dc (v2 − v1 )]. The output vector of subsystem
1 is y1 = [x1 , v1 ]T and the output vector of subsystem 2 is given by y2 = [x2 , v2 ]T .
2.1.2. Force/Displacement-Decomposition
Applying a force/displacement-coupling approach, the overall system is decomposed into two subsystems so that subsystem 1 is a force-driven and subsystem 2 a base-point excited single-mass
oscillator, see Fig. 2.4. In contrast to the force/force-coupling approach, the coupling force λ is re16
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placed in subsystem 2 by means of the coupling condition (i.e. by means of the physical force law).
Since the state variables x1 and v1 are unknown in subsystem 2, they are replaced in the equations of motion by the additional coupling variables x̃1 and ṽ1 . Due to these additional coupling
variables, two additional coupling conditions have to be added.
subsystem 1
𝑐1

𝑥1 , 𝑣1

𝜆

𝑚1

𝑐𝑐

subsystem 2

𝑚2
𝑑𝑐

𝑑1

𝑐2

𝑑2

𝑥1

𝑥2

Figure 2.4: Linear two-mass oscillator: force/displacement-decomposition approach.
The decomposed system is described by the following semi-explicit index-1 DAE system
"

ẋ1

#
=

v̇1
"

ẋ2

"

#

#

v1

c1
−m
x1 −
1
"

d1
m1 v1

+

(subsystem 1)

λ
m1

#

v2

(subsystem 2)
d2
c2
dc
x2 − m
v2 − mcc2 (x2 − x̃1 ) − m
(v2 − ṽ1 )
−m
2
2
2


λ − cc (x2 − x1 ) − dc (v2 − v1 )


g := 
x̃1 − x1
 = 0 (coupling conditions).
ṽ1 − v1
=

v̇2

(2.6)

Remark on an alternative implementation with feed-through: In the above approach according
to Eq. (2.6), the coupling vector is given by the 3-dimensional vector u = [λ, x̃1 , ṽ1 ]T and the 3dimensional coupling function by ϕ = [cc (x2 − x1 ) + dc (v2 − v1 ), x1 , v1 ]T . Furthermore, the output
vector of subsystem 1 is y1 = [x1 , v1 ]T and the corresponding output vector of subsystem 2 reads
y2 = [x2 , v2 ]T . Since the outputs do not depend explicitly on their inputs (coupling variables),
there is no feed-through. However, the above formulation requires a co-simulation master or cosimulation administrator, which calculates the coupling force λ with the help of the subsystem
outputs, since λ is required as input for subsystem 1. In practical applications, a closed formula for
λ as a function of the subsystem outputs – e.g. λ = cc (x2 − x1 ) + dc (v2 − v1 ) in the above example
– might not be available and λ may only be accessible as a simulation result of subsystem 2. Then,
the above approach has to be modified resulting in the following decomposed system
" #
ẋ1
v̇1
"

ẋ2

"
=

#

#

v1

c1
−m
x1 −
1
"

d1
m1 v1

+

(subsystem 1)

λ
m1

#

v2

=

(subsystem 2)
c2
d2
dc
−m
x2 − m
v2 − mcc2 (x2 − x̃1 ) − m
(v2 − ṽ1 )
2
2
2


λ − cc (x2 − x̃1 ) − dc (v2 − ṽ1 )


g := 
x̃1 − x1
 = 0 (coupling conditions).

v̇2

(2.7)

ṽ1 − v1
In the modified implementation according to Eq. (2.7), the input vector u = [λ, x̃1 , ṽ1 ]T and the
17
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output vector y1 = [x1 , v1 ]T of subsystem 1 remain unchanged. However, the output vector of
subsystem 2 is now given by the 1-dimensional vector y2 = [cc (x2 − x̃1 ) + dc (v2 − ṽ1 )]. Obviously,
the output vector y2 depends explicitly on the inputs x̃1 , ṽ1 so that a feed-through is generated.
Note that a feed-through may reduce the convergence order of the co-simulation [Bus12], as
described in Appendix B.
2.1.3. Displacement/Displacement-Decomposition
Applying the displacement/displacement-coupling approach, the overall system is decomposed
into two subsystems so that both subsystems are base-point excited single-mass oscillators, see
Fig. 2.5. Therefore, the coupling spring/damper-system is duplicated. The coupling variable λ is
replaced in both subsystems by means of the coupling condition. As a consequence, additional
coupling variables have to be defined and additional coupling conditions have to be formulated.
𝑐1

subsystem 1

𝑐𝑐

𝑥2 , 𝑣2

𝑚1

𝑥1 , 𝑣1

𝑑𝑐

𝑑1

𝑐𝑐

subsystem 2

𝑐2

𝑚2
𝑑𝑐

𝑑2

𝑥1

𝑥2

Figure 2.5: Linear two-mass oscillator: displacement/displacement-decomposition approach.
The decomposed system is mathematically defined by the following semi-explicit index-1 DAE
system
"

ẋ1

#
=

v̇1
"

ẋ2

"

#
=

c1
x1 −
−m
1
"

#

v1
d1
m1 v1

+

cc
m1 (x̃2

− x1 ) +

dc
m1 (ṽ2

#

v2

c2
d2
dc
−m
x2 − m
v2 − mcc2 (x2 − x̃1 ) − m
(v2 − ṽ1 )
2
 2  2
x̃2 − x2


 ṽ2 − v2 

 = 0 (coupling conditions).
g := 

x̃
−
x
1
 1
ṽ1 − v1

v̇2

(subsystem 1)

− v1 )

(subsystem 2)

(2.8)

Here, the 4-dimensional coupling vector is given by the vector u = [x̃2 , ṽ2 , x̃1 , ṽ1 ]T and the 4dimensional coupling function by ϕ = [x2 , v2 , x1 , v1 ]T .

2.2. Co-Simulation Test Model: Oscillator Chain
The multibody model, which will be used to explain the different co-simulation approaches, is
shown in Fig. 2.6. The same model will be used to examine and to compare the co-simulation
implementations later on. The model consists of a chain of nK point masses, which are connected
by nonlinear spring/damper-elements. Each mass has one translational degree of freedom in
horizontal direction. The main advantage of this chain-structured multibody system is that it can
be scaled with respect to the degree of freedom very easily by adding further masses mi to the
18
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chain. It can also be split into any desired number of subsystems ns by cutting the model through
certain spring/damper-elements.

𝑥𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖

𝑚1

𝑚2

𝑚𝑛𝐾

𝑚𝑖
𝐹𝐸𝑋𝑇,𝑖

𝑐𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 , 𝐶𝑖 , 𝐷𝑖

Figure 2.6: Co-simulation test model: chain-structured multibody system.
The constitutive equation of the spring/damper-elements is given by
FSD,i = ci (xi − xi−1 ) + di (vi − vi−1 )
+ Ci sgn(xi − xi−1 ) |xi − xi−1 |ex + Di sgn(vi − vi−1 ) |vi − vi−1 |ev . (2.9)
The linear and nonlinear stiffness and damping coefficients ci , Ci , di , Di with index i = 1, ..., nK +1
can be chosen individually for each element. For the sake of clear representation the exponents
are set to ex = ev = 3 within the following chapter so that Eq. (2.9) is simplified to
FSD,i = ci (xi − xi−1 ) + di (vi − vi−1 ) + Ci (xi − xi−1 )3 + Di (vi − vi−1 )3 .

(2.10)

In addition, various external forces can be applied to each mass mi :
• harmonic excitation
FHAR,i = ∆FH,i sin(ΩH,i t + ϕH,i )

(2.11)

FCON,i = AC exp(BC xi )

(2.12)

• contact (penalty approach)

• impulse shaped force
FIM P,i = ∆FI,i






t − tI,i
t − (tI,i + ∆tI,i )
1
tanh
− tanh
2
δI
δI

(2.13)

• modified sinus force
FSIN,i = ∆FS,i (sin(ΩS,i t + ϕS,i ))AS .

(2.14)

The parameters of the different external forces are listed in Table 2.1. Figure 2.7 shows schematically an arbitrary impulse shaped force FIM P and an arbitrary modified sinus force FSIN . Contact
forces are modeled here by a penalty approach. Equation (2.12) describes, for instance, a contact
of mass mi with a rigid wall at xi = 0 with the penalty parameters |AC | << 1 N and BC >> 1 m−1 .
The resulting equations of motion of the test model, written as a first order ODE-system with the
displacements xi and the velocities vi , are given by
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v1
ẋ1
 .  

..
 ..  

.
 


 


 ẋi  

vi
 


..
 ..  

 .  

.
 


ẋ  

vn K
 nK  

=
 

 .
1
 v̇1  

(−F
+
F
+
F
)
SD,1
SD,2
EXT,1
m
1
 


.
 ..  

..
 .  

 


 v̇  

1
 i  

mi (−FSD,i + FSD,i+1 + FEXT,i )
 .  

..
 .  

.
 .  

1
v̇nK
mn (−FSD,nK + FSD,nK +1 + FEXT,nK )


(2.15)

K

FEXT,i collects all external forces (besides the spring/damper-forces) acting on the mass mi . The
chain is assumed to be fixed at both ends, i. e. x0 = v0 = xnK +1 = vnK +1 = 0.
Table 2.1: Physical test model parameters.
Symbol

Unit

tsim

s

Parameter
simulation time
number of bodies (= degree of freedom)

nK

mass

mi

kg

ci

N/m

linear stiffness coefficient

di

Ns/m

linear damping coefficient

Ci

N/m3

nonlinear stiffness coefficient

Di
ΩH,i

3

Ns

/m3

1/s

nonlinear damping coefficient
angular frequency of harmonic excitation
phase shift of harmonic excitation

ϕH,i
∆FH,i

N

amplitude of harmonic excitation

AC

N

contact parameter 1 (|AC | << 1)

BC

1/m

contact parameter 2 (BC >> 1)

∆tI,i

s

impulse duration

tI,i

s

start time of impulse shaped force

∆FI,i

N

force amplitude

δI

s

steepness parameter (δI << 1)

ΩS,i

1/s

phase shift of modified sinus force

ϕS,i
∆FS,i
AS

angular frequency of modified sinus force

N

amplitude of modified sinus force
modification exponent

Although the multibody model is not meant to be a direct representation of any physical structure, similar models are used for example to describe longitudinal wave propagation in onedimensional structures [Jen03]. Other possible applications are the simulation of oilwell drillstrings
[KS12, TWY+ 16, AHSS03, Jan91, TZL19, YC00] or the modeling of quasi-one-dimensional lat20
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tices [DML69].

Δ𝐹𝑆
Δ𝐹𝐼

Δ𝑡𝐼

2𝜋 Ω𝑆

Figure 2.7: External forces: impulse shaped force (left) and modified sinus force (right).

2.3. Decomposition of the Test Model
The overall system is split into a set of ns coupled subsystems by a force/force-decomposition
approach, following the description of Section 2.1.1. This is achieved by cutting the chain through
certain spring/damper-elements, as shown in Fig. 2.8, and by using the corresponding nonlinear
spring/damper-forces as coupling variables u = [λ1 , . . . , λnc ]T . The number of coupling variables
nc = ns − 1 is equal to the number of coupling elements. The number of subsystems ns is
arbitrary, but typically it is chosen significantly smaller than the number of degrees of freedom nK
of the overall system.
The equations of motion


ẋ1
..
.





v1
..
.





 


 



 


 

vi
 ẋi  


 

..
 ..  

.
 .  


 

 ẋ
 
v

n
K,L
 nK,L  


 
1

 v̇1  
m1 (−λL−1 + FSD,2 + FEXT,1 )


=

1
 v̇
 
(−F
+
F
+
F
)

SD,2
SD,3
EXT,2
m2

 
2

 .  
..

 ..  
.


 


 
1

(−FSD,i + FSD,i+1 + FEXT,i )
 v̇i  
m

i

 

..
 ..  

.
 .  


 


1

 
−F
+
F
+
F
SD,nK,L −1
SD,nK,L
EXT,nK,L −1 
v̇nK,L −1   mnK,L −1


1
v̇nK,L
−F
+
λ
+
F
SD,n
L
EXT,n
K,L
K,L
mn

(2.16)

K,L

of an arbitrary subsystem L with nK,L bodies (Fig. 2.9) are of the same structure as Eq. (2.15). The
difference is that the spring/damper-forces L FSD,1 and L FSD,nK,L +1 acting on the bodies at the left
and right subsystem boundary (coupling bodies) are substituted by the coupling forces λL−1 and
λL . Note that the subsystem index L is omitted in Eq. (2.16) for reasons of clear representation.
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overall (monolithic) model

force/forcedecomposition
subsystem 1

subsystem 𝐿

subsystem 𝑛𝑠

Figure 2.8: Force/force-decomposition of the chain-structured multibody system.
The equations of motion of all subsystems can be written as
 1   1 co
ż
f
 .  
 ..  
  
 L   L co
 ż  =  f
  
 ..  
 .  
ns ż

with the subsystem states

Lz

=

L


t, 1 z, u

..

.



t, L z, u 

..

.


ns f co (t, ns z, u)

x1 , . . . , L xnK,L , L v1 , . . . , L vnK,L

1, . . . , ns ) and the coupling variables u = [λ1 , . . . , λnc

𝜆𝐿−1

𝐿

(2.17)

T

(subsystem index L =

]T .

𝐿

𝑚1

𝑚𝑛𝐾,𝐿

𝜆𝐿

Figure 2.9: Arbitrary subsystem L with coupling forces λL−1 and λL .
The subsystems are solved with the IDA solver from the SUNDIALS (Suite of Nonlinear and Differential/Algebraic Equation Solvers) package [HBG+ 05]. A detailed description of the subsystem
solver is given in Section 4.2.

subsystem 𝐿

subsystem 𝐿 + 1

𝜆𝐿
𝐿

𝑚𝑛𝐾,𝐿

𝐿+1

𝑚1

𝑐𝑐 , 𝑑𝑐 , 𝐶𝑐 , 𝐷𝑐
Figure 2.10: Connection of subsystem L and subsystem L + 1 by the coupling force λL .
The coupling condition gL between two adjacent subsystems L and L + 1 (assuming that the last
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body nK,L of subsystem L is coupled with body 1 of subsystem L + 1) is defined by
gL := λL − L FSD,c = 0

(2.18)

with the coupling force λL and the constitutive law of the coupling element, which reads
L

FSD,c = L cc

L+1


x1 − L xnK,L + L dc

L+1

+ L Cc

v1 − L vnK,L
L+1



x1 − L xnK,L

3

+ L Dc

L+1

v1 − L vnK,L

3

. (2.19)

It should be mentioned that the index c in Eq. (2.19) refers to the spring/damper-element, which
connects the two neighboring subsystems. All coupling conditions are collected in the vector

λ1 − 1 FSD,c


..


.




g (u, ϕ (y)) := u − ϕ (y) =  λL − L FSD,c  = 0 .


..


.




(2.20)

λnc − nc FSD,c
For the force/force-decomposition approach used here, the coupling function ϕ = ϕ(y) is a funcT

T

tion of the subsystem output vector y = y1T , . . . , yLT , . . . , ynTs with yL = L x1 , L xnK,L , L v1 , L vnK,L
and does not depend on the coupling variables u explicitly (no feed-through). The subsystem output variables y ⊂ z are a subset of the state variables, namely the states of the coupling bodies.
The coupling variables are exchanged between the subsystems only at certain communicationtime or macro-time points [T0 , T1 , . . . , TN , TN +1 , . . . ]. In this work, the macro-step size H is
assumed to be variable, but identical for all subsystems. The subsystem solver step size (microstep size hmic ) is also variable, but individual for each subsystem.

2.4. Co-Simulation Schemes
Applying a co-simulation approach, i.e. a weak coupling approach, the coupling conditions are
only considered and enforced at the macro-time points TN , i.e. g (TN , zN , uN ) = 0. Between the
macro-time points the coupling variables are approximated. Here, the approximation is accomplished with piecewise polynomials; the supporting points are defined at the macro-time points.
Therefore, information has to be exchanged between the subsystems only at the macro-time
points. As a consequence, the subsystems are integrated independently between the macro-time
points.
For the macro-step TN → TN +1 , the approximation polynomials of degree κ (local approxima
tion order κ + 1, i.e. O H κ+1 ) for the coupling variables u are denoted by pN +1 (t). Within a
co-simulation approach, system (2.1) is therefore replaced by the weakly coupled co-simulation
system
B(t, z)ż = f co (t, z, pN +1 (t)) .

(2.21)

Integrating Eq. (2.21) from TN to TN +1 with the initial conditions zN yields the new variables
zN +1 . Using an explicit co-simulation approach, the extrapolated coupling variables pN +1 (TN +1 )
do in general not satisfy the coupling conditions at the macro-time point TN +1 , i.e. pN +1 (TN +1 ) −
23
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ϕ(TN +1 , zN +1 , pN +1 (TN +1 )) 6= 0. Consistent coupling variables uN +1 have to be computed by an
update step, namely by solving the coupling equations
uN +1 − ϕ (TN +1 , zN +1 , uN +1 ) = 0

(2.22)

for uN +1 . This update will cause a (small) jump in the coupling variables, since pN +1 (TN +1 ) is
usually not equal to the updated variables uN +1 .
Three different co-simulation schemes will be described in the following subsections, namely
the classical explicit, the classical implicit and a waveform relaxation method. The application of
the three approaches will be explained based on the multibody model introduced in Section 2.2.
A detailed description of the explicit and the implicit co-simulation method based on a linear twomass oscillator can be found in [SLL15].
2.4.1. Explicit Co-Simulation Method
To explain the classical explicit co-simulation method, an arbitrary macro-time step from TN
to TN +1 = TN + H with the current macro-step size H is considered.
T

[x1 (TN ), . . . , xnK (TN ), v1 (TN ), . . . , vnK (TN )]

The states zN =

of all bodies and the coupling variables uN =

T

[λ1 (TN ), . . . , λnc (TN )] at the macro-time point TN are assumed to be known; nc is the number
of (scalar) coupling conditions. The values of the coupling variables within the interval [TN , TN +1 ]
are unknown and have therefore to be approximated.
pre
pre
T
The first step is the prediction of the coupling variables upre
N +1 = [λ1,N +1 , . . . , λnc ,N +1 ] at TN +1 .

In this work, polynomial extrapolation according to
upre
N +1 = Pκ (TN +1 ; [TN −κ , uN −κ ], . . . , [TN , uN ])

(2.23)

is used to obtain the predicted values of the coupling variables. Pκ (t; [TN −κ , uN −κ ], . . . , [TN , uN ])
is a vector of interpolation polynomials of degree κ through the given κ + 1 sampling points. As
sampling points, the previous κ+1 macro-time points and the corresponding values of the coupling
variables are used. In an alternative approach, a polynomial fit through a defined number nsp >
κ+1 of previous macro-time points are used to predict the coupling variables. The determination of
upre
N +1 by a polynomial fit, for instance by means of a least squares approach, may slightly increase
the numerical stability of the co-simulation method.
h
The next step is the generation of the approximation polynomials ppre
(t)
=
ppre
N +1
1,N +1 (t), . . . ,
iT
ppre
for the coupling variables u(t) within the interval [TN , TN +1 ]. The approximation
nc ,N +1 (t)
polynomials
pre
ppre
N +1 (t) = Pκ (t; [TN −κ+1 , uN −κ+1 ], . . . , [TN , uN ], [TN +1 , uN +1 ])

(2.24)

of degree κ are generated by using the values of the coupling variables at κ previous macro-time
points and the predicted coupling variables upre
N +1 as supporting points. The process is visualized
for an arbitrary coupling variable λL and linear polynomials in Fig. 2.11.
In fact, the polynomials used in Eq. (2.23) and Eq. (2.24) are identical for the case that upre
N +1
is predicted by extrapolation and ppre
N +1 (t) is an interpolation polynomial of the same degree κ. In
general, other approaches can be used to compute upre
N +1 then the polynomials will not be identical.
pre
It is desirable, that the approximation polynomials ppre
N (t) and pN +1 (t) of two consecutive macro-
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steps merge into each other as smooth as possible at TN to minimize discontinuities. However,
there are no smoothness requirements for the prediction of the values upre
N +1 . Therefore, it might
be useful to distinguish between the prediction of upre
N +1 and the generation of the approximation
polynomials ppre
N +1 (t).
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Figure 2.11: Approximation of arbitrary coupling force λL with linear polynomials (left figure) and
update of arbitrary coupling force λL (right figure).
The subsystems equations of motion Eq. (2.17) are integrated from TN to TN +1 using the approximation polynomials ppre
N +1 (t), which substitute the unknown coupling variables u(t). Note
that all subsystems are integrated independently of each other so that all subsystem integrations
can be carried out in parallel. After the subsystem integrations from TN to TN +1 have been accomplished, updated coupling variables uN +1 are computed. Therefore, the subsystem output
variables yN +1 at the new macro-time point TN +1 , which have been obtained by the subsystem
integrations, are inserted into the coupling conditions g(uN +1 , ϕ(yN +1 )), see Eq. (2.20). The
coupling equations are solved for the updated coupling forces according to
(2.25)

uN +1 = ϕ(yN +1 )
or in particular
λL,N +1 =L FSD,c (yN +1 )
=L cc

L+1

+ L Cc

(2.26)

x1,N +1 − L xnK,L ,N +1 + L dc L+1 v1,N +1 − L vnK,L ,N +1
3
3
L+1
x1,N +1 − L xnK,L ,N +1 + L Dc L+1 v1,N +1 − L vnK,L ,N +1




with coupling index L = 1, . . . , nc . Then the co-simulation is continued with the next macro-time
step TN +1 → TN +2 . The update process of an arbitrary coupling force λL is illustrated in Fig. 2.11
for the case of linear approximation polynomials.
It should be mentioned that in practical applications, difficulties with the implementation may
occur in connection with feed-through subsystems. Especially in connection with commercial simulation tools, it may be technically complicated or practically impossible to carry out the update
step due to solver restrictions and reduced solver access. Then, uN +1 = ϕ(TN +1 , zN +1 , uN +1 ) is
replaced by uN +1 = ϕ(TN +1 , zN +1 , upre
N +1 ). As a consequence, however, problems with the error
estimator will arise if a macro-step size controller is used, see Section 3.1.3.
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2.4.2. Implicit Co-Simulation Method
To explain the classical implicit co-simulation approach, we again consider a general macro-step
from TN to TN +1 . At the beginning of the macro-time step, the variables of the subsystems zN and
the coupling variables uN are assumed to be known. The intention of the implicit approach is to determine (corrected) coupling variables uN +1 so that the coupling conditions g (uN +1 , ϕ (yN +1 )) =
0 (abbreviated by g (uN +1 , yN +1 ) = 0) are fulfilled at TN +1 . The subsystem output variables
yN +1 (state variables of the coupling bodies) are obtained by integrating the subsystems with the
approximation polynomials pN +1 (t) = Pκ (t; [TN −κ+1 , uN −κ+1 ], . . . , [TN , uN ], [TN +1 , uN +1 ]).
The classical implicit co-simulation method is based on a predictor/corrector approach. The
corrected coupling variables uN +1 are computed by Newton’s method.
pre
First, a predictor step is carried out to obtain starting values uj=0
N +1 := uN +1 for the Newton

iteration with the iteration index j. The predictor step is an explicit co-simulation step as described
in Section 2.4.1. The predicted coupling variables uj=0
N +1 are obtained by extrapolation according
pre
to Eq. (2.23) and the approximation polynomials pj=0
N +1 (t) := pN +1 (t) of degree κ are generated

according to Eq. (2.24), see Fig 2.12 (left figure). The subsystems (2.17) are integrated from TN to
TN +1 using the approximation polynomials pj=0
N +1 (t) to substitute the unknown coupling variables
u(t).
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Figure 2.12: Implicit co-simulation approach: predicted and perturbed approximation polynomials
for arbitrary coupling force λL (linear approximation).


j=0
j=0
The resulting subsystem output variables yN
u
depend (implicitly) on the approxi+1
N +1
j=0
mation polynomials pj=0
N +1 (t) and therefore on the predicted coupling variables uN
+1 . Inserting



j=0
j=0
j=0
j=0
yN +1 uN +1 into the coupling equations g yields the relationship g uN +1 , yN +1 uj=0
. In
N +1



j=0
j=0
general, the coupling equations are not fulfilled, i.e. g uj=0
6= 0. To find (corN +1 , yN +1 uN +1

rected) coupling variables uN +1 , which fulfill the coupling equations g (uN +1 , yN +1 (uN +1 )) = 0, a
Newton iteration is carried out. Therefore, the relationship g (uN +1 , yN +1 (uN +1 )) = 0 is linearized
by a Taylor series expansion.
h

i
j=0
j=0
For the first corrector iteration step, the predictor point uj=0
is used as expanN +1 , yN +1 uN +1
sion point for the Taylor series expansion and the linearized coupling equations
g lin (uN +1 , yN +1 (uN +1 )) :=



j=0
j=0
u
+
g uj=0
,
y
N +1 N +1
N +1
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dg
duN +1

uj=0
N +1



· uN +1 − uj=0
N +1 = 0 (2.27)
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are obtained. For example, the linearized coupling condition gLlin for the connection of subsystem
L with subsystem L + 1 reads





j=0
j=0
j=0
j=0
j=0
j=0
gLlin := gL λj=0
,
y
λ
,
λ
,
y
λ
,
λ
L,N +1 L,N +1
L−1,N +1 L,N +1
L+1,N +1
L,N +1
L+1,N +1


dgL
λL−1,N +1 − λj=0
+
L−1,N +1
dλL−1 λj=0
L−1,N +1


dgL
+
λL,N +1 − λj=0
L,N +1
dλL λj=0
L,N +1


dgL
j=0
λL+1,N +1 − λL+1,N +1 = 0 .
+
dλL+1 λj=0

(2.28)

L+1,N +1

With the abbreviations


j=0
:= L xnK,L λj=0
,
λ
;
L−1,N +1 L,N +1


j=0
L+1 j=0
x1 := L+1 x1 λj=0
;
L,N +1 , λL+1,N +1



j=0
:= L vnK,L λj=0
,
λ
L−1,N +1 L,N +1


j=0
L+1 j=0
v1 := L+1 v1 λj=0
,
λ
L,N +1 L+1,N +1

L j=0
xnK,L

L j=0
vnK,L

and
Sx := L cc + 3 L Cc



L+1 j=0
x1,N +1

− L xj=0
nK,L ,N +1

2

Sv := L dc + 3 L Dc

;



L+1 j=0
v1,N +1

− L vnj=0
K,L ,N +1

2

and omitting the index N + 1 for the reason of a clear representation, we obtain



L
L+1 j=0
− L xj=0
v1 − L vnj=0
nK,L + dc
K,L

3

3 
L
L+1 j=0
L j=0
L
L+1 j=0
L j=0
+ Cc
x1 − xnK,L + Dc
v1 − vnK,L




∂ L vnK,L
∂ L xnK,L
(2.29)
Sx +
Sv  λL−1 − λj=0
+
L−1
∂λL−1 j=0
∂λL−1 j=0
λL−1
λL−1




L+1
L
L+1
L


∂
x1 − xnK,L
∂
v1 − vnK,L
+ 1 −
Sx −
Sv  λL − λj=0
L
∂λL
∂λL
λj=0
λj=0
L
L
#
"


∂ L x1
∂ L v1
Sx −
Sv λL+1 − λj=0
+ −
L+1 = 0 .
∂λL+1 λj=0
∂λL+1 λj=0

gLlin = λj=0
L −

h

L

cc



L+1 j=0
x1

L+1

The partial derivatives

L+1

∂yN +1
∂uN +1 uj=0
N +1

(also called interface Jacobian) of the subsystem output vari-

ables with respect to the coupling variables, which appear in the linearized coupling conditions
(2.29), are numerically computed by finite differences
∂Lx

nK,L

∂λL−1

∂Lx

Lx

≈

nK,L

Lx

≈
λj=0
L


j=0
λ̄j=0
,
λ
− L xj=0
nK,L
L−1 L
λ̄j=0
L−1

λj=0
L−1

nK,L

∂λL




nK,L

−

λj=0
L−1


j=0
λj=0
,
λ̄
− L xj=0
nK,L
L−1 L
λ̄j=0
L

−

λj=0
L

;

;
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∂Lv

nK,L

∂λL−1

∂Lv

Lv

≈

nK,L

Lv

≈
λj=0
L


j=0
λ̄j=0
,
λ
− L vnj=0
K,L
L−1 L
j=0
λ̄j=0
L−1 − λL−1

λj=0
L−1

nK,L

∂λL




nK,L


j=0
λj=0
,
λ̄
− L vnj=0
K,L
L−1 L
j=0
λ̄j=0
L − λL

2
∂ L+1 x

1

∂λL
∂ L+1 x

L+1 x

≈


1


j=0
L+1 xj=0
λ̄j=0
,
λ
1
L
L+1 −
λ̄j=0
L

λj=0
L
L+1 x

1

∂λL+1

≈
λj=0
L+1


1

−

;

λj=0
L


j=0
L+1 xj=0
λj=0
,
λ̄
1
L
L+1 −

;

j=0
λ̄j=0
L+1 − λL

∂ L+1 v
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L+1 v

1

∂λL
∂ L+1 v1
∂λL+1

≈
λj=0
L

≈


1


j=0
L+1 v j=0
λ̄j=0
,
λ
1
L
L+1 −

j=0
λ̄j=0
L − λL


j=0 j=0
L+1 v
L+1 v j=0
1 λL , λ̄L+1 −
1
j=0
λ̄j=0
L+1 − λL

λj=0
L+1

Therefore, the subsystems are integrated with perturbed approximation polynomials

h
i
j=0
p̄j=0
(t)
=
P
t;
[T
,
u
]
,
.
.
.
,
[T
,
u
]
,
T
,
ū
,
κ
N
−κ+1
N
−κ+1
N
N
N
+1
N +1
N +1

(2.30)

j=0
j=0
see Fig 2.12 (right figure). The perturbed coupling variables ūj=0
N +1 = uN +1 + ∆uN +1 are obtained
h
iT
j=0
j=0
to the predicted couby adding user defined perturbations ∆uj=0
N +1 = ∆λ1,N +1 , . . . , ∆λnc ,N +1


j=0
pling variables. In the above equations a special abbreviation is used: L+1 x1 λj=0
,
λ̄
L
L+1 means,

for instance, the displacement of body 1 of subsystem L + 1 at TN +1 that is obtained by an integration of subsystem L + 1 from TN to TN +1 using the approximation polynomial pj=0
L,N +1 (t) for the
coupling force λL (t) and the perturbed approximation polynomial p̄j=0
L+1,N +1 (t) for the coupling force
λL+1 (t). It should be stressed that the two additional subsystem integrations (one per coupling
variable), which are required to numerically compute the partial derivatives (interface Jacobian)
by finite differences, are carried out in parallel to the obligatory subsystem integrations. In Appendix A, alternative approaches to numerically compute or to approximate the interface Jacobian
are discussed.
Remark on the perturbations ∆u: The choice of adequate perturbations is a challenging matter
because it affects the quality of the computed interface Jacobian and therefore the robustness and
also the efficiency of the implicit co-simulation. An inappropriate approximation of the interface
Jacobian results in an increased number of corrector steps because of the reduced convergence
rate of the Newton iteration. Numerical studies with the multibody model introduced in Section 2.2
show that rather large perturbations have a positive influence on the robustness of the simulation.
The computational efficiency in contrast suffers from large perturbations, because these have a
negative affect on the smoothness of the perturbed approximation polynomials at the macro-time
points. Therefore subsystem integrations with the perturbed approximation polynomials require
more subsystem solver steps. However, good results have been achieved with the following choice
for the L = 1, . . . , nc coupling variables:
• predictor step (j = 0): ∆λj=0
L,N +1 = max



• corrector steps (j > 0): ∆λjL,N +1 = max

λL,N − λj=0
L,N , ∆λmin






λjL,N +1 − λj−1
,
∆λ
min .
L,N +1

h
iT
j=0
j=0
The vectors uj=0
=
λ
,
.
.
.
,
λ
and uN = [λ1,N , . . . , λnc ,N ]T collect the predicted and the
N
1,N
nc ,N
converged coupling variables of the previous macro-step. In each case, the perturbations ∆λjL,N +1
are limited by an absolute lower bound ∆λmin to avoid a division by small values.
Solving the linear system (2.27) for uN +1 yields the corrected coupling variables uj=1
N +1 . The iterh

i
j=1
j=1
j=1
ation is continued, using uN +1 , yN +1 uN +1 as expansion point for the Taylor series expansion
and the above described procedure is repeated. The subsystems are integrated with the corrected
28
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h
i
j=1
approximation polynomials pj=1
(t)
=
P
t;
[T
,
u
]
,
.
.
.
,
T
,
u
and in paralκ
N −κ+1
N −κ+1
N +1
N +1
N +1
lel with the recomputed perturbed approximation polynomials p̄j=1
N +1 (t) = Pκ (t; [TN −κ+1 , uN −κ+1 ] ,
h
i
j=1
j=1
. . . , TN +1 , ūN +1 to obtain the subsystem output variables yN
+1 and to approximate the interface Jacobian

∂yN +1
∂uN +1 uj=1 ,
N +1

see Fig. 2.13. The resulting system of linearized coupling equations is

again solved for uN +1 =: uj=2
N +1 .
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Figure 2.13: Implicit co-simulation approach: corrected and perturbed approximation polynomials
for arbitrary coupling force λL (linear approximation).
The iteration is terminated, if a convergence criterion is fulfilled, see Fig. 2.14. The convergence
criterion is defined by the relationship
Rj
δj
1 − Rj u

W RM S

<τ ,

(2.31)

as suggested in [Sha80]. Note that the index N + 1 has been removed from the variables R
and δu for the reason of a clear representation. The coupling variables ujN +1 are assumed to
be converged, if the difference δuj = ujN +1 − uj−1
N +1 of the coupling variables of two consecutive
iteration steps, measured in the weighted root-mean-square norm

δuj

W RM S

v
u
nc 
2
u1 X
j
=t
δu,L
WL,N +1
nc

(2.32)

L=1

and scaled with a factor depending on the approximated convergence rate Rj , is smaller than a
user defined limit τ . The multiplicative weights WN +1 = [W1,N +1 , . . . , Wnc ,N +1 ]T used to compute
the norm are based on the values of the coupling
variables and onuser defined relative and ab
for index L = 1, . . . , nc . The
solute error tolerances, namely WL,N +1 = 1/ atolL + rtol λj=0
L,N +1
tolerances are typically identical to the tolerances used for the macro-step size controller, at least
in the case, where the macro-step size controller is based on an error estimator that estimates
the error of the coupling variables. If different types of variables are used for the definition of the
convergence criterion and for the error estimation, then it may be necessary to use also different
tolerances for each task. The convergence rate is approximated according to

j

R =

δuj
δuj−1

29

W RM S
W RM S

.

(2.33)
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The value τ < 1 must be chosen small enough to ensure that the error of the nonlinear iteration
does not interfere with the local error test of the macro-step size controller. On the other hand,
a too small value unnecessarily increases the number of Newton iterations and therefore the
computation time. A common value used for ODE solvers is τ = 0.1 [Sha80]. For most simulations
carried out in the scope of this work, setting τ = 0.33 lead to a slightly better performance of the
implicit co-simulation. If the co-simulation fails in connection with highly nonlinear models, the
problem may be solved by reducing the value of τ drastically, e.g. τ = 0.01.
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Figure 2.14: Implicit co-simulation approach: corrector iteration for arbitrary coupling force λL
(linear approximation polynomials).
In an alternative approach, the convergence criterion (2.31) is formulated in terms of the subj
j
j
system output variables yN
+1 instead of the coupling variables uN +1 . Therefore, the difference δu
j−1
j−1
j
by δyj−1 ) in Eq. (2.31) and Eq. (2.33). The tolerances
is replaced by δyj = yN
+1 − yN +1 (and δu

may have to be adjusted, depending on the order of magnitude of the considered variables.
Within this work the convergence criterion is always formulated in terms of the variables that are
used for the error estimation of the macro-step size controller. If the error estimator described in
Section 3.1.5 is applied, the convergence criterion (2.31) is used. In case of an estimation of the
error of the state variables of the coupling bodies (Section 3.1.4), the convergence criterion is also
stated in terms of the subsystem output variables, which are by definition the state variables of the
coupling bodies.
j=l
j=l
The values uN
+1 and zN +1 obtained by the final iteration l are used as corrected variables uN +1

and zN +1 . The next macro-step from TN +1 → TN +2 is carried out using these corrected variables.
2.4.3. Waveform Relaxation Method
An alternative iterative co-simulation method is based on a waveform relaxation approach. A
general macro-step from TN to TN +1 is carried out in the same way as in the explicit co-simulation
pre
method described in Section 2.4.1. The predicted coupling variables uj=0
N +1 := uN +1 are obtained
pre
by extrapolation according to Eq. (2.23) and the approximation polynomials pj=0
N +1 (t) := pN +1 (t) of

degree κ are generated according to Eq. (2.24).
Then each subsystem is integrated separately and the resulting subsystem output variables
j=0
yN
+1

are used to compute updated coupling variables uj=1
N +1 according to Eq. (2.26). Within the

next iteration step, the updated coupling variables are used to obtain improved approximation
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polynomials according to

h
i
j=1
pj=1
(t)
=
P
t;
[T
,
u
]
,
.
.
.
,
[T
,
u
]
,
T
,
u
.
κ
N −κ+1
N −κ+1
N
N
N +1
N +1
N +1

(2.34)

The integration of the subsystems from TN to TN +1 is repeated with the improved approximation
polynomials pj=1
N +1 (t). The iteration is terminated, if a convergence criterion is fulfilled, as described
above in Section 2.4.2 for the implicit co-simulation approach. The next macro-step from TN +1 →
j=l
TN +2 is carried out using the corrected variables uN +1 := uj=l
N +1 and zN +1 := zN +1 , with l being

the index of the final iteration step.
The method can be modified by using a relaxation parameter ω ∈ (0, 1), yielding the approximation polynomials

h

i
pjN +1 (t) = Pκ t; [TN −κ+1 , uN −κ+1 ] , . . . , [TN , uN ] , TN +1 , (1 − ω)ujN +1 + ω uj−1
. (2.35)
N +1
The advantage of the waveform method is, that it does not require the computation of the interface Jacobian. Numerical tests indicate, however, that the implicit co-simulation method described
within the previous subsection shows a clearly better overall performance. The Newton method
converges with significantly fewer corrector steps and also shows superior numerical stability properties.
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3. Macro-Step Size and Order Control Algorithm
The algorithm for macro-step size and order control considered here is carried out in three stages.
It is a straightforward generalization of a step size and order controller well-established in classical
time integration schemes [SG75, Ske77, BCP96, ESF98]. The first stage is to check, whether
the macro-step is accepted or if the estimated error is too large so that the macro-step has to
be repeated. The process of estimating the local error of a co-simulation step is described in
Section 3.1 for the explicit co-simulation approach and for the implicit co-simulation approach. The
second stage consists of the order selection algorithm (Section 3.3) and the third stage contains
the calculation of the optimal step size for the next macro-step (Section 3.4). In this context, the
term order refers to the polynomial degree κ of the approximation polynomials of the coupling
variables.

3.1. Error Estimators for Co-Simulation Approaches
For deriving an error estimator, the co-simulation results of a macro-step have to be compared
with a numerically generated reference solution. Based on these two solutions, an error estimator
for the macro-step is constructed. Roughly speaking, the numerical error of a co-simulation has
two components, namely the numerical error generated by the subsystem integration with the
subsystem solver and the numerical error produced by the co-simulation approach, i.e. by the
polynomial approximation of the coupling variables. In the subsequent analysis, it is generally
assumed that the error introduced by the numerical subsystem integration is much smaller than
the error produced by the co-simulation. In practical applications, this hypothesis is often justified
and valid, especially for the case that the subsystems are solved with small error tolerances so
that the micro-time step sizes of the subsystem integrators are smaller than the macro-step size.
Error Estimators for the Explicit Co-Simulation Approach
In the following subsections, three different error estimators for the explicit co-simulation method
described in Section 2.4.1 are presented. The first and third error estimator are based on the local
extrapolation technique [Sha73, SW81] and the second estimator is based on the Milne device
approach [Mil26].
3.1.1. Method e1: Local Extrapolation (exLE)
A general macro-step TN → TN +1 = TN + H of the explicit co-simulation scheme described in
Section 2.4.1 is considered. Using approximation polynomials ppre
N +1 (t) of degree κ according to
Eq. (2.24) with the predicted (extrapolated) values of the coupling variables upre
according to
 N +1
pre
κ+1
Eq. (2.23), the coupling variables uN +1 are extrapolated with order O H
. Since the coupling

variables and therefore the accelerations are approximated with order O H κ+1 , the velocities


vN +1 will converge with order O H κ+2 and the position variables qN +1 with order O H κ+3 , i.e.
qN +1 = q (TN +1 ) + O H κ+3




vN +1 = v (TN +1 ) + O H κ+2 ,
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where q (TN +1 ) and v (TN +1 ) denote the analytical solutions with q (TN ) = qN and v (TN ) = vN .
Note that these error bounds are valid for the case that numerical errors due to the subsystem
integration can be neglected, e.g. for the case that the subsystems are integrated analytically or
numerically with very tight error tolerances.
To calculate an error estimate for qN +1 and vN +1 , comparative solutions q̂N +1 and v̂N +1 are
required. Using the local extrapolation technique for generating an error estimator, two solutions
with different convergence orders are compared. Therefore, the considered macro-step TN →
TN +1 is carried out twice; the comparative solution is calculated with the same initial conditions
(ẑN = zN ):
• The first co-simulation step (actual simulation) is carried out with the approximation polynomials ppre
N +1 (t) of degree κ according to Eq. (2.24) and yields qN +1 and vN +1 .
• The second co-simulation step (comparative solution) is accomplished with the approximation polynomials

pre 
p̂pre
N +1 (t) = Pκ+1 (t; [TN −κ , uN −κ ] , . . . , [TN , uN ] , TN +1 , ûN +1 )

(3.2)

ûpre
N +1 = Pκ+1 (TN +1 ; [TN −κ−1 , uN −κ−1 ] , [TN −κ , uN −κ ] , . . . , [TN , uN ])

(3.3)

with

of degree κ + 1 and gives q̂N +1 and v̂N +1 .
For the solution of the first integration, the local errors of the position variable qi and velocity
variable vi are given by
epos
i,N +1 = |qi,N +1 − qi (TN +1 )|
evel
i,N +1 = |vi,N +1 − vi (TN +1 )| .

(3.4)


Replacing in Eq. (3.4) the analytical solutions with the help of q̂i,N +1 = qi (TN +1 ) + O H κ+4 and

v̂i,N +1 = vi (TN +1 ) + O H κ+3 , we simply obtain
epos
i,N +1 = |qi,N +1 − qi (TN +1 )|

= qi,N +1 − q̂i,N +1 + O H κ+4

= |qi,N +1 − q̂i,N +1 | + O H κ+4

κ+4
= εpos
i,N +1 + O H
evel
i,N +1 = |vi,N +1 − vi (TN +1 )|

(3.5)


= vi,N +1 − v̂i,N +1 + O H κ+3

= |vi,N +1 − v̂i,N +1 | + O H κ+3

κ+3
= εvel
.
i,N +1 + O H
Thus, the local error of the co-simulation in the macro-step from TN → TN +1 can be estimated by
the difference of the two solutions, i.e.
εpos
i,N +1 = |qi,N +1 − q̂i,N +1 |
εvel
i,N +1 = |vi,N +1 − v̂i,N +1 | ,
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pos
vel
vel
where the estimated errors εpos
i,N +1 and εi,N +1 converge to the local errors ei,N +1 and ei,N +1 with


order O H κ+4 and O H κ+3 , respectively.
vel
The error estimates εpos
i,N +1 and εi,N +1 according to Eq. (3.6) can be used to monitor the local

error of all state variables. Alternatively, only the states of the coupling bodies may be monitored,
which is done in this work.
3.1.2. Method e2: Milne Device (exMD)
Next, an error estimator is constructed on the basis of a Milne device approach [Mil26]. Therefore,
two different solutions with the same convergence order but different leading error terms are compared. Two parallel simulation steps from TN to TN +1 are executed with the same initial conditions
(ẑN = zN ):
• The first co-simulation step (actual simulation) is carried out with the approximation polynomials ppre
N +1 (t) of degree κ according to Eq. (2.24) and yields qN +1 and vN +1 .
• The second co-simulation step (comparative solution) is accomplished with the approximation polynomials

pre 
p̂pre
N +1 (t) = Pκ (t; [TN −κ+1 , uN −κ+1 ] , . . . , [TN , uN ] , TN +1 , ûN +1 )

(3.7)

ûpre
N +1 = Pκ+1 (TN +1 ; [TN −κ−1 , uN −κ−1 ] , [TN −κ , uN −κ ] , . . . , [TN , uN ])

(3.8)

with

and gives q̂N +1 and v̂N +1 . Note that the predicted values of the coupling variables ûpre
N +1
are obtained by an extrapolation of degree κ + 1; however, the approximation polynomials
p̂pre
N +1 (t) are of degree κ. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3.1 for an arbitrary coupling
variable ui and linear approximation polynomials.
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Figure 3.1: Milne device approach in combination with the explicit co-simulation scheme (exMD):
approximation polynomials for the arbitrary coupling variable ui of degree κ = 1.
Since qN +1 and q̂N +1 are both calculated with polynomials of degree κ, they both show a local

convergence with order O H κ+3 . It can be shown (see [MKS21]) that the local errors of qN +1
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and q̂N +1 can be expressed as

κ+1
co
κ+4
qN +1 − q (TN +1 ) = H 2 Cpos,N
+1 AN ∆pN +1 + O H



κ+1
κ
κ+4
q̂N +1 − q (TN +1 ) = H 2 Cpos,N
−
C
Aco
.
pos,N
+1
N ∆pN +1 + O H
+1

(3.9)
(3.10)

κ+1
κ
In the above equation, H = TN +1 −TN denotes the current macro-step size. Cpos,N
+1 and Cpos,N +1

denote error constants of the co-simulation, which are derived in [MKS21]. The error constants
are calculated by special integrals of Lagrange basis polynomials Lκ (t), namely by
κ
Cpos,N
+1

1
= 2
H

TN +1

Z

TN

Z

τ

Lκ (t) dt dτ

with

Lκ (t) =

κ−1
Y

TN

j=0

t − TN −j
.
TN +1 − TN −j

(3.11)

κ+1
κ
Hence, Cpos,N
+1 and Cpos,N +1 only depend on the polynomial degree κ and on the ratio of the

previous macro-step sizes. The matrix Aco
N can be interpreted as a special Jacobian matrix, which
does not explicitly depend on the macro-step size H. The vector ∆pN +1 can be interpreted as
the difference of two polynomials, which are evaluated at TN +1 . While a direct calculation of the
κ+1
co
leading error term H 2 Cpos,N
+1 AN ∆pN +1 in Eq. (3.9) is impossible, the leading error term can be

determined with the help of the two solutions qN +1 and q̂N +1 . Subtracting Eq. (3.10) from Eq. (3.9)
κ+1
κ
and multiplication with Cpos,N
+1 /Cpos,N +1 yields
κ
co
κ+4
qN +1 − q (TN +1 ) − (q̂N +1 − q (TN +1 )) = H 2 Cpos,N
+1 AN ∆pN +1 + O H

⇒

κ+1
Cpos,N
+1
κ
Cpos,N
+1




κ+1
co
κ+4
.
(qN +1 − q̂N +1 ) = H 2 Cpos,N
+1 AN ∆pN +1 + O H

(3.12)

Comparing Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.9), the local error epos
i,N +1 = |qi,N +1 − qi (TN +1 )| of the actual
co-simulation step can be estimated by
κ+1
Cpos,N
+1

εpos
i,N +1 =

κ
Cpos,N
+1

|qi,N +1 − q̂i,N +1 | ,

(3.13)


κ+4 .
which converges to the local error epos
i,N +1 with order O H
Accordingly, an error estimate εvel
i,N +1 for the velocity variables can be derived, see [MKS21].
The estimated error
εvel
i,N +1 =

κ+1
Cvel,N
+1
κ
Cvel,N
+1

|vi,N +1 − v̂i,N +1 |

(3.14)

approximates the local error evel
i,N +1 = |vi,N +1 − vi (TN +1 )| of the actual co-simulation with order

κ+3
O H
. The error constants for the velocities are defined by the integral
κ
Cvel,N
+1

1
=
H

Z

TN +1

κ

L (t) dt

with

TN

κ

L (t) =

κ−1
Y
j=0

t − TN −j
.
TN +1 − TN −j

Remark on the error constants: usually, the ratios of the error constants

κ+1
Cpos,N
+1
κ
Cpos,N
+1

(3.15)

and

κ+1
Cvel,N
+1
κ
Cvel,N
+1

have to be recalculated in each macro-step, since the error constants depend on the ratios of
the current and the previous macro-step sizes. Within a simplified implementation, universal error
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constants based on the assumption of a constant macro-step size may be used instead of the
exact error constants. The ratios of the universal error constants are collected in Table 3.1. Note
that the effort of recomputing the exact error constants in each macro-step is very low, therefore
the expectable reduction of computation time achieved by using the the simplified approach is also
low.
Table 3.1: Error constant ratios for constant macro-step size.
κ

0

1

2

3

4

5

κ+1 /C κ
Cpos
pos
κ+1
κ
Cvel
/Cvel

1/3

3/4

38/45

135/152

863/945

9625/10356

1/2

5/6

9/10

251/270

475/502

19087/19950

3.1.3. Method e3: Local Extrapolation Based on the Coupling Variables (exCV )
Within this error estimation approach, only the error of the coupling variables is considered. Regarding the explicit co-simulation approach, the approximation polynomials ppre
N +1 (t) of degree κ
according to Eq. (2.24) with the predicted (extrapolated) values of the coupling variables upre
N +1
according to Eq. (2.23) are used for the integration of the subsystems from TN to TN +1 . After the
subsystem integration, updated coupling variables uN +1 are calculated at TN +1 by inserting the
new state variables qN +1 , vN +1 into the coupling equations, i.e. by solving the coupling conditions
uN +1 − ϕ (TN +1 , qN +1 , vN +1 , uN +1 ) = 0 for uN +1 .
Usually, the predicted coupling variables upre
N +1 are different from the updated coupling variables
uN +1 and the difference upre
N +1 − uN +1 can be used to construct an error estimator based on the
local extrapolation technique.
In the following, only explicit co-simulations without feed-through are considered. As mentioned


above, the state variables qN +1 and vN +1 generally converge with orders O H κ+3 and O H κ+2 ,
respectively. Without feed-through, the updated coupling variables uN +1 = ϕ (TN +1 , qN +1 , vN +1 )


can be calculated explicitly and converge at least with order O H κ+2 (order O H κ+3 for the
case that the coupling forces only depend on the position variables, i.e. for the case that uN +1 =
ϕ (TN +1 , qN +1 ) ).

κ+1 . Since the preThe predicted coupling variables upre
N +1 show a convergence rate of O H
dicted and updated coupling variables show a different convergence rate, the local error eui,N +1 =
pre
upre
i,N +1 − ui (TN +1 ) of the predicted coupling variable ui,N +1 can be estimated with the help of the

updated coupling variable ui,N +1 according to
eui,N +1 = upre
i,N +1 − ui (TN +1 )

κ+2
= upre
i,N +1 − ui,N +1 + O H

κ+2
= upre
i,N +1 − ui,N +1 + O H

= εui,N +1 + O H κ+2 ,

(3.16)


κ+2 to the local
where the estimated error εui,N +1 = upre
i,N +1 − ui,N +1 converges with order O H
error eui,N +1 .
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Compared to the error estimators exLE and exMD of Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 (see Eqs. (3.6),
(3.13) and (3.14)), the error estimator according to Eq. (3.16) has several advantages and disadvantages.
• For the error estimators exLE and exMD, parallel simulations are required in order to generate a comparative solution. Parallel execution of the macro-steps is, however, not required
for εui,N +1 according to Eq. (3.16), which simplifies the implementation and also reduces the
amount of required cores.
• A drawback of the error estimator exCV is that εui,N +1 only monitors the error of the predicted
coupling variables upre
N +1 , whereas the error estimators exLE and exMD estimate the error of
the state variables qN +1 , vN +1 .
• The error estimators exLE and exMD can be used to monitor the error of all subsystem
states, i.e. not only the error of the states of the coupling bodies. It should, however, be
mentioned again that the error estimators exLE and exMD may also be used to only monitor
the states of the coupling bodies.
Error Estimation for Explicit Co-Simulation Approaches in Connection with Feed-Through
The error bounds according to Eq. (3.1) are valid for explicit and implicit co-simulation approaches.
Moreover, these error bounds hold for systems without feed-through – i.e. for the case that the
subsystem output variables are not explicit functions of the coupling (input) variables – and also
for systems with feed-through, see [MKS21]. As mentioned in Section 2.4.1, for practical reasons it might be necessary to replace the update equations uN +1 = ϕ (TN +1 , zN +1 , uN +1 ) by

uN +1 = ϕ TN +1 , zN +1 , upre
N +1 . For explicit co-simulation models with feed-through subsystems,
the leading error term will, however, change, if uN +1 = ϕ (TN +1 , zN +1 , uN +1 ) is simplified by

uN +1 = ϕ TN +1 , zN +1 , upre
N +1 .
The reason therefore is the error produced by polynomial extrapolation/interpolation of the coupling variables. Roughly speaking, the approximation error of the coupling variables has two
components. The first component reflects the error due to the polynomial approximation with a
finite degree κ and only depends on the number of sampling points. This error component gen
erally converges with order O H κ+1 for systems with feed-through and also for systems without
(κ+1)

κ+1 u
feed-through. The structure of the first error component reads eu,1
i
i,N +1 = C H

κ+1
(κ+1)
d
ui
κ+2
O H
with the constant C and the derivative ui
:= dtκ+1 .

(TN +1 ) +

The second error component results from the error of the sampling points, which are not exact
values, since they are a result of a co-simulation. Note that the second error component also occurs, if the subsystem are integrated analytically. Considering the explicit co-simulation approach

for systems without feed-through, the second error component will converge with order O H κ+2 .
For explicit co-simulation models with feed-through subsystems, the second error component only

converges with order O H κ+1 . The structure of the second error component reads eu,2
i,N +1 =

Pκ
κ+2
, with the error of the sampling points ∆ui,N −j := ui,N −j − ui (TN −j )
j=0 cj ∆ui,N −j + O H
and constants cj (see [MKS21]).
Hence, regarding explicit co-simulation schemes in connection with feed-through, the leadu,2
ing error term contains two summands and has the structure eui,N +1 = eu,1
i,N +1 + ei,N +1 =
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+ O H κ+2 .

a) Error estimator based on Milne device for systems with feed-through:
By calculating the difference between the actual co-simulation and a comparative solution, which
both have the same convergence order, an error estimation based on the Milne device approach
according to Section 3.1.2 is not possible for systems with feed-through in connection with the

simplified update uN +1 = ϕ TN +1 , zN +1 , upre
N +1 , since the leading error term consist of two components.
b) Error estimator based on local extrapolation for systems with feed-through:
Error estimation with the local extrapolation idea of Section 3.1.1 is impossible for systems with

feed-through in connection with the simplified update uN +1 = ϕ TN +1 , zN +1 , upre
N +1 , since the
two approximation polynomials – ppre
N +1 (t) (Eq. (2.24)) of degree κ for the actual co-simulation and
p̂pre
N +1 (t) (Eq. (3.2)) of degree κ + 1 for the comparative solution – have the same approximation

pre
order O H κ+1 : although p̂pre
N +1 (t) is generated with κ + 2 sampling points, ûN +1 only converges

with order O H κ+1 , since the accuracy of the sampling points [TN −κ−1 , uN −κ−1 ], . . . , [TN , uN ]

is only of order O H κ+1 for explicit parallel co-simulation systems with feed-through.
This problem can be solved, if consistent coupling variables are calculated at TN +1 , i.e. by solving uN +1 = ϕ(TN +1 , zN +1 , uN +1 ) for uN +1 . For the feed-through system of Eq. (2.7), for instance,
consistent coupling variables are obtained by replacing u1,N +1 = y2,N +1 = [cc (x2,N +1 − x̃1,N +1 )
+dc (v2,N +1 − ṽ1,N +1 )]) by the consistent variables u1,N +1 = y2,N +1 = [cc (x2,N +1 − x1,N +1 )
+dc (v2,N +1 − v1,N +1 )]). In this simple example, the calculation of the force update is unproblematic, since the law for the coupling force is explicitly known so that new state variables qN +1 ,
vN +1 have only to be inserted into the constitutive law of the coupling force. In practical and
complex applications, there might be no explicit expression available for the coupling force as a
function of the subsystem states, since the coupling force is a result of the subsystem integration.
Then, a static updated calculation at TN +1 would be necessary to generate consistent coupling
forces at TN +1 , which may – from the technical point of view – be elaborately with commercial
software tools.
Summarizing: For explicit co-simulation models with feed-through subsystems, where the sim
plified update uN +1 = ϕ TN +1 , zN +1 , upre
N +1 is used, the presented error estimators cannot be
used. In this case, usage of the presented error estimators is only possible, if an additional update
step at TN +1 is carried out in order to get consistent coupling variables. In the general nonlinear
case, the additional update may be interpreted as a nonlinear iteration of the subsystem output
variables at TN +1 [KS00].
Using an implicit co-simulation approach for systems with feed-through does not entail problems
with the error estimation, since consistent coupling variables at TN +1 are obtained through the
iteration process.
Error Estimators for the Implicit Co-Simulation Approach
In the following subsections, two different error estimators for the implicit co-simulation method described in Section 2.4.2 are presented. The first estimator is based on the Milne device approach
[Mil26] and the second error estimator is based on the local extrapolation technique [Sha73,
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SW81].
3.1.4. Method i1: Milne Device (imMD)
The implicit co-simulation approach of Section 2.4.2 is based on a predictor/corrector scheme.
The difference between the predicted and corrected state variables can be used to generate an
pre
pre
error estimator with the help of the Milne device approach. The state variables qN
+1 , vN +1 of the

predictor step and also the corrected state variables qN +1 , vN +1 converge with order O H κ+3

pre
and order O H κ+2 , respectively. In [MKS21], it is shown that the local errors of qN
+1 and qN +1

can be expressed as

pre
2 κ
co
κ+4
qN
+1 − q (TN +1 ) = H Cpos,N +1 AN ∆pN +1 + O H



κ+1
κ
co
κ+4
qN +1 − q (TN +1 ) = H 2 Cpos,N
−
C
.
pos,N +1 AN ∆pN +1 + O H
+1

(3.17)

κ+1
κ
Cpos,N
+1 and Cpos,N +1 are the same error constants as in Section 3.1.2.

Applying a very similar calculation as in Section 3.1.2, an estimate εpos
i,N +1 for the local error
epos
i,N +1 = |qi,N +1 − qi (TN +1 )| can be derived, which monitors the error of the corrected variables.
From Eqs. (3.17) one simply obtains the error estimate
εpos
i,N +1 =

1−

κ+1
Cpos,N
+1

!
pre
qi,N
+1 − qi,N +1 ,

κ
Cpos,N
+1

(3.18)


κ+4 .
which converges to the local error epos
i,N +1 with order O H
On velocity level, one obtains the error estimate
εvel
i,N +1

=

1−

κ+1
Cvel,N
+1
κ
Cvel,N
+1

!
pre
vi,N
+1 − vi,N +1 ,

(3.19)

which approximates the local error evel
i,N +1 = |vi,N +1 − vi (TN +1 )| of the corrected velocity variables

κ+1
κ+3
κ
with order O H
. The error constants Cvel,N
+1 and Cvel,N +1 are the same as in Section 3.1.2
and are defined by Eq. (3.11).
3.1.5. Method i2: Local Extrapolation Based on the Coupling Variables (imCV )
Within this error estimation approach, only the error of the coupling variables is considered. Applying the implicit co-simulation scheme described in Section 2.4.2, the approximation polynomials
ppre
N +1 (t) of degree κ according to Eq. (2.24) are used for the subsystem integration within the

κ+1 .
predictor step. Hence, the predicted coupling variables upre
N +1 converge with order O H


The corrected state variables qN +1 and vN +1 will converge with orders O H κ+3 and O H κ+2
for both systems with feed-through and systems without feed-through. Hence, the local error
pre
eui,N +1 = upre
i,N +1 − ui (TN +1 ) of the predicted coupling variables uN +1 can be estimated with the
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help of the corrected coupling variables uN +1 . Therefore, one obtains
eui,N +1 = upre
i,N +1 − ui (TN +1 )

κ+2
= upre
i,N +1 − ui,N +1 + O H

κ+2
= upre
i,N +1 − ui,N +1 + O H

= εui,N +1 + O H κ+2 ,

(3.20)


κ+2 to the local
where the error estimate εui,N +1 = upre
converges
with
order
O
H
−
u
i,N
+1
i,N +1
error eui,N +1 .
Compared to the error estimator of Section 3.1.4, the estimator according to Eq. (3.20) has
different benefits and drawbacks, see the corresponding discussion in Section 3.1.3. A detailed
comparison of the five error estimators based on a numerical study of the two-mass oscillator with
different parameterizations can be found in Section 5.2.

3.2. Local Error Test
After the macro-step TN → TN +1 is accomplished, the local error of the step is estimated with one
of the methods described in Section 3.1. Regardless of the used method, the error estimate εN +1
measured in the weighted root mean square norm has to pass the local error test

kεN +1 kW RM S

v
u
nε
u1 X
t
(εi,N +1 Wi,N +1 )2 ≤ 1 .
=
nε

(3.21)

i=1

The weights Wi,N +1 depend on the defined relative and absolute error tolerances rtol and atoli
and on the magnitude of the nε variables, which are considered for the error estimation. Within
the scope of this work, basically two concepts are used:
1) The error of the state variables of the coupling bodies is estimated (exLE, exMD, imMD).
2) The error of the coupling variables is estimated (exCV, imCV ).
Considering a co-simulation of the chain-structured multibody system introduced in Section 2.2,
there are nc coupling variables and 2 nc coupling bodies.
Using concept 1), the error analysis is carried out on position level and on velocity level separately. This is reasonable, because the considered co-simulation methods have different convergence orders on position and on velocity level and the error estimates are used later on to control
the macro-step size. The local error test for concept 1) reads
max



εpos
N +1

, εvel
N +1
W RM S


W RM S

≤1

(3.22)


pos
pos
vel
vel
with the weights Wi,N
+ rtol |xi,N +1 |) and Wi,N
+1 = 1/ atoli + rtol |vi,N +1 | .
+1 = 1/ (atoli
The index i = 1, . . . , 2nc runs over all coupling bodies. It should be mentioned that the value atoli
can be chosen individually for each component, while rtol is identical for all components. As for
numerical ODE solvers, the choice of adequate tolerances is problem dependent and is important
for an efficient simulation.
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Applying concept 2), the local error test reads
εuN +1

W RM S

≤1

(3.23)

u
u
with the weights Wi,N
+1 = 1/ (atoli + rtol |ui,N +1 |). The index i = 1, . . . , nc runs over all coupling

variables.
Depending on whether the error test is passed, i.e. condition (3.22) or (3.23) is fulfilled or not
fulfilled, the macro-step to be carried out next is either the next macro-step TN +1 → TN +2 or
a repetition of the current macro-step TN → TN +1 . To keep the notation clear, the macro-step
carried out next is denoted by TM → TM +1 with

TM → TM +1


T
N +1 → TN +2
:=
T → T
N

N +1

kεN +1 kW RM S ≤ 1

.

(3.24)

kεN +1 kW RM S > 1

Shortly speaking, the index M is set to M := N + 1 if the local error test is passed and to M := N
if the local error test is failed.

3.3. Order Control Algorithm
The second task of the macro-step size and order control algorithm consists of the selection of the
polynomial degree κ of the approximation polynomials (order selection) for the next macro-step
TM → TM +1 . As already mentioned, depending on whether the current macro-step was accepted
or discarded, the next macro-step is either a new macro-step or a repetition of the current macrostep.
Considering variable-order BDF solvers, the selection of the method order is made based on
the leading order term in the remainder of a Taylor series expansion. The term is used as an
estimation of the local truncation error. The local truncation error of a k th -order method depends on the k + 1st derivative of the solution vector z and the on solver step size h, according to LTE(k) = ck+1 hk+1 z (k+1) + O(hk+2 ) [SG75, ESF98]. The error constant ck+1 is method
dependent. The method order for the next solver step is selected in order to maximize the
step size. Therefore, the terms kLTE(k − 1)k ≈ ck hk z (k) , kLTE(k)k ≈ ck+1 hk+1 z (k+1) and
kLTE(k + 1)k ≈

ck+2 hk+2 z (k+2) are estimated. The order which yields the lowest estimated

truncation error and therefore allows the largest step size, is used for the next step [RH93]. In
addition, if a method of order k > 2 is used, an algorithm to detect instabilities may be carried
out. An illustrative explanation for the instability detection strategy is, that if the simulation becomes unstable, oscillations with high frequencies and growing amplitudes are expected to arise.
As a consequence, the local truncation error oscillates rapidly with increasing magnitude when
instabilities occur [Ske77].
An alternative order control strategy, which is implemented in the IDA solver [HBG+ 05], is presented in [BCP96]. The selection of the method order is also made based on the leading order term in the remainder of a Taylor series expansion, but the term is scaled to be independent of the error constant. Within this control algorithm, the terms hk−1 z (k−1) , hk z (k) and
hk+1 z (k+1) are compared. If the terms fail to form a decreasing sequence, i.e. if the condition
hk−1 z (k−1)

> hk z (k)

> hk+1 z (k+1) is not fulfilled, the order is decreased to k − 1. If the
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condition is fulfilled and if also hk+1 z (k+1) > hk+2 z (k+2) , the order is increased to k + 1. This
order control strategy lowers the order sooner in the case of instabilities than the above described
order control algorithm [BCP96].
The order control algorithm implemented here is an adaption of the order control strategy described in [BCP96] to the co-simulation environment. Within each macro-step, approximation
polynomials Pj = Pj (t; [TM −j , uM −j ], . . . , [TM , uM ]) of different degrees j = 1, . . . , κ + 1 are
(j)

considered. Next, the corresponding scaled derivative norm according to SDN(j) := H j Pj

of

the polynomials is computed. The upper index in brackets denotes a differentiation with respect to
(j)

the time, i.e. Pj

= dj Pj /dtj ; H = TN +1 − TN is the current macro-step size. The condition
(1)

(κ−1)

H 1 P1

> · · · > H κ−1 Pκ−1

(κ+1)

> H κ Pκ(κ) > H κ+1 Pκ+1

(3.25)

must be fulfilled to continue the co-simulation with the current degree κ of the approximation
polynomials. If the condition is not fulfilled, the polynomial degree is decreased to κ − 1. In
addition, if condition (3.25) is fulfilled and if at least κ + 1 consecutive macro-time steps have been
(κ+2)

is computed. The polynomial

(κ+2)

. Listing 3.1 shows the general

carried out successfully with degree κ, the term H κ+2 Pκ+2
(κ+1)

degree is increased to κ + 1, if H κ+1 Pκ+1

> H κ+2 Pκ+2

order control strategy in pseudo code.
{...}
κnew = κ;

/* compute SDN [1] , SDN [2] , ... , SDN [κ+1] */

/* decreasing the order if necessary */
while (κnew > 0 && NOT (( SDN [κnew +1] < SDN [κnew ]) < ... < SDN [1]) )
κnew = κnew - 1;
/* an increase of κ is only taken into consideration if the κ+1 directly
preceding macro - steps have been carried out with order κ successfully */
if ((κ < κmax ) && ( N succ > κ) && (κnew == κ) ) {
{...}
/* compute SDN [κ+2] */
/* increasing the order if possible */
if ( SDN [κnew +2] < SDN [κnew +1])
κnew = κnew + 1;
}
κ = κnew ;

Listing 3.1: General order control strategy.
The actual order control algorithm used for the simulations in this work is inspired by the order
control strategy in IDA [HBG+ 05] and selects the polynomial degree κ according to the following
scheme:
• Check if order has to be decreased:
– If κ = 1 and SDN(1) ≤ 21 SDN(2):
κnew = 0
– If κ > 1 and max(SDN(κ), SDN(κ − 1)) ≤ SDN(κ + 1):
κnew = κ − 1
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– Else:
κnew = κ
– If the number of consecutive failed steps Nf ail > 3:
κnew = min(κnew , 1)
– If the number of consecutive failed steps Nf ail > 5:
κnew = 0
• If the number Nsucc of consecutive successful macro-steps with constant order κ and without reducing the macro-step size fulfills Nsucc > κ, then SDN(κ + 2) is computed and an
adjustment of the order is considered:
– If κ = 0 and SDN(2) < 21 SDN(1):
κnew = 1
– If κ > 0 and SDN(κ) ≤ min(SDN(κ + 1), SDN(κ + 2)):
κnew = κ − 1
– Else if κ > 0 and SDN(κ + 2) < SDN(κ + 1):
κnew = κ + 1
Listing 3.2 shows the implemented order control algorithm as pseudo code.
{...}
κnew = κ;

/* compute SDN [κ -1] , SDN [κ] , SDN [κ+1] */

/* decreasing the order if necessary */
if (κnew == 1 && SDN [1] <= SDN [2] / 2.)
κnew = 0;
else if (κnew > 1 && max ( SDN [κnew ] , SDN [κnew -1]) <= SDN [κnew +1])
κnew = κnew - 1;
if (Nf ail
κnew =
if (Nf ail
κnew =

> 3)
min (1 , κnew ) ;
> 5)
0;

/* increasing the order if possible */
if ((κ < κmax ) && ( N succ > κ) && (κnew == κ) ) {
{...}
/* compute SDN [κ+2] */
if (κnew == 0 && SDN [2] < SDN [1] / 2.)
κnew = 1;
else if (κnew > 0) {
if ( SDN [κnew ] <= min ( SDN [κnew +1] , SDN [κnew +2]) )
κnew = κnew - 1;
else if ( SDN [κnew +2] < SDN [κnew +1])
κnew = κnew + 1;
}
}
κ = κnew ;

Listing 3.2: Order control strategy adapted from IDA [HBG+ 05].
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3.4. Macro-Step Size Controller
After the polynomial degree κ for the next macro-step has been determined, the algorithm for
the macro-step size selection is executed. The macro-step size controller computes a (positive,
real-valued) scaling factor r for calculating the new macro-step size, i.e. Hnew = r H, for the next
macro-step TM → TM +1 (see Eq. (3.24)). The calculation is based on the estimated error εN +1 .
The idea is to select an optimal value for the new macro-step size Hnew so that if the accomplished
macro-step TN → TN +1 had been carried out with Hnew , the resulting estimated error εN +1 would
have fulfilled the local error condition (3.21) exactly, i.e. kεN +1 kW RM S = 1.
The determination of the macro-step size for the next macro-step TM → TM +1 based on the
estimated error εN +1 is only appropriated, if the next macro-step TM → TM +1 is carried out with
the same polynomial degree κ as the current macro-step TN → TN +1 . Therefore two cases have
to be distinguished:
1) The two consecutive macro-steps TN → TN +1 and TM → TM +1 are carried out with the
same polynomial degree.
2) The polynomial degree is changed by the order control algorithm after the macro-step TN →
TN +1 has been accomplished.
Considering case 1), the error estimate εN +1 (see Section 3.1), which has been computed for the
local error test (3.21), is also utilized for the calculation of the new macro-step size.
In case 2), the error estimate εN +1 cannot be used to calculate the step size of the next macrostep. Therefore, the alternative error estimate
ε̃uM +1 = Pκ+1 (TM +1 ) − Pκ (TM +1 )
κ+1
Y
1
(κ+1)
=
(TM +1 − TM +1−j ) Pκ+1
(κ + 1)!

(3.26)

j=1

for the next macro-step TM → TM +1 has to be computed a priori. The two vectors Pκ+1 =
Pκ+1 (t; [TM −κ−1 , uM −κ−1 ], . . . , [TM , uM ]) and Pκ = Pκ (t; [TM −κ , uM −κ ], . . . , [TM , uM ]) collect
the approximation polynomials of degrees κ and κ + 1. The upper index in brackets denotes a
(κ+1)

differentiation with respect to the time, i.e. Pκ+1 = dκ+1 Pκ+1 /dtκ+1 . Note that the quantity which

is estimated by ε̃uM +1 = euM +1 + O H κ+2 is the local error of the approximation polynomials
(predictor) of the coupling variables.
Remark: The error estimate ε̃uM +1 is only used if the approximation order has changed, in order
to calculate the new macro-step size. After the macro-step TM → TM +1 has been accomplished
with this new step size, the error of the macro-step is again estimated with the a posteriori error
estimator εM +1 of Section 3.1. Hence, the acceptance of a macro-step (see Eq. (3.21)) is always
based on an a posteriori error estimator. Note that the a priori estimator only monitors the error
of the coupling variables. Using the error estimators exLE, exMD, imMD, however, the error of
the state variables is monitored. As a consequence, the a priori estimator and the a posteriori
estimator may be based on different variables.
The scaling factor r for the new (optimal) macro-step size Hnew is obtained by one of the follow-
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ing relations

rpos = Γ · εpos
N +1
u

r = Γ·



−1
κ+3

W RM S

εuN +1 W RM S



−1
κ+1

;
;


rvel = Γ · εvel
N +1
u

r̃ = Γ ·



−1
κ+2

(3.27)

W RM S

ε̃uM +1 W RM S



−1
κ+1

,

depending on the computed error estimate. The exponents in Eq. (3.27) refer to the convergence
order of the co-simulation method, which is κ + 3 on position level and κ + 2 on velocity level
for the here considered explicit and implicit co-simulation approaches. The coupling variables
converge with order κ + 1. Γ is a user-defined safety factor. Common values for the safety factor
are Γ ∈ [2, 6]. The choice of the safety factor Γ is a trade-off between an increased number of
macro-step repetitions caused by local error test fails for a low value of Γ and an unnecessary
small macro-step size for a high value of Γ. A numerical study on the safety factor can be found in
Section 5.3. Most of the simulations for this work have been carried out with Γ = 6.
If both, the error of the position variables and the error of the velocity variables is estimated (exLE, exMD, imMD), the scaling factor is determined (conservatively) according to

r = min rpos , rvel . Summarizing, the scaling factor r is determined, depending on the employed error estimator and whether κ is changed or not, according to

r=





min rpos , rvel


ru



r̃u

error estimation of position/velocity variables (exLE, exMD, imMD)
error estimation of the coupling variables (exCV, imCV )
change in the order of the approx. polynomials (κnew 6= κ) .
(3.28)

In addition, depending on the number of consecutive failed macro-steps Nf ail , the following
limitations for the scaling factor r are used:
• Nf ail = 0:
– If r ≥ rmax :
– If r < 1:
– Else:

r = rmax

r = min(0.9, max(rmin , r))
r=1

• Nf ail = 1:
– r = min(0.9, max(0.25, 0.9 · r))
• Nf ail > 1 or corrector failed to converge (implicit co-simulation):
– r = 0.25
There are upper and lower bounds rmax and rmin for the scaling of the macro-step size between
two consecutive macro-steps, e.g. rmax = 2.0 and rmin = 0.5. In addition, a so called deadzone is defined to avoid many small changes in the macro-step size, i.e. the macro-step size is
not changed if 1.0 ≤ r < rmax . ODE solvers based on multi-step methods typically use a deadzone to produce sequences of steps with a constant step size, because step size changes may
entail additional time consuming computations (e.g. refactorization of the Jacobian). For the cosimulation approaches considered here, additional computations in connection with macro-step
size changes do not occur. However, numerical tests indicate that the use of a dead-zone tends
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to reduce the number of failed macro-steps during the simulation process. The application of a
dead-zone is – just like the safety factor Γ – a trade-off between increasing the macro-step size
and decreasing the number of repeated macro-steps.
In case of a macro-step repetition (Nf ail = 1), the macro-step size is reduced at least by the
factor 0.9. Moreover, the lower bound rmin is reduced to 0.25 and the calculated value of r is
additionally scaled with 0.9. If the local error test is not passed on the second (or subsequent)
attempt (Nf ail > 1), the scaling factor r is set to 0.25, because it is assumed that the computed
value based on the estimated error is of poor quality. If a macro-step has to be repeated because
the corrector iteration fails to converge (implicit co-simulation), the scaling factor is also set to
r = 0.25. The implemented strategy for controlling the macro-step size is given in Listing 3.3 as
pseudo code.
if (κnew == κ)
{...}
/* compute εN +1 depending on the employed error estimator */
else
{...}
/* compute ε̃uM +1 according to Eq . ( 3.26) */
{...}

/* determine r according to Eq . ( 3.27) */

if (Nf ail == 0) {
if ( r >= r max )
r = r max ;
else if ( r < 1.0)
r = min (0.9 , max ( r min , r ) ) ;
else
r = 1.0; /* dead - zone : 1.0 <= r < r max */
}
if (Nf ail == 1)
r = min (0.9 , max (0.25 , 0.9 * r ) ) ;
if (Nf ail > 1 || corConvFail == 1)
r = 0.25;
H new = r * H ;

Listing 3.3: Macro-step size control strategy.
The co-simulation starts with a user defined initial macro-step size Hinit and κ = 0. During an
initial phase, the macro-step size is doubled and the polynomial degree κ is increased by 1 within
each macro-step. The initial phase is terminated in any of the following cases: the maximum value
of κ is reached, the local error test is not passed, or the macro-step size or κ have to be reduced.
In [GLS88], a PI-controller instead of an I-controller is suggested to adjust the step size of ODE
solvers. However, many commonly used solvers, for example ode15s and ode45 of the MATLAB
ODE suite [SR97] or IDA and cvode from SUNDIALS [HBG+ 05] use an I-controller. Numerical tests
with the implemented co-simulation approaches do not show any benefit of using a PI-controller.
Therefore, only an I-controller is applied for adjusting the macro-step size.
An overview of the integration step size control strategies of different numerical solvers of the
MATLAB

ODE suite [SR97] and SUNDIALS [HBG+ 05] is given in Fig. 3.2. Note that the index

k·kW RM S of the norm of the estimated local error ε is omitted in the figure. It turns out, that the
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IDA solver (SUNDIALS) and ode15i (MATLAB) have almost the same step size control strategy.
Another interesting observation is that the different solvers use different definitions of the safety
factor. The last column shows the behavior of the solvers in the case of a convergence error of
the nonlinear system solution.
𝑵𝒇𝒂𝒊𝒍 = 𝟎

solver
𝑟=
ode45

1.0
1.25 ⋅ 𝜺

1
5
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Figure 3.2: Computation of the scaling factor r of different numerical solvers of the MATLAB ODE
suite ([SR97], [MAT17]) and SUNDIALS ([HBG+ 05], [HSR04], [HSC20]) depending on the number
of consecutive local error test misses Nf ail .
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4. On the Computational Efficiency of Co-Simulation Approaches
Within the following section, the implementation of the
co-simulation approaches introduced in Section 2.4 will Table 4.1: Required number of cores
be discussed. The primary focus will be on the ques- for full parallelization.
tion, how the overall computation time of a co-simulation
method
ncores
model can be reduced. It should be mentioned that the
exH
ns + 1
term computation time always refers to the wall-clock
exLE
2ns + 1
time and not to the CPU time within this work. All conexMD
2ns + 1
siderations are made under the assumption that the coexCV
ns + 1
P s L 
simulation model is computed on a machine with a sufnu + 1
implicit
ns + nL=1
ficient number of cores to fully parallelize the simulation.
waveform ns + 1
The numerical studies for this work were conducted on
the Lichtenberg high performance computer of the TU
Darmstadt.
The required numbers of cores for a full parallelization of the different co-simulation approaches
are listed in Table 4.1. On the one hand, the number of cores depends on the considered cosimulation scheme. In connection with the explicit co-simulation method, the number of cores
depends also on the applied error estimator, if a macro-step size controller is used. For a fully
parallelized simulation of the explicit method in connection with an equidistant macro-time grid
(exH) one core per subsystem and one core for the co-simulation interface are required. The same
requirements are necessary for the explicit co-simulation with a controlled macro-step size, if the
error estimator exCV is used. If an error estimator based on the state variables (exLE or exMD)
is applied, then two cores per subsystem are necessary (see Section 3.1). A simulation with the
implicit co-simulation approach requires, independent of the macro-step size controller, 1 + L nu
cores per subsystem, where L nu is the number of coupling variables of each subsystem L. The
increased number of cores is necessary because of the numerical computation of the interface
Jacobian by finite differences and the therefore required additional subsystem integrations with
perturbed coupling variables (see Section 2.4.2). An alternative approach to approximate the
interface Jacobian without additional subsystem integrations is discussed in Appendix A. If the
waveform relaxation method is used, one core per subsystem and one core for the co-simulation
interface are sufficient.
Applying a parallel co-simulation implementation, the computation time for large-scale systems
is usually strongly reduced compared to the monolithic computation. The computation time of the
explicit co-simulation approach can be estimated by
expl
Tcosim
=


Tmonolith 
· 1 + Fsolv H̄, κ, . . .
P
ns

(4.1)

+ Nmac · [Odump (nK /ns ) + Ocosim (ns , nc ) + Ompi (ns , nc )] ,
where Tmonolith denotes the computation time of the monolithic simulation and Nmac denotes the
total number of macro-steps. The variables ns and nc denote the number of subsystems and
the number of coupling variables. P represents the scaling order of the computation time of the
multibody implementation with respect to the degree of freedom. For typical multibody systems,
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the value of P is between one and three, depending on the formulation of the equations of motion
and the solving strategy.
The factor Fsolv describes the deviation of the subsystem integration time from the theoretical
value Tmonolith /nPs . In fact, deviations in both directions may occur. On the one hand, the average
micro-step size of the subsystem integrations can be reduced because of the limitation by the
macro-step size or because of jumps in the approximation polynomials of the coupling variables
(see Section 4.4). In this case, the subsystem integration time will be longer than estimated
(Fsolv > 0). On the other hand, the average subsystem solver step size can be larger than the
integration step size of the monolithic computation because of multirate effects. Then Fsolv < 0
and the subsystem integration time will be shorter than estimated. The factor Fsolv is influenced
by many parameters, for example by the average macro-step size H̄, by the degree κ of the
approximation polynomials and by the structure and the parameterization of the considered model.
Numerical studies have shown that the subsystem solver characteristics (number of solver
steps, number of Jacobian evaluations, number of nonlinear solver iterations, ...) may be better than the corresponding characteristics of the monolithic computation, but still the computation
time of the subsystem solver takes longer than estimated (Fsolv > 0). This effect can be explained
from a computational point of view: the memory management of the solver of the monolithic simulation is more efficient because the solver integrates the equations of motion from the start to
the end without interruption. Therefore, the chances are good that the variables are stored in
cache and can be accessed in a very fast way. Considering a co-simulation approach, the solver
is stopped after each macro-step and other computations are carried out (e.g. solver workspace
dump). As a consequence, the variables accessed by the solver may be transferred from cache to
main memory and back again, when the solver resumes the subsystem integration. This process
decreases the computational efficiency of the solver.
The different sources of computational overhead denoted by the colored O(. . . ) terms in
Eq. (4.1), e.g. data traffic between the co-simulation interface and the subsystems, will be exexpl
plained within the following subsections. The estimation formula for Tcosim
implies the assumption

that the overall system is split into equal-sized subsystems, so that the integration times for the
different subsystems are similar. Neglecting the computational overhead, a simplified estimation
for the computation time of the explicit co-simulation approach can be made according to
expl
Tcosim
≈

Tmonolith
.
nPs

(4.2)

The computation time of the implicit co-simulation method can be estimated analogically by
impl
Tcosim


= (1 + n̄cor ) ·

i
Tmonolith h
·
1
+
F̃
H̄,
κ,
.
.
.
solv
nPs
h
io
+Nmac · Õdump (nK /ns ) + Õcosim (ns , nc ) + Õmpi (ns , nc )

(4.3)

with the average number of corrector iterations per macro-step n̄cor . The simplified estimation of
the computation time of the implicit co-simulation approach is
impl
Tcosim
≈ (1 + n̄cor ) ·
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assuming the overall system is decomposed into subsystems of equal size.
It should be mentioned that the numerical studies in this work are carried out with an efficient
(subsystem) solver (IDA [HBG+ 05]), which exploits the sparsity of the system matrices of the
considered multibody systems. The computation time of the monolithic simulations scales approximately linear with the number of degrees of freedom (P ≈ 1). Therefore, the resulting speed-up
factors of the co-simulation approaches compared to the monolithic computation are rather conservative. Considering other models/solvers with P > 1, the speed-up factors would increase
significantly, as demonstrated in Section 5.7.

4.1. Parallel Implementation of the Co-Simulation Approaches
The implemented co-simulation interface and each subsystem are stand-alone C-programs. The
communication between the interface and the subsystems is managed over the Message Passing
Interface v3.1 (MPI-3.1), in particular the I NTEL MPI L IBRARY [int18] is used. Each subsystem
is executed by a MPI-rank; if multiple integrations of the same subsystem within a macro-time
step are required, e.g. to numerically compute the interface Jacobian or for the error estimation,
these are parallelized via OpenMP [Ope15]. All parallel threads are synchronized at the macrotime points. Between the macro-time points, the subsystems are integrated independently of each
other, since a weak coupling approach is considered here. A flowchart of the parallel implementation of the explicit co-simulation method with the macro-step size and order control algorithm
is shown in Fig. 4.1, a corresponding flowchart of the implicit co-simulation method is shown in
Fig. 4.2.

4.2. Subsystem Solver
The subsystems are solved with the IDA solver from the SUNDIALS (Suite of Nonlinear and Differential/Algebraic Equation Solvers [HBG+ 05]) package. This implicit DAE solver is based on
a variable-order variable-coefficient BDF implementation combined with either direct (sparse) or
iterative methods for solving the linear system within the Newton iteration. For the present studies,
the direct sparse linear solver (KLU [DPN10]) is used. The IDA solver is open-source and gives
the user full access to all relevant data. This is an important point for implementing co-simulation
methods which require a macro-step repetition, for example an implicit method or a co-simulation
approach with variable macro-step size. Marco-step repetitions are implemented here by copying and reloading the internally used solver workspace (solver workspace dump). The solver
workspace structure contains all relevant data used by the BDF method and also the data of the
linear solver. This allows the solver to be restarted at a certain point without any initialization or
additional starting procedures.

4.3. Micro-Step Size Limitation
The micro-step size hmic is determined by the subsystem solver and is therefore individual for
each subsystem (L hmic for arbitrary subsystem L). Most of the commonly used ODE/DAE solvers
have a variable solver step size, i.e. at each integration step the local error is estimated and
the step size is maximized under the constraint that the estimated error is kept below a certain
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Figure 4.1: Flow chart of the parallel implementation of the explicit co-simulation method (exLE
or exMD) with variable macro-step size based on the multibody system described in Section 2.2.
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Figure 4.2: Flow chart of the parallel implementation of the implicit co-simulation method (imCV )
with variable macro-step size based on the multibody system described in Section 2.2.
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tolerance. Considering an arbitrary co-simulation step from TN to TN +1 , a subsystem solver with
a variable solver step size hmic does in general not integrate to TN +1 exactly, but will stop as soon
as it passes TN +1 . In general, there are two possible ways of proceeding, if a co-simulation model
contains subsystems with a variable solver step size:
a) Each subsystem solver is stopped, when the solver steps beyond a macro-time point
(L tN +1 ≥ TN +1 for arbitrary subsystem L); the values of the subsystem output variables
yN +1 at TN +1 are then approximated by interpolation polynomials. In addition, the restriction
hmic ≤ H for the micro-step size is applied to prevent the subsystem solver from skipping
macro-steps.
b) Each subsystem solver is forced to stop the integration at the macro-time point exactly
(L tN +1 = TN +1 ).
The two options are shown schematically in Fig. 4.3 for an arbitrary subsystem L. The advantage
of option a) is that the step size controller of the subsystem solver does not get affected by the
co-simulation. It is also simple to implement and does not have any special requirements on
the subsystem solver. The approximation of the subsystem output variables is carried out with
the order that is currently used by the BDF method of the subsystem solver to obtain sufficiently
accurate results. The restriction hmic ≤ H can also be extended by a multirate factor n according
to hmic ≤ H/n, to ensure that each subsystem is evaluated at least n times within each macrostep. The disadvantage of this approach is that the subsystem solver starts the integration of
the next macro-step TN +1 → TN +2 not at TN +1 as intended, but at L tN +1 ≥ TN +1 . The interval


TN +1 , L tN +1 ⊂ [TN +1 , TN +2 ] is therefore integrated by using outdated values of the coupling
variables, namely with the approximation polynomials ppre
N +1 (t) from the preceding macro-step
TN → TN +1 . This results in a discontinuity in the approximation polynomials at L tN +1 and is an
additional source of numerical errors. However, numerical studies carried out with the multibody
model introduced in Section 2.2 suggest that option a) including the restriction hmic ≤ H is a good
compromise for explicit co-simulation implementations with an equidistant macro-time grid.

micro-steps

a)

𝐿

𝐿

𝑡𝑁

𝑇𝑁

𝑡𝑁+1

𝐿

𝑡𝑁+2

𝑇𝑁+1

𝑇𝑁+2

𝑇𝑁+1 = 𝐿𝑡𝑁+1

𝑇𝑁+2 = 𝐿𝑡𝑁+2

b)

𝑇𝑁 = 𝐿𝑡𝑁

Figure 4.3: Micro-step restrictions: a) micro-step size limited by the macro-step size hmic ≤ H,
b) integration is stopped at each macro-time point exactly.
For co-simulation approaches using a macro-step size controller, which is based on an error
estimator or if macro-step repetitions are permitted, the restriction hmic ≤ H is not sufficient to
ensure a robust co-simulation process with accurate results. The fact that the subsystem solver
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does not start each macro-step at its actual starting point may cause several problems. The
most obvious one appears in the case of macro-step repetitions. Assuming the last micro-step in
subsystem L within the macro-step TN → TN +1 is carried out with a very large micro-step size
(L hmic ≈ H), then the subsystem solver is stopped at the time point L tN +1 which can be close
to TN +2 . If the next macro-step TN +1 → TN +2 does not pass the local error test (Eq. (3.22))
and will therefore be repeated with a reduced macro-step size, the starting point L tN +1 of the
integration of subsystem L lies potentially out of the new macro-time interval TN +1 → TN∗ +2 <
TN +2 with L tN +1 > TN∗ +2 . Subsystem L is then not reevaluated and the subsystem states remain
unchanged. In addition, the error estimators described in Section 3.1 may give inaccurate results
if the evaluated interval differs from the actual macro-step.
Another issue is that solvers may assume that the limit hmax in the restriction hmic ≤ hmax of the
solver step size is a constant value and is not changed during the integration process. Therefore,
the solver checks the condition hmic ≤ hmax only when the solver step size is increased and not if
hmic remains constant between two or more solver steps. Considering a co-simulation approach
with a variable macro-step size H and the restriction hmic ≤ H, it is possible that the macro-step
size H is reduced by the macro-step size controller to a value, which is smaller than the current
micro-step size of one of the subsystems. However, the subsystem solver does not check the
condition hmic ≤ H within the following micro-step(s) and will therefore continue the integration
with hmic > H.
Restricting the subsystem solver step size according to option b) (exact stop) has the advantage
that each subsystem is integrated as desired from TN to TN +1 , but it has also several disadvantages: the essential point is that the employed subsystem solver has to provide the functionality
to exactly stop the integration process at a certain time point. Even if this kind of functionality is
supported, it reduces the efficiency of the solver significantly if an exact solver stop is enforced
within each macro-step. Each time the subsystem solver is forced to stop at a certain time point,
the step size controller of the solver is interrupted. This may lead to a significant increase in the
number of micro-steps. The frequent changes in the micro-step size caused by the exact stop
function can lead to additional expensive computational operations of the subsystem solver, for
example reevaluations of the Jacobian matrix.
For a reliable co-simulation implementation where macro-step repetitions occur, it must be ensured that the subsystem solver integrates to the end TN +1 of each macro-step exactly. In addition,
for reasons of computational efficiency, the interruption of the step size controller of the subsystem solver to achieve this exact integration stop should be as tentative as possible. Therefore, the
following function to (carefully) adjust the micro-step size according to Listing 4.1 is implemented.
tLeft = T N +1 - t ;
if ( tLeft < 1.1 * h mic )
h mic = tLeft ;
else if ( tLeft < 2. * h mic )
h mic = tLeft / 2.;

/* t : current subsystem solver position */
/* stretch next micro - step */
/* reduce micro - step size */

Listing 4.1: Micro-step size adjustment function.
The function performs two different adjustments to the micro-step size:
• If the next planned micro-step reaches "almost" the next macro-time point TN +1 , the micro54
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step size is increased by up to 10 % of its size so that it reaches TN +1 . This strategy avoids
the situation that an additional (very small) micro-step will be necessary to reach TN +1 .
Increasing the micro-step by up to 10 % is reasonable because most numerical solvers (including IDA [HBG+ 05]) use a safety factor within the error estimation, therefore chances that
the stretched micro-step is rejected are still low.
• If the difference tLef t = TN +1 − t between the next macro-time point TN +1 and the current
solver time t is less than 2 hmic , the micro-step size is reduced to tLef t /2. The idea is again
to avoid a small final solver step at the end of a macro-step.
Small solver steps at the end of a macro-time step should be avoided because step size controllers
of numerical solvers have typically a restriction for increasing the solver step size. A common
restriction is hnew
mic ≤ 2 hmic . Therefore, if the solver step size has to be reduced significantly, only
for the purpose to exactly hit TN +1 , it will take a number of steps to recover the original micro-step
size. The micro-step size adjustment suggested in Listing 4.1 is based on heuristic assumptions.
However, numerical tests indicate that it performs best from the alternatives mentioned above.

Figure 4.4: Micro-step size of an arbitrary subsystem for different limitations: micro-step size
limited by the macro-step size H, integration is stopped at each macro-time point exactly and
adjusted micro-step size according to Listing 4.1.
Figure 4.4 shows exemplarily the micro-step size of an arbitrary subsystem solver of an explicit
co-simulation carried out with the three different micro-step size restrictions and the following parameters: macro-step size H = 1.0e−5 s is constant, the degree of the approximation polynomials
is κ = 2, the model consists of nK = 30 masses and is split into ns = 2 subsystems of equal size.
As can be seen, the micro-step size of the co-simulation, in which the subsystem solver is stopped
exactly at each macro-time point shows large fluctuations. The average micro-step size is therefore smaller than for the co-simulation where the micro-step size is restricted by hmic ≤ H. The
application of the micro-step size adjustment function results in a still smaller average micro-step
size than using the limitation hmic ≤ H, but the fluctuations are reduced significantly compared to
the unadjusted exact stopping method.

4.4. Relation Between Macro-Step Size and Computation Time
Considering numerical time integration methods, the numerical error decreases and the computational effort increases when the solver step size is reduced. For co-simulation methods, the
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numerical error also decreases with the macro-step size, but the relation between the computation
time and the macro-step size is not necessarily as obvious as for classical time integration methods. To get a better understanding of the influence of the macro-step size on the computational
efficiency, the computation time of the main processes which are executed during a co-simulation
is analyzed. Assuming that the co-simulation is carried out in parallel, the overall computation time
consists of basically five parts:
• subsystems:
1) subsystem integration time (the slowest subsystem integration process is relevant)
2) additional subsystem computations due to the co-simulation approach (save/reload of
subsystem solver workspace in connection with macro-step repetitions)
3) generation of output file
• co-simulation interface:
4) synchronization and data exchange between the subsystems and the co-simulation
interface (MPI data traffic)
5) co-simulation method specific computations of the co-simulation interface (e.g. step
size controller, computation of corrected coupling variables).
The segmentation of the overall computation time is schematically visualized in Fig. 4.5. Considering an iterative (implicit, waveform relaxation) co-simulation scheme, each predictor/corrector
step is, from the computational point of view, similar to a macro-step of an explicit co-simulation
scheme.
All co-simulation methods considered here, except for the explicit approach with an equidistant
macro-time grid, require the ability to repeat macro-steps. Therefore, the solver workspace of
each subsystem solver is copied at the beginning of each macro-step (solver workspace dump).
In case of a macro-step repetition, the solver workspace dump created before is used for a quick
reinitialization of the subsystem solver. The computation time spent for dumping and loading the
subsystem solver workspace increases, as the subsystem size increases.
The output file generation is not further considered here. The output step size is typically much
larger than the average macro-step size (e.g. Hout ≈ 100 · H̄), therefore the time spent on writing
output files is typically negligible.
The time delay, which arises from sending data from the co-simulation interface to the subsystems and reverse, varies slightly from one subsystem to each other. To make a clear statement
about the overhead which is created by this data traffic, the following definition is made. In each
macro-step the subsystem that requires the longest computation time ("slowest subsystem") is
identified. The time spent on sending data from the co-simulation interface to this particular subsystem plus the time spent on receiving data from this subsystem is defined as computation time
for MPI data traffic.
The computation time of the co-simulation interface is typically small compared to the subsystem
integration time. However, if the number of coupling variables is comparable with the number of
subsystem state variables and if the average macro-step size is in the same range as the average
subsystem solver-step size, then the computational effort of the co-simulation interface may play
a significant role.
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Figure 4.5: Schematic visualization of the main parts of the overall computation time of an arbitrary
co-simulation with four subsystems.

The macro-step size affects all above mentioned parts of the overall computation time of a cosimulation approach, except the output file generation. On the one hand, a larger macro-step size
decreases
• the number of calls to the co-simulation interface,
• the number of synchronization points,
• the number of save/reload processes of the subsystem solver workspace,
• the data transfer between the co-simulation interface and the subsystems.
As a consequence, the computation time is reduced. On the other hand, a larger macro-step
size increases the discontinuities in the approximation polynomials of the coupling variables at
the macro-time points. Because of these discontinuities, the subsystem solver potentially reduces
the micro-step size at the beginning of each macro-step (see Fig. 4.6). As a result, the computation time spent on the subsystem integration increases. The effect of the discontinuities occurs
especially, when an explicit co-simulation approach is applied. Using an implicit co-simulation
approach, the coupling variables are C 0 -continuous at the macro-time points (κ > 0) because of
the corrector iteration. However, there are still jumps in the derivatives. Approaches to reduce
the discontinuities in the coupling variables by using modified approximation polynomials have
been suggested in literature (e.g. [Bus19]); the proposed methods are, however, in general not
compatible with the error estimators described in Section 3.1.
A small macro-step size on the other hand, restricts the micro-step size (see Section 4.3) and
therefore also increases the number of micro-steps and the overall computation time.
For the determination of an appropriate macro-step size, it is necessary to identify the dominating part of the overall computation time. If the bottleneck is the data transfer – this may be the case
if the number of subsystems or coupling variables is large – then the macro-step size should be
chosen as large as possible. If the dominating factor of the computation time are the subsystem
integration processes, which is typically the case when the number of coupling variables is small
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Figure 4.6: Arbitrary explicit co-simulation with fixed macro-step size: average number of microsteps depending on the macro-step size H (left figure). Discontinuities in the approximation polynomials resulting in an increased number of micro-steps (right figure).

compared to the number of state variables of each subsystem, an appropriate macro-step size is
a compromise between small discontinuities and the limitation of the micro-step size.
It should be noted that the macro-step size control algorithm described in Section 3.4 tries to
maximize the macro-step size under the constraint of keeping the estimated errors below the user
defined error tolerances. The above discussed effect, that in certain cases a smaller macro-step
size allows a more efficient computation, may not captured within the macro-step size control
algorithm. Therefore, it is advisable to simulate a particular model with different error tolerances
to find the most efficient configuration of the macro-step size controller.
It is also important to notice that the computation time of the subsystem solver may differ between the subsystems within each macro-step. As shown within the following subsection, the
magnitude of these differences in the subsystem computation times is also influenced by the
macro-step size.

4.5. Differences in Subsystem Computation Times
The computation time of each subsystem solver within each macro-step varies between the subsystems. Even if all subsystems have similar resulting computation times for the overall simulation,
as in the following test case, the subsystem computation times within each macro-step may differ.
The effect of these "local" differences in the computation times of the subsystems on the overall
computation time may also depend on the choice of the macro-step size. To measure the effect of
these local differences in computation time, the idle-time T idle is defined according to
T

solv

N
mac
X

:= max
L∈[1,ns ]

T idle :=

N
mac 
X
N =1

!
solv
TL,N

N =1
solv
max TL,N
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solv is the computation time of the solver
In Eq. (4.5), Nmac is the number of macro-steps and TL,N

of subsystem L in macro-step N . T idle is defined as the difference between the sum of the slowest subsystem integration processes within each macro-step and the slowest overall subsystem
solver. For instance, if always the same subsystem has the slowest integration process within
every macro-step then T idle = 0.
For the analysis of the local computation time differences,
a homogenous test model is generated. This test model is Table 4.2: Test model paramethe chain-structured multibody system described in Section 2.2, ters.
which is parameterized according to Table 4.2 (all subsystems
nK 20 000
have identical parameters; the initial conditions chosen ranns 10
domly within the given intervals).
tsim 1.0e−3 s
Figure 4.7 shows a detailed view (excerpt) of the computami 5.0e−2 kg
tion time of an explicit co-simulation of the model, simulated
ci
2.5e9 N/m
with three different constant macro-step sizes H. The blue bars
di
2.5e2 Ns/m
show the computation time of each subsystem in each macroCi 1.0e17 N/m3
step. The macro-steps are indicated by the black lines. The
Di 1.0e−1 Ns3 /m3
red bars show the time spent on writing output files, which is
x0,i [−1.0e−4, 1.0e−4] m
only shown for the sake of completeness. The dark shaded
v0,i [−1.0, 1.0] m/s
fields mark the slowest subsystem integration process within
κ
1
each macro-step.
In Fig. 4.7a), the macro-step size H = 1.0e − 6 s is chosen
relatively large, so that each subsystem solver performs many micro-steps (average: H/h̄mic ≈ 16)
within each macro-step. The computation times of the subsystems within each macro-step are
similar. Fig. 4.7b) shows results obtained with a reduced macro-step size of H = 5.0e−7 s. The
subsystem solver performs about 7 micro-steps (average value) within each macro-step. This
results in relatively large differences in the subsystem computation times. Considering that each
subsystem is assigned to one core, the hardware utilization is low, because the cores are idling
a large proportion of the time. The macro-step size H = 1.0e − 7 s in Fig. 4.7c) is assumed to
be smaller than the micro-step size hmic that would be chosen by the step size controller of the
subsystem solver. In this case the micro-step size is limited by the macro-step size due to the
restriction hmic ≤ H. Each subsystem solver makes only one micro-step per macro-step. As a
consequence, the computation time for all subsystems is almost equal. The price for the good
hardware utilization is, however, the limited micro-step size and the increased number of macrosteps.
The same analysis is carried out again for a modified model (heterogeneous model): now, there
are contacts according to Eq. (2.12) in subsystems 4 and 8. The contact parameters are set to
AC = −1.0e−2 N and BC = 1.0e7 m−1 . A detailed view of the resulting computation time of the
heterogeneous model is shown in Fig. 4.8. As expected, the subsystems including the contacts
clearly dominate the overall computation time.
The different contributions of the overall computation time are shown in Fig. 4.9 for the homogenous model and in Fig. 4.10 for the heterogeneous model. For both models and all considered
macro-step sizes, the dominating parts are the subsystem solver time T solv and the idle-time T idle .
The time for computations of the co-simulation interface (green), for the data traffic between the
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.7: Subsystem computation times for different macro-step sizes (homogeneous system):
a) H = 1.0e−6 s, b) H = 5.0e−7 s, c) H = 1.0e−7 s.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.8: Subsystem computation times for different macro-step sizes (heterogeneous system,
contacts in subsystems 4 and 8): a) H = 1.0e−6 s, b) H = 5.0e−7 s, c) H = 1.0e−7 s.
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co-simulation interface and the subsystems (yellow) and for writing output files (red) is considerably low for these particular co-simulations due to the rather small number of subsystem ns = 10.
A solver workspace dump is not required, since an explicit co-simulation method with a fixed
macro-step size is used.
The interesting observation is the influence of the macro-step size on the idle-time. When the
homogenous model is simulated with H = 5.0e−7 s (Fig. 4.7b and Fig. 4.9b), the subsystems spend
38 % of the time on waiting for each other, although they have almost identical overall subsystem
computation times. For the heterogeneous model the idle-time is smaller, because the overall
computation time is dominated by the subsystems with the contacts.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.9: Homogeneous system: relative parts of the overall computation time for different
macro-step sizes.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.10: Heterogeneous system: relative parts of the overall computation time for different
macro-step sizes.
Remark on the accurate measuring of the computation time: To carry out a detailed analysis
of the computation time of a parallelized simulation it should be noted that the clocks of different
computing nodes of a cluster computer are not necessarily synchronized. A method to synchronize
the absolute computation time measurement on different nodes based on the round-trip-time (time
required for sending and receiving a message from one MPI-rank to another) is described in
[HSL10].
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5. Numercial Studies
The following numerical studies are carried out with various parametrizations of the chainstructured multibody system introduced in Section 2.2. The parameter sets are chosen very
diversely to cover a wide range of model attributes and to demonstrate different numerical effects.
A detailed investigation of the macro-step size and order control algorithm of Section 3, including
the different error estimators described in Section 3.1, is carried out in Sections 5.2 and 5.8.
Also the explicit and the implicit co-simulation approaches are compared. In addition, the effect
of various parameters of the co-simulation interface on the computational efficiency is analyzed.
Finally, in order to point out the advantages of the co-simulation approaches, the computation
time of co-simulations is compared to the computation time of a monolithic simulation of the same
model.
If not defined differently, co-simulations are carried out using the following parameters for the
macro-step size and order control algorithm: safety factor Γ = 6, macro-step size scaling factor
limits [rmin , rmax ] = [0.5, 1.5], dead-zone [1.0, rmax ), constant of the convergence criterion τ =
vel
−3
0.33. The subsystem solver tolerances are set to rtolIDA = 10−6 , atolpos
IDA = 10 ·rtolIDA , atolIDA =

1.0 · rtolIDA . The exponents in the constitutive equation (2.9) of the nonlinear spring/damperelements are set to ex = ev = 3.
To compare the results of different simulations, the following definitions have to be introduced:
• Monolithic simulation: numerical computation of the respective overall model without a decomposition into subsystems. The monolithic simulation is carried out with the same solver
(IDA [HBG+ 05]), which is used as subsystem solver for the co-simulation. The error toler−3 · rtol
ances are typically the same as for the subsystems (rtolIDA = 10−6 , atolpos
IDA ,
IDA = 10

atolvel
IDA = 1.0 · rtolIDA ). The monolithic simulations are carried out to get a comparative value
of the computation time of the respective model.
• Global reference simulation: monolithic simulation of the respective model with very strin−13 , atolvel = 10−10 ). The results
gent error tolerances (rtolIDA = 10−10 , atolpos
IDA
IDA = 10

of the reference simulation are used to compute a global error of the co-simulations and
monolithic simulations. With the help of the computed error norms, the results of different
(co-)simulations of the same model can be compared with regard to their accuracy.
• Local reference simulation: the reference simulation is reinitialized at each macro-step of the
co-simulation by using the output values of the co-simulation as initial values. The results
obtained by the local reference simulation are used to compute the local error of the cosimulation.
For the comparison of the accuracy of different simulation results, the normalized root mean
square error (NRMSE) according to
v
2
uP 
u nt
ref
Z
−
Z
u i=1 i,j
i,j
nrsme(Zj ) = u
2
t P  ref
ref
nt
i=1 Zi,j − Z̄j

with Z̄jref =

nt
1 X
ref
Zi,j
nt

(5.1)

i=1

is used. In Eq. (5.1), Z ∈ Rnt ×nz is the output matrix of a (co-)simulation with i = 1, . . . , nt output
points of j = 1, . . . , nz output variables (e.g. states); Z ref is the output matrix of the corresponding
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reference simulation. To obtain a scalar error measure, the norm
NRMSE(Z) = [nrsme(Z1 ), . . . , nrsme(Znz )]T

2

(5.2)

of the nz -dimensional vector, which collects the normalized root mean square errors of the output
variables, is computed. The NRMSE can be computed for all output variables or only for a subset
of the output variables, e.g. variables on position level or on velocity level. Depending on the
type of the reference simulation, the obtained NRSME is either a measure for the global error
or for the local error. In terms of comparing the different error estimators of the macro-step size
control algorithm, the local error is typically the value of interest. For large models, however, the
computation of a local reference solution is very costly; therefore one has to fall back to the global
error in some cases.
Remark on the output file generation: To compute the local error of a co-simulation, output data
have to be printed at every macro-step. Result files of an arbitrary simulation contain typically
data points, which are printed at a defined output step size independently of the macro-/solverstep size. To avoid that the recorded computation time of the co-simulation is distorted by an
unrealistically high output density, the results for the local error computation (Hout = H) and the
results for time measurement (Hout >> H) are obtained by separate simulations.

5.1. Convergence Analysis
To examine the convergence behavior of the co-simulation approaches, a test model is simulated with a successively decreased Table 5.1: Test model pa(fixed) macro-step size and the error of the results is computed. The rameters.
test model consists of 50 masses and is split into 10 subsystems of
nK 50
equal size. The model parameters are given in Table 5.1. One end
ns 10
of the oscillator chain is free (c51 = d51 = C51 = D51 = 0); the last
tsim 2.5e−1 s
body m50 is excited by a harmonic force (2.11) with the parameters
mi 1.0e1 kg
ΩH,50 = 5.0e2 s−1 , ϕH,50 = 0, ∆FH,50 = 5.0e7 N. The subsystem solver
ci
1.0e6 N/m
−3 · rtol
tolerances are set to rtolIDA = 10−10 and atolpos
IDA ,
IDA = 10
di
1.0e2 Ns/m
atolvel
IDA = 1.0 · rtolIDA . The displacements xi and the velocities vi of all
Ci 1.0e12 N/m6
masses are depicted in Fig. 5.1 with an artificial offset (∆x0 = 1.0 m
Di 1.0e0 Ns3 /m3
and ∆v0 = 330.6 m/s), to visualize the dynamics of the system. The
ex
6
convergence analysis is carried out for the linear test model with
ev
3
Ci = 0, Di = 0, i = 1, . . . , 51 and for the nonlinear test model with
the parameters of Table 5.1. The results are shown in Fig. 5.2 and
Fig. 5.3. The graphs show the resulting local and global errors (NRMSE) of the states of the coupling bodies obtained by the explicit co-simulation method (Section 2.4.1). The convergence order
of the co-simulation approaches for different degrees κ of the approximation polynomials can be
determined by the slope of the error plots:

• local error on position level: O H κ+3

• local error on velocity level: O H κ+2

• global error: O H κ+1 .
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Remark on the starting procedure of a co-simulation: Independently of the defined polynomial
degree κ for the approximation polynomials, the first macro-step of a co-simulation is carried
out with constant approximation polynomials (κ = 0), because there is only one sampling point
T0 available. Then κ is increased after each macro-step until the defined value is reached. To
minimize the effect of these reduced order approximation polynomials on the global error, the
macro-step size is decreased in the first few macro-steps, by applying the following procedure.
The co-simulation starts with the reduced macro-step size Hred = 10−5 · H. Within each following
macro-step, Hred is doubled until the condition TN + Hred > 2.0 · H is fulfilled. The procedure is
given in Listing 5.1 in pseudo code to clarify the process.
if ( T N +1 < 2.0 * H ) {
H red = 1.0 e -5 * H * pow (2.0 , nMacSteps ) ;
T N +1 = T N + H red ;
if ( T N +1 > 2.0 * H ) {
H red = 2.0 * H - T N ;
T N +1 = 2.0 * H ;
}
}
else {
H red = H ;
T N +1 = T N + H ;
}

/* reduced macro - step size */

Listing 5.1: Starting procedure of a co-simulation with a fixed macro-step size: macro-step size is
successively increased.

Figure 5.1: Nonlinear convergence analysis test model: displacement and velocity of the masses
plotted with an offset of ∆x0 = 1.0 m and ∆v0 = 330.6 m/s (subsystems are indicated by different
colors).
The requirements regarding the macro-step size H for obtaining a stable simulation increase
with the polynomial degree κ of the approximation polynomials. In the case of constant approximation polynomials (κ = 0) the macro-step size H = 5.0e−5 s is sufficient to run a stable explicit
co-simulation of the nonlinear model. When cubic polynomials (κ = 3) are used, the macro-step
size has to be reduced by the factor 10 to obtain a stable simulation. The accuracy of the results
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Figure 5.2: Convergence analysis of the explicit co-simulation approach: linear model. Local and
global errors of the coupling bodies (NRMSE) for different approximation orders. The dashed lines
indicate the convergence order.

Figure 5.3: Convergence analysis of the explicit co-simulation approach: nonlinear model. Local
and global errors of the coupling bodies (NRMSE) for different approximation orders. The dashed
lines indicate the convergence order.
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is limited by the error of the subsystem solver. Considering an explicit co-simulation with cubic
approximation polynomials, reducing the macro-step size beyond H = 1.0e−6 s does not increase
the accuracy of the results because the error of the subsystem solver becomes the dominating
part of the overall numerical error.
If a co-simulation with a fixed approximation order κ should be carried out with an increased
macro-step size, larger than the stability limit of the explicit co-simulation approach, there are
different options: The more obvious one is to use an alternative co-simulation approach, namely
the implicit or the waveform co-simulation method. The limits of the macro-step size for the different
co-simulation approaches with quadratic approximation polynomials (κ = 2) are shown in Fig. 5.4
(left figure). For a stable run of the explicit co-simulation method of this particular nonlinear model,
a macro-step size of H ≤ 1.0e−5 s is required; for the waveform approach H ≤ 5.0e−5 s and for
the implicit approach H ≤ 2.5e − 4 s is sufficient to obtain a stable simulation. The convergence
plots for the implicit and for the waveform method are given in Fig. 5.5. The convergence order is


the same as for the explicit approach: O H κ+3 for the local error on position level, O H κ+2 for

the local error on velocity level and O H κ+1 for the global error (not shown here). It should be
mentioned that the relaxation parameter of the waveform method has been set to ω = 0.3.
The second option to increase the region of stability might be to use an alternative predictor for
the explicit co-simulation. Within the alternative approach, the predicted coupling variables upre
N +1
are determined by a polynomial fit through the last Nsp > κ + 1 macro-points. The polynomial fit
is generated by using a least squares approach. It should be noted that the polynomial fit is used
only to obtain the predicted values upre
N +1 of the coupling variables at TN +1 . The approximation
polynomials, which are used for the subsystem integrations, are interpolation polynomials computed in a second step according to Eq. (2.24). As shown in Fig. 5.4 (right figure) for κ = 2, the
alternative predictor with Nsp = 8 allows to increase the macro-step size by a factor of 5 compared
to the original explicit co-simulation approach. The numerical error increases with the number of
additional sampling points Nsp , but the order of convergence is not decreased.

Figure 5.4: Local error of the coupling bodies on position level for different co-simulation approaches (left figure) and for different predictor polynomials of degree κ = 2 (right figure).
Remark on the implicit co-simulation approach with constant macro-step size: The implicit cosimulation method is implemented in order to be used in combination with a macro-step size
controller. If it is used with a fixed macro-step size, two considerations have to be made:
• The criterion of convergence (2.31) is defined in terms of the error tolerances of the macro67
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step size controller. When a macro-step size controller is not applied, the tolerances of the
criterion of convergence have to be specified directly.
• If the corrector iteration does not converge, there is no obvious way of proceeding, since a
macro-step size reduction is not provided when the macro-step size is fixed.
For this numerical study, the tolerances of the convergence criterion are set very accurate with
rtol = 10−10 and a maximum number of 10 corrector steps is allowed. If the corrector iteration is
not converged after 10 steps, the simulation was continued nevertheless. The same considerations
are made for the waveform approach.

Figure 5.5: Convergence analysis of the implicit and of the waveform co-simulation approach:
nonlinear model. Local error of the coupling bodies (NRMSE) for different approximation orders.
The dashed lines indicate the convergence order.

5.2. Comparison of Different Error Estimators
Within the following subsection, the five different error estimators described in Section 3.1 are
compared by using a two-mass oscillator as test model. The two-mass oscillator is examined
for three different parameter sets. The parameters are collected in Table 5.2. Model M1 is a
linear undamped two-mass oscillator, M2 contains nonlinear stiffness and damping terms and M3
contains a stiff contact at x1 = 0 according to Eq. (2.12). The two-mass oscillator is decomposed
into two subsystems to obtain a co-simulation model. The subsystems are integrated with the
IDA solver [HBG+ 05] (relative and absolute error tolerance rtolIDA = 10−12 and atolpos
IDA = rtolIDA ,
2
atolvel
IDA = 10 · rtolIDA ). Co-simulations are carried out with quadratic approximation polynomials

(κ = 2) and the following macro-step size controller parameters: safety factor Γ = 2, rtol = 10−5 ,
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atolpos = 10−3 ·rtol and atolvel = rtol, [rmin , rmax ] = [0.75, 1.25], in case of using an error estimator
for the coupling variables (exCV or imCV ) the error tolerances rtol = 10−3 and atolu = 103 · rtol
are used.
For each model and each co-simulation approach, the estimated error is compared to the local
error. For the analysis of the estimated error, co-simulations with a fixed macro-step size and cosimulations with a variable macro-step size are carried out. Finally the results of the co-simulation
approaches in combination with the different error estimators are compared with respect to the
numerical errors and the total number of macro-steps.
Table 5.2: Error estimator comparison: parameterizations of the two-mass oscillator.
M1 (linear)

M2 (nonlinear)

M3 (contact)

m1

2.0

5.0

5.0e1

kg

m2

1.0

1.0

1.0

kg

c1

1.0e5

1.0e3

1.0e5

N/m

cc

5.0e3

1.0e2

1.0e5

N/m

c2

1.0e3

1.0e4

1.0e3

N/m

di

0.0

0.0

0.0

Ns/m

C1

-

1.0e4

0.0

N/mex

Cc

-

1.0e5

1.0e5

N/mex

C2

-

1.0e3

0.0

N/mex

D1

-

1.0e−3

0.0

Ns3 /m3

Dc

-

5.0e−4

1.0e−2

Ns3 /m3

D2

-

0.0

0.0

Ns3 /m3

ex

-

7

3

-

ev

-

3

3

-

AC

-

-

−1.0e−2

N

BC

-

-

1.0e7

1/m

x10

−2.0

−1.0

−2.0

m

x20

0.0

0.0

0.0

m

v10

1.0e2

1.0e2

1.0e2

m/s

v20

−2.0e2

−2.0e2

−2.0e2

m/s

2

2

2

-

κ

Linear Two-Mass Oscillator
Figure 5.6 shows the resulting time response x1 of mass m1 and the corresponding velocity v1
obtained by co-simulations using the different error estimators. The coupling force λ is shown in
Fig 5.7. As reference, the analytical solution of the test model has been used. In Figs. 5.8 – 5.12,
the estimated errors of co-simulations with the fixed macro-step size H = 5.0e−4 s are compared
with the exact local errors. The same comparison is made for a co-simulations with a variable
macro-step size, the results are shown in Figs. 5.13 – 5.17. The figures show the errors of mass
m1 only, but the error plots of m2 look equivalent. As can be seen, the exact local error is predicted
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with acceptable accuracy by the five error estimators.

Figure 5.6: Linear two-mass oscillator (M1): displacement x1 and velocity v1 computed with the
different co-simulation approaches.

Figure 5.7: Linear two-mass oscillator (M1): resulting coupling force λ computed with the different
co-simulation approaches.
A comparison of the controlled macro-step size in depicted in Fig. 5.18 for the error estimators
exLE, exMD and imMD. In Fig. 5.19, corresponding plots for the error estimators exCV and imCV
are depicted. The resulting global and local errors (NRMSE) of the state variables of the two
masses are depicted in Fig. 5.20. The local error is clearly dominated by the local error on velocity
level. This observation is reasonable, because the local error on position level converges with
a higher order for the considered co-simulation approaches. Convergence plots are collected in
Fig. 5.22, where the global and local errors on position and velocity level are plotted as a function
of the relative error tolerance rtol. The number of macro-time steps as a function of rtol is depicted
in Fig. 5.21. The results of the numerical studies with the linear two-mass oscillator (M1) can be
summarized as follows:
• All five error estimators predict the local errors of the considered variables with acceptable
accuracy.
• The exLE approach and the exMD approach provide almost identical results with respect to
the macro-step size and the resulting errors.
• The implicit imMD approach allows an increased macro-step size compared to the explicit
exLE and exMD approaches.
• The application of the two error estimators for the coupling force exCV and imCV results
in an almost identical macro-step size. This is reasonable because both estimate the local
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Figure 5.8: Explicit co-simulation (exMD) of M1 with fixed macro-step size H = 5.0e−4 s: estimated and local error of the displacement x1 and the velocity v1 of mass m1 .

Figure 5.9: Explicit co-simulation (exLE) of M1 with fixed macro-step size H = 5.0e−4 s: estimated
and local error of the displacement x1 and the velocity v1 of mass m1 .

Figure 5.10: Explicit co-simulation (exCV ) of M1 with fixed macro-step size H = 5.0e−4 s: estimated and local error of the coupling force λ.

Figure 5.11: Implicit co-simulation (imMD) of M1 with fixed macro-step size H = 5.0e−4 s: estimated and local error of the displacement x1 and the velocity v1 of mass m1 .
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Figure 5.12: Implicit co-simulation (imCV ) of M1 with fixed macro-step size H = 5.0e−4 s: estimated and local error of the (predicted) coupling force λ.

Figure 5.13: Explicit co-simulation (exMD) of M1 with variable macro-step size: estimated and
local error of the displacement x1 and the velocity v1 of mass m1 .

Figure 5.14: Explicit co-simulation (exLE) of M1 with variable macro-step size: estimated and
local error of the displacement x1 and the velocity v1 of mass m1 .

Figure 5.15: Explicit co-simulation (exCV ) of M1 with variable macro-step size: estimated and
local error of the coupling force λ.
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Figure 5.16: Implicit co-simulation (imMD) of M1 with variable macro-step size: estimated and
local error of the displacement x1 and the velocity v1 of mass m1 .

Figure 5.17: Implicit co-simulation (imCV ) of M1 with variable macro-step size: estimated and
local error of the (predicted) coupling force λ.

Figure 5.18: Linear two-mass oscillator (M1): macro-step size determined by the macro-step size
controller with the error estimators exMD, exLE, imMD.

Figure 5.19: Linear two-mass oscillator (M1): macro-step size determined by the macro-step size
controller with the error estimators exCV, imCV.
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Figure 5.20: Linear two-mass oscillator (M1): resulting errors and number of macro-steps.

Figure 5.21: Linear two-mass oscillator (M1): number of macro-steps depending on the error
tolerances.

Figure 5.22: Linear two-mass oscillator (M1): convergence analysis.
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error of the predicted coupling force. The resulting numerical errors are, however, decreased
if the implicit (imCV ) co-simulation approach is used.
• When using the same relative error tolerance rtol, the error estimators exCV and imCV
provide a reduced average macro-step size, but also smaller resulting errors compared to
the error estimators exLE, exMD and imMD.
Nonlinear Two-Mass Oscillator
Next, the same numerical studies are carried out for the nonlinear two-mass oscillator (M2). The
parameterization of the test model is given in Table 5.2. Figure 5.23 shows the resulting displacement x1 of mass m1 and the corresponding velocity v1 obtained by co-simulations using the
different error estimators. The corresponding coupling force λ is shown in Fig 5.24. As reference,
a monolithic computation with very tight error tolerances (rtolIDA = 10−12 and atolpos
IDA = rtolIDA ,
2
atolvel
IDA = 10 · rtolIDA ) of the test model has been used.

Figure 5.23: Nonlinear two-mass oscillator (M2): displacement x1 and velocity v1 computed with
the different co-simulation approaches.

Figure 5.24: Nonlinear two-mass oscillator (M2): resulting coupling force λ.
In Figs. 5.25 - 5.29, the estimated errors of a co-simulation with a fixed macro-step size H =
5.0e − 4 s are compared with the exact local errors. The same comparison is made for a cosimulation with a variable macro-step size, the results are shown in Figs. 5.30 - 5.34. As for the
linear two-mass oscillator, the local errors of the nonlinear model are predicted with acceptable
accuracy by the five suggested error estimators. However, the zoom plots in Figs. 5.30, 5.31
and 5.33 show that certain peaks in the local error are underestimated by the estimators exLE,
exMD and imMD. However, the error estimators exCV and imCV approximate the local error of
the predicted coupling force very accurate.
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A comparison of the macro-step size is depicted in Fig. 5.35 for the three error estimators exLE,
exMD and imMD and in Fig. 5.36 for the two error estimators exCV and imCV. The resulting
global and local errors (NRMSE) of the state variables of the two masses are shown in Fig. 5.35.
Convergence plots are collected in Fig. 5.38, where the global and local errors on position and
velocity level are plotted as a function of the relative error tolerance rtol. The number of macrotime steps as a function of rtol is depicted in Fig. 5.39.
The studies with the nonlinear two-mass oscillator (M2) show similar results as the corresponding studies with the linear model. However, the error estimators exCV and imCV show a slightly
increased accuracy in the predicted local errors compared to the error estimators exLE, exMD and
imMD.

Figure 5.25: Explicit co-simulation (exMD) of M2 with fixed macro-step size H = 5.0e−4 s: estimated and local error of the displacement x1 and the velocity v1 of mass m1 .

Figure 5.26: Explicit co-simulation (exLE) of M2 with fixed macro-step size H = 5.0e−4 s: estimated and local error of the displacement x1 and the velocity v1 of mass m1 .

Figure 5.27: Explicit co-simulation (exCV ) of M2 with fixed macro-step size H = 5.0e−4 s: estimated and local error of the coupling force λ.
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Figure 5.28: Implicit co-simulation (imMD) of M2 with fixed macro-step size H = 5.0e−4 s: estimated and local error of the displacement x1 and the velocity v1 of mass m1 .

Figure 5.29: Implicit co-simulation (imCV ) of M2 with fixed macro-step size H = 5.0e−4 s: estimated and local error of the (predicted) coupling force λ.

Figure 5.30: Explicit co-simulation (exMD) of M2 with variable macro-step size: estimated and
local error of the displacement x1 and the velocity v1 of mass m1 .

Figure 5.31: Explicit co-simulation (exLE) of M2 with variable macro-step size: estimated and
local error of the displacement x1 and the velocity v1 of mass m1 .
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Figure 5.32: Explicit co-simulation (exCV ) of M2 with variable macro-step size: estimated and
local error of the coupling force λ.

Figure 5.33: Implicit co-simulation (imMD) of M2 with variable macro-step size: estimated and
local error of the displacement x1 and the velocity v1 of mass m1 .

Figure 5.34: Implicit co-simulation (imCV ) of M2 with variable macro-step size: estimated and
local error of the (predicted) coupling force λ.

Figure 5.35: Nonlinear two-mass oscillator (M2): macro-step size determined by the macro-step
size controller with the error estimators exMD, exLE, imMD.
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Figure 5.36: Nonlinear two-mass oscillator (M2): macro-step size determined by the macro-step
size controller with the error estimators exCV, imCV.

Figure 5.37: Nonlinear two-mass oscillator (M2): resulting errors and number of macro-steps.

Figure 5.38: Nonlinear two-mass oscillator (M2): convergence analysis.
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Figure 5.39: Nonlinear two-mass oscillator (M2): number of macro-steps depending on the error
tolerances.
Two-Mass Oscillator with Contact
Finally, the performance of the five considered error estimation approaches is compared based on
a nonlinear two-mass oscillator parameterization containing a stiff contact (M3). The contact of
mass m1 (occuring at the position x1 = 0) according to Eq. (2.12) is defined by the parameters AC
and BC given in Table 5.2. In Fig. 5.40, the time responses x1 and v1 of the two-mass oscillator
with contact obtained by simulations with different error estimators are plotted. The corresponding
coupling force λ is shown in Fig 5.41. As reference solution, a numerical solution of the monolithic
model with very tight error tolerances has been used.

Figure 5.40: Two-mass oscillator with contact (M3): displacement x1 and velocity v1 computed
by the considered co-simulation approaches.

Figure 5.41: Two-mass oscillator with contact (M3): resulting coupling force λ computed by the
considered co-simulation approaches.
In Figs. 5.42 – 5.46, the estimated errors of co-simulations with a fixed macro-step size H =
1.0e − 4 s are compared with the local errors. The estimated local errors of simulations with a
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controlled macro-step size are shown in Figs. 5.47 – 5.51. The macro-step size of simulations with
the five error estimators is shown in Figs. 5.52 and 5.53. It can clearly be seen that the macro-step
size is reduced, when the contacts occur. The macro-step size is reduced very strongly with the
error estimators exCV and imCV, since these error estimators are based on the coupling force,
which has large values at the contact points. The global and local errors on position and velocity
level are compared in Fig. 5.54 for the different error estimators. The figure also exhibits some
statistical information concerning the number of macro-steps.
As can be noticed, the explicit and implicit co-simulations yield stable and correct results, although a very stiff and highly nonlinear model is considered. The zoom-plots of the coupling
force (Fig. 5.41) and the plot depicting the macro-step size (Fig. 5.52) exhibit that the explicit cosimulation approaches (exMD and exLE) using an error estimator on state level react with a short
delay (in the range of one macro-step) at the contact points. This behavior can be traced back to
the considered error estimation methods. Applying the approaches exMD or exLE, the error of the
(coupling) bodies is estimated by carrying out two subsystem integrations with different approximation polynomials. The error contribution of each subsystem is estimated by using information
of this subsystem only; an exchange of information between the subsystems is not considered for
the error estimation. The error estimation takes place before the coupling equations are evaluated
and the coupling variables are updated. Therefore, the error estimators use only predicted values
to estimate the errors. The exCV approach and the implicit approaches estimate the error after
the coupling equation have been evaluated. As a result, these approaches may realize the contact
before the macro-step is accepted. As a consequence, the macro-step can be repeated with a
smaller macro-step size. The exMD and exLE approaches recognize those effects only after the
next macro-step has been carried out and react therefore with a delay of one macro-step.

Figure 5.42: Explicit co-simulation (exMD) of M3 with fixed macro-step size H = 1.0e−4 s: estimated and local error of the displacement x1 and the velocity v1 of mass m1 .

Figure 5.43: Explicit co-simulation (exLE) of M3 with fixed macro-step size H = 1.0e−4 s: estimated and local error of the displacement x1 and the velocity v1 of mass m1 .
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Figure 5.44: Explicit co-simulation (exCV ) of M3 with fixed macro-step size H = 1.0e−4 s: estimated and local error of the coupling force λ.

Figure 5.45: Implicit co-simulation (imMD) of M3 with fixed macro-step size H = 1.0e−4 s: estimated and local error of the displacement x1 and the velocity v1 of mass m1 .

Figure 5.46: Implicit co-simulation (imCV ) of M3 with fixed macro-step size H = 1.0e−4 s: estimated and local error of the (predicted) coupling force λ.

Figure 5.47: Explicit co-simulation (exMD) of M3 with variable macro-step size: estimated and
local error of the displacement x1 and the velocity v1 of mass m1 .
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Figure 5.48: Explicit co-simulation (exLE) of M3 with variable macro-step size: estimated and
local error of the displacement x1 and the velocity v1 of mass m1 .

Figure 5.49: Explicit co-simulation (exCV ) of M3 with variable macro-step size: estimated and
local error of the coupling force λ.

Figure 5.50: Implicit co-simulation (imMD) of M3 with variable macro-step size: estimated and
local error of the displacement x1 and the velocity v1 of mass m1 .

Figure 5.51: Implicit co-simulation (imCV ) of M3 with variable macro-step size: estimated and
local error of the (predicted) coupling force λ.
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Figure 5.52: Two-mass oscillator with contact (M3): macro-step size determined by the macrostep size controller with the error estimators exMD, exLE, imMD.

Figure 5.53: Two-mass oscillator with contact (M3): macro-step size determined by the macrostep size controller with the error estimators exCV, imCV.

Figure 5.54: Two-mass oscillator with contact (M3): resulting errors and number of macro-steps.

Figure 5.55: Two-mass oscillator with contact (M3): number of macro-steps depending on the
error tolerances.
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Figure 5.56: Two-mass oscillator with contact (M3): convergence analysis.
Comment on the comparison of the five error estimators: The results indicate that all five error
estimators operate as expected and the provided local error estimates can be used successfully
to control the macro-step size of a co-simulation. Therefore, the question arises which estimator
should be preferred. Firstly, the explicit and the implicit approaches have to be distinguished.
The choice whether an explicit or an implicit algorithm is preferable to compute a certain model
depends on the properties ("stiffness") of the model and is typically not decided with regard to the
error estimation method. Considering the explicit approaches, there is no significant difference
between the results of the exMD and the exLE approaches with regard to the accuracy and the
macro-step size identifiable. The actual question is, whether the state variables (of the coupling
bodies) or the coupling variables are better suited for the error estimation.
The results of the numerical studies indicate that an estimation of the errors of the coupling
variables leads to a more sensitive macro-step size controller, especially in combination with the
explicit co-simulation scheme (see Figs. 5.52 and 5.53). The drawback is, that only the error of
the predicted coupling variables (and not of the updated/corrected coupling variables) is estimated.
Considering numerical time integration schemes, the estimation of the errors on force/acceleration
level is unusual. On the other hand, the coupling variables are the essential variables of in a cosimulation. The approximation polynomials are stated in terms of the coupling variables. Also,
the coupling equations within the corrector iteration (implicit scheme) are solved for the coupling
variables and therefore the convergence criterion of the corrector iteration is typically defined with
respect to the coupling variables. The order control algorithm, see Section 3.3, is also based on the
scaled derivative norm of the approximation polynomials of the coupling variables. In addition, if
the degree of the approximation polynomials is changed by the order controller, the error estimate
of the current macro-step is not longer suitable to predict the local error of the following macro-step,
therefore the macro-step size controller has to fall back on an alternative estimate to calculate an
adequate macro-step size. The only quantity which can be computed a priori is the local truncation
error of the approximation polynomials of the coupling variables.
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Considering all numerical studies which have been carried out in his work, both error estimation concepts show a similar performance with regard to the computation time and the resulting
numerical errors. Therefore, a clear statement on the question of which error estimator should be
preferred cannot be made.

5.3. Safety Factor
As described in Section 3.4, the safety factor Γ introduced in
Eq. (3.27) is a parameter to tune the ratio between the number Table 5.3: Test model paof macro-steps and the number of failed steps (local error test rameters.
(Eq. (3.22)) misses). The following numerical study shows the efnK 150
fect of the safety factor Γ on the macro-step size and the number of
ns 15
failed steps. The model parameters are given in Table 5.3. The modtsim 1.0e−1 s
ified sinus force defined in Eq. (2.14) is applied to 50 % of the bodies.
mi 5.0e−2 kg
The parameters of the forces are chosen randomly within the ranges
ci
2.5e6 N/m
∆FS,i = ± [1.0e6, 1.0e7] N and ΩS,i = [5.0e2, 5.0e3] s−1 . The phase
di
2.5e1 Ns/m
shift is ϕS,i = 0 and the exponent is set to AS = 95. To visualize the
Ci 1.0e10 N/m3
system’s dynamics, the displacements are shown in Fig. 5.57 with
Di 1.0e−4 Ns3 /m3
an artificial offset ∆x0 . Each line in the figure is the displacement of
κ
2
a mass; the colors indicate the different subsystems.

Figure 5.57: Visualization of the displacements of all masses with the offset ∆x0 = 0.70 m; subsystems are indicated by two different colors.
The model is computed by an explicit and by an implicit co-simulation approach as described
in Section 2.4 with quadratic approximation polynomials for the coupling variables. The macrostep size is controlled by using the error estimators exMD and imMD described in Section 3.1.
The effect of the safety factor should be isolated, therefore a dead-zone (see Section 3.4) is
not considered here, because it would also affect the macro-step size and the number of failed
macro-steps. The limits for the scaling factor r of the macro-step size between two consecutive
macro-steps is set to [rmin , rmax ] = [0.5, 1.5]. Simulations are carried out with three different sets
of error tolerances using atolpos = 10−4 · rtol and atolvel = rtol for the absolute error tolerance for
displacement and velocity variables. The simulation results, namely the number of macro-steps,
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the number of failed macro-steps and the local error (NRMSE) of the coupling bodies, are shown
in Fig. 5.58 and Fig. 5.59.

Figure 5.58: Total number of macro-steps, total number of failed macro-steps and local error of
the explicit co-simulation (exMD) for the parameter set given in Table 5.3.

Figure 5.59: Total number of macro-steps, total number of failed macro-steps and local error of
the implicit co-simulation (imMD) for the parameter set given in Table 5.3.

Figure 5.60: Failed step ratio Nf ail /Nmac of the explicit and the implicit co-simulation approach for
the parameter set given in Table 5.3.
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The number of macro-steps of the explicit approach is, as expected, larger compared to the
implicit approach, but apart from that, the results look very similar. The number of macro-steps
increases and the error decreases as the safety factor Γ increases. The number of failed macrosteps decreases rapidly for increasing values of Γ within the range Γ ∈ [2, 6].
The ratio of the number of local error test misses divided by the number of macro-steps (failed
step ratio) is shown in Fig. 5.60. It can be seen that without using a safety factor (Γ = 1), the
failed step ratio is about 45 % for the two co-simulation approaches. Hence, if the macro-step
size controller is applied without using a safety factor, almost every other macro-step is repeated.
When the safety factor is increased to Γ = 6, the failed step ratio is 1 % - 5 %, depending on the
error tolerances of the macro-step size controller.
To examine the effect of the safety factor on the overall computation time of the co-simulation,
the model is scaled up to nK = 100 000 masses and decomposed into ns = 100 subsystems
of equal size. The other parameters given in Table 5.3 are left unchanged. The relative error
tolerance of the co-simulation is set to rtol = 10−4 . For this particular parameterization of the test
model, the explicit co-simulation approach is more efficient than the implicit approach. As shown
in Fig. 5.61, the imMD method (right y-axis, red bars) takes about twice as long as the exMD
method (left y-axis, blue bars) to compute the model.

Figure 5.61: Computation time of the explicit (blue) and the implicit (red) co-simulation approaches
depending on the safety factor Γ.
The computation time of both co-simulation approaches can be reduced significantly by selecting an adequate value for the safety factor Γ. For all applied co-simulation schemes, the computation time can be decreased by about 30 % if a safety factor in the range Γ ∈ [4, 6] is used
instead of Γ = 1. The plot shows that if Γ is varied in the range Γ ∈ [3, 8] the computation time
of both approaches is only slightly influenced. This is related to the fact that an increased number
of macro-steps does not necessarily imply an increase in the computation time, as described in
Section 4.4. When Γ is increased further, it has a negative effect on the computation time of the
implicit approach. It should be stressed that these results are model dependent. Further studies,
not presented here, indicate that a safety factor in the range Γ ∈ [3, 6] might in general be an
adequate choice.
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5.4. Error Tolerances
The relation between macro-step size and computation time of a co-simulation model has been
discussed in detail in Section 4.4. It has been explained that a reduced macro-step size may result
in a decreased computation time and vice versa. Hence, also tighter error tolerances which lead to
a decreased average macro-step size, may result in a more efficient computation. This statement
holds only if the subsystem integration processes are the dominating part of the computation
time and if the average macro-step size is not significantly smaller than the (unrestricted) average
subsystem solver step size. Numerical studies are carried out with two different co-simulation
models to analyze the relation between the error tolerances of the macro-step size controller and
the computation time. The following two models are simulated:
1) A linear oscillator chain with nK = 1000 masses is simulated with two different model decompositions, namely a decomposition into ns = 5 subsystems of equal size and a decomposition into ns = 100 subsystems of equal size.
2) Two identically parametrized nonlinear models with nK = 290 and nK = 29 000 masses are
split into ns = 11 subsystem.
For both models, the ratio of the subsystem size to the number coupling variables is varied, in
order to expose different parts of the overall computation time.
1) Fixed model size – varying number of subsystems. A linear
oscillator chain with a free end is used as test model. The chain is uni- Table 5.4: Linear test
formly elongated through the initial conditions. The stiffness coefficients model parameters.
N
· [1.0 + 9.0 · sin (0.3142 · ((i − 1) mod 10))]
are defined by ci = 2.0e11 m
nK 1000
for i = 1, . . . , 1000 so that the stiffness distribution is half-sine-shaped
ns 5 / 100
with a period length of 10 elements as shown in Fig. 5.62 (right figure).
tsim 1.0e−3 s
The parameterization of the model is given in Table 5.4. The displacemi 7.5e−4 kg
ments of the masses are visualized in Fig. 5.62 (left figure).
di
2.5e4 Ns/m
Simulations are carried out for two different model decompositions:
xi,0 i · 3.0e−7 m
the system is split into ns = 5 and into ns = 100 subsystems. In each
vi,0 0.0 m/s
case, the subsystems are of equal size and the coupling elements have
N
the lowest values of the system’s stiffness coefficients (cc = 2.0e11 m
).

Cutting the model at elements with low stiffness properties is advantageously with respect to the
overall computation time. The two model decompositions differ significantly with regard to the
resulting co-simulation attributes. In the first case, the number of subsystems ns = 5 and the
number of coupling variables nc = 4 is small and the subsystem size is moderate with 200 degrees
of freedom per subsystem. In the second case, the subsystem size is very small with 10 degrees
of freedom and the number of subsystems ns = 100 is rather large, at least in relation to the model
size.
The purpose of the numerical studies with the two described model decompositions is to examine the influence of the error tolerances of the macro-step size and order control algorithm on
different parts of the computation time that are discussed in Section 4.4. The value of the relative
error tolerance is varied within the range rtol = [10−2 , . . . , 10−6 ]; the absolute tolerances are selected depending on the relative error tolerance according to atolpos = 10−3 · rtol, atolvel = rtol
and atolu = 104 · rtol.
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Figure 5.62: Left figure: Visualization of the displacements with the offset ∆x0 = 7.5e−6 m, subsystems are indicated by two different colors. Right figure: half-sine-shaped stiffness distribution,
dashed green lines indicate the decomposition into 100 subsystems.
The resulting errors, namely the local error of all state variables (NRMSE), obtained by cosimulations using the different error estimators introduced in Section 3.1 are shown in Fig. 5.63.
The macro-step size and order control algorithm works as expected and the resulting errors match
quite well with the defined error tolerances. It can be seen that the resulting errors obtained
by simulations using the error estimators exCV and imCV are slightly smaller than the errors
obtained by simulations with the error estimators exLE, exMD and imMD. Also the resulting errors
of the co-simulations with ns = 100 subsystems are slightly increased compared to the results
obtained by the decomposition in ns = 5 subsystems. A detailed study of the resulting errors of
co-simulations incorporating the macro-step controller using the different error estimators can be
found in Section 5.2.

Figure 5.63: Local error (NRMSE) of all state variables depending on the error tolerances for
ns = 5 and ns = 100.
The bar plots in Fig. 5.64 and Fig. 5.65 show the computation time of the explicit and implicit
co-simulation approaches depending on the error tolerances of the macro-step size and order
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control algorithm. The results of the model with ns = 5 subsystems and the model with ns = 100
subsystems are depicted separately. The colors indicate the time spent on the main processes of
the computation (see Section 4.4):
• data exchange between the co-simulation interface and the subsystems (mpi)
• co-simulation method specific computations of the co-simulation interface (co-sim)
• save/reload of subsystem solver workspace in connection with macro-step repetitions (sws
dump)
• subsystem integration, subdivided into T solv (solver ) and T idle (solver (idle)) as defined in
Eq. (4.5)
• generation of output files (output).
The time spent on writing output files is negligible and only shown for the sake of completeness.
The interpretation of the results of the co-simulation model with 100 subsystems is straightforward. The subsystems are very small with only 10 masses each. Therefore, the subsystem
computation time and also the time for the solver workspace dump are negligible. The overall
computation time is dominated by the data exchange and by the computations of the co-simulation
interface. Both of these tasks have a clear relation to the macro-step size: the computational effort increases linearly with the number of macro-steps. For tighter error tolerances, the average
macro-step size is decreased. Therefore, the overall computation time behaves in the same way
as it would be expected for classical ODE solvers: more accurate results require a higher computational effort.
Following the same argumentation, the implicit co-simulation approach is more efficient than the
explicit method for the model with ns = 100 subsystems. Regarding the simulations with rtol =
10−6 as an example, about ≈ 2.5e5 macro-steps are accomplished by the exMD approach. The
imMD approach requires only about ≈ 1.6e4 macro-steps (predictor steps) plus ≈ 3.6e4 corrector
iterations and is therefore about 5 times faster. It should be mentioned that a predictor/corrector
step of the implicit co-simulation approach is, from the computational point of view, almost the
same as a macro-step of the explicit approach. The number of failed steps is very small (≈ 2.0e2
for exMD and ≈ 5.0e2 for imMD), hence the effect on the computation time can be neglected.
The segmentation of the computation time of the co-simulations with ns = 5 subsystems is
completely different. The time spent on data exchange and on the computations carried out by
the co-simulation interface can be neglected. The major parts are, independent of the applied cosimulation method, the subsystem solving process and the solver workspace dump. The solver
workspace copy process is carried out once in each macro-step (in each corrector iteration step),
therefore the computational effort increases linearly with the number of macro-steps (corrector
iteration steps).
Considering the explicit co-simulation approaches, the subsystem solver computation time decreases for tighter error tolerances. As can be seen in the right plots of Fig. 5.64, the average
micro-step size (subsystem solver step size) increases as the average macro-step size decreases,
until the micro-step size gets restricted by the macro-step size (at rtol ≈ 1.0e−5). This phenomenon
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is described in Section 4.4 and can be explained by the jumps in the approximation polynomials
of the coupling variables, which occur at the macro-time points.
Although the computational effort of the solver workspace dump increases with tighter error
tolerances, the overall computation time of the explicit methods decreases because the dominating
part, namely the subsystem solver time, is reduced. When the relative error tolerance is set to
rtol = 1.0e−6 both processes require almost the same computation time.

Figure 5.64: Explicit co-simulation approaches: computation time depending on the error tolerances for ns = 5 and ns = 100. Right figures: number of macro-steps and average number of
subsystem solver steps (micro-steps).
The computation time of the implicit co-simulation approaches shows a similar behavior for the
model with ns = 5 subsystems, as shown in Fig. 5.65. However, the approximation polynomials are
C 0 -continuous at the macro-time points (for κ > 0) because of the corrector iteration; jumps only
occur in the derivatives. Therefore, the effect of the reduced macro-step size on the average micro92
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step size is not as strongly observable as for the explicit co-simulation approaches. For very tight
error tolerances of the macro-step size controller, the overall computation time increases because
of the increased effort for the solver workspace dump. The implicit co-simulation methods show
a better computational efficiency than the explicit approaches for the considered model, although
the method specific computational overhead is generally higher for implicit approaches.

Figure 5.65: Implicit co-simulation approaches: computation time depending on the error tolerances for ns = 5 and ns = 100 subsystems. Right figures: number of macro-steps, corrector
iterations and average number of subsystem solver steps (micro-steps).

2) Varying model size – fixed number of subsystems. A second
study to investigate the influence of the error tolerances of the macro- Table 5.5: Nonlinear test
step size controller on the computation time of the co-simulation ap- model parameters.
proaches is carried out with a nonlinear parameterization of the test
nK 290 / 29 000
model, as given in Table 5.5. Simulations are carried out for two model
ns 11
sizes, namely a small model with nK = 290 masses and a large model
tsim 1.0 s
with nK = 29 000 masses. Each model is decomposed into ns = 11
ci
1.0e7 N/m
subsystems, in a way that subsystems with odd indeces contain 40
di
1.0e3 Ns/m
(4000) masses with mi = 1.0e1 kg and subsystems with even indeces
Ci 1.0e14 N/m3
contain 10 (1000) masses with mi = 1.0e−1 kg.
Di 1.0e4 Ns3 /m3
The initial conditions for each mass are selected randomly within
the intervals [−1.0e−4, 1.0e−4] m and [−1.0e−2, 1.0e−2] m/s. Randomly
picked 20 % of the masses are excited by a modified sinus force according to Eq. (2.14). The force
amplitude ∆FS,i is chosen randomly within the interval ±[1.0e5, 1.0e6] N; ΩS,i is selected randomly
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within the interval [7.5e2, 1.0e3] s−1 , the exponent is set to AS = 95. The displacements of the
small system (nK = 290) are visualized in Fig. 5.66.

Figure 5.66: Visualization of the displacements with the offset ∆x0 = 3.1e−3 m of the model with
nK = 290 masses; subsystems are indicated by two different colors.
Simulations are carried out using the explicit (exCV ) and the implicit (imCV ) co-simulation approach. The value of the relative error tolerance is varied within the range rtol = [10−2 , . . . , 10−6 ].
The absolute tolerances are selected depending on the relative error tolerance according to
atolu = 104 · rtol. The resulting computation times and global errors of the coupling bodies are
shown in Fig. 5.67 and Fig. 5.68.

Figure 5.67: Explicit co-simulation approach (exCV ): computation time depending on the error
tolerances for nK = 29 000 and nK = 290. Right figure: global error (NRMSE) of the state variables
of the coupling bodies.
It can be seen that the computation time of the large model with nK = 29 000 masses is defined
by two main parts: the time spent on the subsystem integrations and the time required for the
solver workspace dump. For tighter error tolerances of the macro-step size controller, the idletime T idle (see Eq. (4.5)) of the subsystems decreases and the subsystem integration time remains
almost constant for the explicit co-simulation approach. When the implicit co-simulation approach
is applied, the computation time of the subsystem solver increases for tighter error tolerances.
The time for the solver workspace dump increases as the number of macro-steps increases and
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becomes the major part of the overall computation time for very tight tolerances.
The simulations of the smaller model (nK = 290) show a more diverse segmentation of the
overall computation time. For both co-simulation approaches, the computational effort of the cosimulation interface, the data transfer and the time spent on the solver workspace dump increase
for tighter error tolerances. As for the large model, the idle-time vanishes for tight error tolerances.
Due to the contrasting development of the different parts of the computation time with respect
to the error tolerances, the explicit co-simulation approach shows the interesting behavior that
the resulting computation time remains almost constant for a wide range of the error tolerances.
Applying the implicit approach, the idle-time is insignificant. Therefore, the overall computation
time increases continuously for tighter error tolerances.

Figure 5.68: Implicit co-simulation (imCV ): computation time depending on the error tolerances
for nK = 29 000 and nK = 290. Right figure: global error (NRMSE) of the state variables of the
coupling bodies.
Remark on the model decomposition: The considered co-simulation model is an example of
exploiting the multirate attribute of the co-simulation methods. Subsystems with small masses
mi = 1.0e−1 kg and higher frequencies and therefore a smaller subsystem solver step size have
a lower degree of freedom than subsystems with mi = 1.0e1 kg and a therefore larger solver
step size. Considering the implicit (imCV ) simulation of the larger model (nK = 29 000) with
rtol = 1.0e − 3 as an example, the average micro-step size of the small subsystems is h̄Smic =
6.31e−7 s but the average micro-step size of the large subsystems is h̄L
mic = 2.59e−6 s. The solver
of the small subsystems needs h̄L /h̄S ≈ 4 times more micro-steps than the solver of the large
subsystems. The ratio of the degrees of freedom between the large and the small subsystems
is also 4000/1000 = 4. Under the assumption of a linear scaling of the computation time of a
subsystem with respect to the degree of freedom, which is given in this case, this is the ideal
partitioning to obtain almost equal computation times for all subsystems.
An even more efficient computation could be achieved, if the partitioning is modified in a way,
that one mass with mi = 1.0e1 kg is shifted from each larger subsystem to each neighboring
smaller subsystem. The consequence of this modification would be that the system is cut through
spring/damper-elements connecting two masses with mi = mi+1 = 1.0e1 kg, instead of a mass
with mi = 1.0e1 kg and the other with mi+1 = 1.0e−1 kg. Then the mass ratio of the coupling bodies
is mr = 1 instead of mr = 100, which allows a larger macro-step size especially if an explicit cosimulation scheme is applied. Due to the described restructuring, the total number of macro-steps
of the implicit (imCV ) simulation of the smaller model (nK = 290) with rtol = 1.0e−5 is reduced
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from 708 876 to 319 041. The resulting computation time is reduced from 176 s to 91 s. Considering
the explicit approach, the effect of the restructuring is even stronger. The number of macro-steps
of the explicit (exCV ) simulation of the smaller model (nK = 290) with rtol = 1.0e−5 is reduced
from 2 941 675 to 334 829 and the resulting computation time is reduced from 224 s to 36 s. In other
words, a speed-up factor of > 6 is achieved by choosing a more sophisticated decomposition of
the model.

5.5. Asymmetric Coupling Properties
The objective of the following study is to examine the responsiveness of the different co-simulation approaches to asymmetric cou- Table 5.6: Test model pa2
pling properties in terms of the mass ratio mr = m
m1 of the coupling rameters.
bodies. The situation of large mass ratios may occur, if a discretized
nK 2
flexible body is treated as a subsystem of a multibody system, for exns 2
ample. In this case an element (small mass) of the flexible body is
tsim 1.0 s
coupled to a rigid body, which may have very different mass properm2 1.0 kg
ties.
ci
1.0e6 N/m
A linear two-mass oscillator is used as test model. The parameterdi
0.0 Ns/m
ization is given in Table 5.6. Mass m2 = 1.0 kg is kept constant, mass
x0 [5.0e−2, 0.0] m
m1 is varied within the range [1.0e−6, . . . , 1.0] kg. In addition, the couv0 [0.0, 0.0] m/s
pling damping dc is varied within the interval [0.0, . . . , 1.0e6] Ns/m.
Mass m2 is excited by a harmonic force (2.11) with the parameters
∆FH,2 = 1.0e5 N and ΩH,2 = 5.0e1 s−1 .
Simulations are carried out with the explicit (exMD), the implicit (imMD) and the waveform relaxation (waCV ) approach. The Milne Device error estimator is used with the error tolerances
rtol = 10−3 and atolpos = 10−3 · rtol, atolvel = 1.0 · rtol for the macro-step size controller. The error
estimator based on the coupling variables of Section 3.1.4 is used for the waveform relaxation
approach with the tolerances rtol = 10−3 and atolu = 10 · rtol. The relaxation parameter according
to Eq. (2.35) is set to ω = 0.3. The subsystem solver tolerances are set to rtolIDA = 10−6 and
−3 · rtol, atolvel = rtol.
atolpos
IDA
IDA = 10

The resulting computation time and the total number of macro-steps are shown in Fig 5.69 for
the different parameter combinations. The global errors are depicted in Fig. 5.70. It can clearly
be seen that the explicit and the waveform relaxation approach become inefficient for large mass
ratios in combination with high damping values.
Remark on the order control algorithm for the undamped case: Using the order control strategy
described in Listing 3.2 in combination with the explicit co-simulation approach, the order control
algorithm will increase the degree of the approximation polynomials to κ = 5. This results in
numerical instabilities. If the order is limited to κ ≤ 2 the simulation becomes stable. The more
conservative order control strategy of Listing 3.1 is able to detect the instabilities and lowers the
order to enable a stable simulation even for strongly asymmetric systems (mr =

m2
m1

= 106 ). The

explicit co-simulations of the undamped system dc = 0 have been carried out with the order control
strategy described in Listing 3.1, all others with the scheme described in Listing 3.2.
The rather large values of the global error for the undamped model can be explained by the
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numerical damping of the co-simulation approaches and the numerical damping induced by the
subsystem solver (BDF method). The high frequent oscillations of mass m1 are damped out as
shown in Fig. 5.71. To avoid this effect and to fully resolve the high frequent oscillations, the error
tolerances of the co-simulation have to be reduced as shown in Fig. 5.72 for the implicit approach.

Figure 5.69: Computation time and number of macro-steps of the explicit (exMD), the implicit
(imMD) and the waveform (waCV ) co-simulation approach. The time limit for the computation is
set to 8 : 30 h. Truncated (left figures) or missing (right figures) bars indicate an excess of the time
limit.
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Figure 5.70: Global error (NRMSE) of the explicit (exMD), the implicit (imMD) and the waveform
(waCV ) co-simulation. Missing bars indicate an excess of the computation time limit of 8 : 30 h.

Figure 5.71: Undamped model: displacement x1 of mass m1 = 1.0e−6 kg for dc = 0, rtol = 10−3 .

Figure 5.72: Implicit co-simulation (imMD): displacement x1 of mass m1 = 1.0e−6 kg for dc = 0.
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5.6. Number of Subsystems
The following numerical study deals with the subject of the
co-simulation of large-scale multibody systems. The parameterization of the model is given in Table 5.7. The bracketsnotation [a, b] used in the table denotes that the corresponding parameter is selected randomly within the given interval.
The masses are excited by harmonic forces (2.11) defined by
the parameters ∆FH,i and ΩH,i as given in Table 5.7. Simulations are carried out for three different model sizes, namely
for the case nK = 105 , nK = 106 and nK = 107 masses. In a
second study, the simulations are carried out again for models with the same parameterization but including additional
contacts within the subsystems. Contact forces according to
Eq. (2.12) defined by the parameters AC = −1.0e−2 N and
BC = 2.5e4 m−1 are applied to randomly selected 0.3 % of all
masses. For the models without contacts, the average micro-

Table 5.7: Test model parameters.
nK

105 / 106 / 107

ns

95, . . . , 1007

tsim

1.0 s

mi

[0.1, 1.9] kg

ci

[1.0e5, 1.9e6] N/m

di

[1.0e1, 1.9e2] Ns/m

Ci

[1.0e11, 1.9e12] N/m3

Di

[0.1, 1.9] Ns3 /m3

∆FH,i

±[1.0e5, 1.0e6] N

ΩH,i

[1.0e3, 1.0e4] s−1

xi,0

[−1.0e−2, 1.0e−2] m

vi,0

[−1.0, 1.0] m/s

step size h̄mic (subsystem solver step size) and the average
macro-step size H̄ are of similar size. The models including contacts within the subsystems show
a smaller average micro-step size h̄mic .
Firstly, monolithic computations of the models are carried out to obtain reference values for
the computation time. The error tolerances used for the monolithic computation rtolIDA = 10−6 ,
vel
−3 · rtol
atolpos
IDA , atolIDA = rtolIDA are the same as for the subsystem solvers of the
IDA = 10

co-simulation.

Figure 5.73: Computation time of the monolithic simulation.
The computation time of the models without contacts scales about linearly with the total number
of masses (scaling order P ≈ 1). If contact forces are applied, the scaling order is increased to
P ≈ 1.3. The increased scaling order P can be explained by the model properties. The number
of contacts increases with the number of masses according to 3.0e − 3 · nK . The occurrence of
contacts causes an increased number of solver steps. Therefore, the computation time of a larger
model is not only increased because of the extended number of masses, but also because of the
increased number of solver steps. The resulting computation time of the monolithic simulations is
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depicted in Fig. 5.73.
Next, the considered models are decomposed into ns subsystems of equal size and computed
by using the explicit co-simulation approach. Simulations are carried out with the macro-step size
and order control algorithm (exCV, rtol = 10−4 , atolu = 104 · rtol). Also simulations with a fixed
polynomial degree κ = 2 and a fixed macro-step size H = 1.0e−6 s (ex2H) are carried out. The
controlled macro-step size and polynomial degree of the exCV approach is given in Fig. 5.74
exemplarily for the ns = 383 subsystem decomposition of the nK = 106 model without contacts.
Additional simulations, not presented here, show that both quantities are only slightly affected by
the defined number of subsystems, by the model size and by the occurrence of contacts within the
subsystems. The average macro-step size of this particular configuration is H̄ = 2.14e−6 s; only
minor fluctuations of the macro-step size are observed. Therefore, H = 1.0e−6 s seems to be an
adequate choice for a co-simulation with a fixed macro-step size.

Figure 5.74: Macro-step size H and polynomial degree κ of the fully controlled exCV approach
(rtol = 10−4 ) of the ns = 383 subsystem decomposition of the nK = 106 body model without
contacts.
The average subsystem solver step size of the above considered model is h̄mic = 1.61e − 6 s,
when the exCV approach is applied, and h̄mic = 1.00e − 6 s for the co-simulation with a fixed
macro-step size of H̄ = 1.0e − 6 s. In the case of the fixed macro-step size, the computationally
advantageous hmic = H condition is achieved without restricting the solver step size very much.
Therefore, the explicit co-simulation approach with H = 1.0e − 6 s is expected to allow an efficient computation of this model. For comparison, the average solver step size of the monolithic
computation of the nK = 106 model is h̄ = 1.34e−6 s.
The resulting computation times of the explicit co-simulation approach with a controlled macrostep size and order (solid lines) and with a fixed macro-step size and order (dotted lines) are
shown in Fig. 5.75. Results are presented for nK = 105 in Fig. 5.75a), for nK = 106 in Fig. 5.75b)
and for nK = 107 in Fig. 5.75c). The overall computation time depending on the number of
subsystem ns is depicted for the models without contacts (left figures) and for the models with
contacts (right figures). The different parts of the overall computation time, which are described
in Section 4 are indicated by different colors. The black dots mark the estimated computation
time according to Eq. (4.2). The estimation neglects all sources of computational overhead and
therefore approximates only the pure subsystem solver time T solv . The solver time is, however,
estimated very well.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.75: Computation time of the fully controlled exCV co-simulation approach (solid lines)
and the explicit co-simulation approach with fixed macro-step size H = 1.0e−6 s and κ = 2 (dotted
lines), a) nK = 105 , b) nK = 106 , c) nK = 107 , without contacts (left figures) and with contacts at
0.3 % of the bodies (right figures).
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The choice of the optimal number of subsystems is a trade-off between reducing the subsystem
integration time and increasing the overhead generated by the co-simulation interface and the
MPI data transfer. The optimal choice depends on the model size, on the parameterization of the
model (e.g. stiffness coefficients, damping coefficients, contacts, ...) and also on the amount of
data that is transferred between the subsystems and the co-simulation interface. A general rule
on the optimal number of subsystems cannot be given.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.76: Speed-up factors (Tmonolith /Tcosim ) of the co-simulation approaches with respect to
the computation time of the monolithic simulation: a) nK = 105 , b) nK = 106 , c) nK = 107 . Left
figures: models without contacts, right figures: models with contacts at 0.3 % of the bodies.
Comparing the approach with a controlled macro-step size (exCV ) to the co-simulation with
fixed macro-step size (ex2H), the following observations can be made. The exCV uses a slightly
increased average macro-step size and allows therefore a slightly increased average micro-step
size. The consequence is a slightly reduced overall subsystem integration time. Due to the minor changes in the macro-step size during the simulation process, these effects influence the
computation time only slightly. Considering simulations with a large number of subsystems, the
decreased number of macro-steps reduces the overhead caused by MPI data traffic. The ex2H
approach on the other hand, does not perform macro-step repetitions and therefore a subsystem solver workspace dump (sws dump) is not required. In addition, the computations of the
co-simulation interface are very limited. As already mentioned, the ex2H approach shows the
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behavior H = hmic , i.e. the subsystem solver makes one solver step in (almost) each macro-step.
This results in a reduced idle-time T idle of the subsystems, as explained in Section 4.5.
Considering the models with contacts, the overall computation time is dominated by the idle-time
T idle ,

which can be interpreted in a way that the subsystem integration time within each macro-step

differs significantly between the subsystems. The exCV approach shows a slightly better overall
performance compared to the ex2H approach for the models with contacts.
Since all subsystems are very similar, a significant reduction of the computation time caused
by multirate effects does not appear for the considered models. Therefore, the speed-up factors
achieved by the co-simulation approaches are solely explainable by the parallelization. The resulting speed-up factors (Tmonolith /Tcosim ) are presented in Fig. 5.76 for the three models without
contacts and with contacts. The highest measured speed-up factor is 793 for the nK = 107 body
model with contacts. In other words, a co-simulation with ns = 1007 subsystems is almost 800
times faster than the monolithic computation of the same model.
It should be mentioned that an analysis of the numerical errors has not been carried out. Because of the large model size, a reference simulation with very tight error tolerances could not
be completed in a realistic time slot. The computation time of the monolithic simulation of the
nK = 107 model has only been estimated for the same reason. However, other numerical studies which have been carried out within the scope of this work suggest, that the selected error
tolerances of the co-simulation (exCV, rtol = 10−4 , atolu = 104 · rtol) and the subsystem solver
vel
−3 · rtol
(rtolIDA = 10−6 , atolpos
IDA , atolIDA = rtolIDA ) yield results of comparable accuracy
IDA = 10

as the monolithic simulation.

5.7. Scaling Order of the Computation Time
All numerical studies in this work, except for the following, are carried out by using a sparse matrix solver (KLU [DPN10]) to solve Table 5.8: Test model pathe linear system within the Newton iterations of the BDF solver rameters.
(IDA [HBG+ 05]), which is applied for the subsystem integrations and
ns 10
monolithic integrations. As a consequence, the computation time of
tsim 1.0 s
the subsystem/monolithic integration scales about linearly (P ≈ 1)
mi 1.0e1 kg
with respect to the degree of freedom of the considered multibody
ci
1.0e5 N/m
system. In Section 4, it is explained that the possible computadi
1.0 Ns/m
tion time reduction achieved by applying a co-simulation method inCi 1.0e9 N/m3
creases for higher scaling orders (P > 1). To obtain a simulation
Di 1.0e4 Ns3 /m3
with a cubic (P = 3) scaling, a dense linear solver (fully populated
Jacobian) is used instead of the sparse matrix solver (only non-zero
elements of the Jacobian are considered). The parameterization of the model is given in Table 5.8.
The degree of freedom nK is increased successively by adding further masses to the oscillator
chain. The initial conditions for each mass are selected randomly within the intervals [−1.0, 1.0] m
and [−1.0e2, 1.0e2] m/s. Randomly picked 10 % of the masses are excited by a modified sinus
force according to Eq. (2.14). The force amplitudes ∆FS,i are chosen randomly within the interval ±[1.0e7, 1.0e8] N, the angular frequency is set to ΩS,i = 5.0e1 s−1 and the exponent is set to
AS = 95. The displacements of the nK = 100 model are visualized in Fig. 5.77 (left figure).
The computation time of the monolithic simulations as a function on the number of bodies nK
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(= degree of freedom) is shown in Fig. 5.77 (right figure). As expected, the scaling order of the
computation changes from P = 1.2 to P = 3 depending on the type of the linear system solver.

Figure 5.77: Left figure: Visualization of the displacements of the nK = 100 model with the offset
∆x0 = 0.96 m, subsystems are indicated by two different colors. Right figure: scaling of the
computation time of the monolithic simulation using a dense or a sparse representation of the
Jacobian.
The overall computation time of the explicit (exMD) and the implicit (imMD) co-simulation approaches depending on the number of bodies nK is shown in Fig. 5.78. For the considered parameterization of the model, the implicit co-simulation approach is more efficient than the explicit
approach. The average macro-step size of the nK = 5000 model is H̄ = 1.8e−4 s, if the implicit
method is applied and H̄ = 3.1e−6 s, if the explicit approach is used.

Figure 5.78: Computation time of the monolithic simulation and the explicit (exMD) and the implicit
(imMD) co-simulation approaches depending on the number of bodies nK . Monolithic/subsystem
integrations are carried out by using a BDF solver in combination with either a dense (left figure)
or a sparse (right figure) linear solver.
The plots in Fig. 5.78 give an idea of the significant influence of the scaling order on the savings
in computational effort, which can be achieved by a parallelized co-simulation approach. Considering the nK = 5000 model, the speed-up factor obtained by a co-simulation with ns = 10
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subsystems compared to the monolithic simulation is about three, if the sparsity of the matrices
is exploited (scaling order P = 1.2). But if the computation time shows a cubic dependency on
the model size (P = 3), the co-simulation of the same model is about 189 times faster than the
monolithic simulation.
The detailed segmentation of the computation time of the implicit co-simulation approach is
shown in Fig. 5.79. The time spent on copying and reloading the subsystem solver workspace
(sws dump), which is required to provide macro-step repetitions increases strongly, if the dense
representation of the subsystem Jacobian is used instead of the sparse representation. The solver
workspace includes all data of the linear solver; therefore, also the Jacobians are dumped.
The black dots in Fig. 5.79 mark the estimated computation time according to Eq. (4.4). The
average number of corrector iterations per macro-step is n̄cor ≈ 2.3 for all simulations. In theory,
the estimation would match with the sum of the solver time (blue) and the time spent on writing
output files (dark red) because these two processes are also accomplished by the monolithic
computation. Possible reasons for the deviation of the solver time from the theoretical value are
explained in Section 4.

Figure 5.79: Computation time of the implicit (imMD) co-simulation approach using a dense (left
figure) or a sparse (right figure) linear solver. The black dots mark the estimated computation time
according to Eq. (4.4).

5.8. Co-Simulation Model with Additional Forces at the Coupling Elements
To demonstrate the advantages of the macro-step size controller, the chain-structured multibody
system introduced in Section 2.2 is parametrized in a way to clearly illustrate the benefit of a
macro-step size and order control algorithm. The oscillator chain with nK = 100 000 masses is
split into ns = 100 subsystems of equal size. The model is simulated over tsim = 1.0 s; the initial
conditions of each mass are chosen randomly within the interval [−1.0e−2, 1.0e−2] mm for the
displacement variables and in the interval [−1.0e2, 1.0e2] mm/s for the velocity variables.
The model parameters are given in Table 5.9. The coupling bodies are directly affected by
impulse shaped forces according to Eq. (2.13) with high amplitudes at certain time points tI,i =
[1.0e − 4 s, 0.1 s, 0.2 s, . . . , 0.9 s]. The impulse shaped forces are defined by the parameters
∆FI,i = (−1)i+1 · 1.0e6 N, ∆tI,i = 1.0e−3 s and δI = 1.0e−6 s, the index i runs over all coupling
bodies. Because of the alternating sign of ∆FI,i , the impulse shaped forces act pairwise in oppo105
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site direction so that each coupling elements gets compressed by the forces. Figure 5.80 shows
the displacements of the bodies at the coupling between subsystems 80 and 81 to give an idea of
the dynamics of the system.
The subsystem solver tolerances are set to rtolIDA = 10−6 and
vel
−3 · rtol
atolpos
IDA , atolIDA = rtolIDA . The absolute error Table 5.9: Test model paramIDA = 10
tolerances of the macro-step size controller are set to atolpos = eters.
10−3 · rtol, atolvel = rtol and atolu = 104 · rtol.
nK 100 000
The model is computed using the explicit and the implicit cons 100
simulation approaches with the following three options: fixed order
tsim 1.0 s
(κ = const.) and fixed macro-step size (H = const.), fixed order
mi 5.0e−5 Ns2 /mm
(κ = const.) and variable macro-step size (H = var.), variable
ci
2.5e6 N/mm
order (κ = var.) and variable macro-step size (H = var.). The
di
2.5e−1 Ns/mm
simulation results are compared with the results of a reference simCi 1.0e10 N/mm3
ulation and the global error of the states of the coupling bodies is
Di 5.0e−5 Ns3 /mm3
computed. For a reasonable comparison, the accuracy condition

ERR := NRMSE(Z coup ) ≈ 1.0e−3 must be satisfied by the results
of the co-simulations. A monolithic computation of the model takes 2.69e4 s to achieve a resulting
error of ERRmono = 2.34e−3. The average solver-step size is h̄ = 1.34e−6 s.

impulse shaped force

Figure 5.80: Visualization of the displacements of the bodies around the coupling between subsystem 80 and 81 with the offset ∆x0 = 1.16e−3 mm, output resolution Hout = 1.0e−4 s (zoom).
To obtain results of the required accuracy with an implicit co-simulation approach using a fixed
order and a fixed macro-step size, the parameters κ = 2 and H = 1.0e − 7 s show the best efficiency. With these parameters, the implicit co-simulation takes 2.0e4 s to achieve a resulting error
of ERRimpl = 1.07e−3. Using the explicit co-simulation approach, best results are achieved with
the parameters κ = 1 and H = 2.5e − 8 s. The computation time of the explicit co-simulation is
1.89e4 s and the resulting error ERRexpl = 7.94e−4.
When the macro-step size is variable and only the polynomial degree is fixed, best results have
been achieved with κ = 5 and rtol = 1.0e−4 for the implicit approach. The computation time is
3925 s, the average macro-step size H̄ = 2.99e−6 s and the resulting error ERRimpl = 1.86e−3.
The explicit approach performs best for κ = 4 and rtol = 1.0e − 6. The computation time of the
explicit approach is 1014 s, the average macro-step size H̄ = 9.59e − 7 s and the resulting error
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ERRexpl = 3.95e−5.
The fully controlled implicit co-simulation (imMD) with rtol = 1.0e − 4 takes 4154 s to obtain a
resulting error of ERRimpl = 9.00e−4. The average macro-step size is H̄ = 3.03e−6 s. Applying the
error estimator based on the coupling variables in combination with implicit co-simulation (imCV )
with rtol = 1.0e−4, the computation takes 3356 s to obtain a resulting error of ERRimpl = 9.36e−4.
The average macro-step size is H̄ = 5.08e−6 s.
The explicit co-simulation (exMD) shows the in Section 5.4 described behavior, that the computation time decreases as the macro-step size decreases, as shown in Fig. 5.83. Best results with
regard to the computation time are achieved with very tight error tolerances rtol = 1.0e−6. The
fully controlled explicit co-simulation (exMD) takes 1187 s to obtain a resulting error of ERRexpl =
6.81e−5. The average macro-step size is H̄ = 1.10e−6 s. The results obtained by using the exLE
approach with the same error tolerances are very similar: computation time 1207 s, global error
ERRexpl = 7.49e−5, and average macro-step size H̄ = 1.10e−6 s.
The fully controlled explicit co-simulation in combination with the error estimator based on the
coupling variables (exCV ) with rtol = 1.0e−6 takes 1265 s to obtain a resulting error of ERRexpl =
3.43e−4. The average macro-step size is H̄ = 1.68e−6 s. The resulting computation time of the
different approaches are collected in Fig. 5.81.

Figure 5.81: Comparison of the different co-simulation approaches: best computation time under
the accuracy condition ERR := NRMSE(Z coup ) ≈ 1.0e−3.
Based on the results, following conclusions can be drawn:
• Using the macro-step size controller, the macro-step size is decreased significantly when
the impulse shaped forces occur, as shown in Fig. 5.82.
• A co-simulation with a fixed macro-step size is inefficient for the considered model. The
computation time is reduced by only 30 % compared to the monolithic simulation.
• When the macro-step size controller is applied, the efficiency of all considered co-simulation
approaches is significantly increased. A speed-up factor of 26.5 compared to the monolithic
computation can be achieved.
• For the considered model, the order control algorithm does not significantly reduce the computation time, although it allows a slightly increased average macro-step size. Except for the
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time intervals, when the coupling elements are compressed by the impulse shaped forces
(which are very short), the optimal degree of the approximation polynomials is in the range
κ = 3, 4, 5 (see Fig. 5.87). Therefore, the benefit of allowing a variable order is rather low.
• The three error estimators for the explicit co-simulation approach show a similar efficiency
and give comparable results.
• The two error estimators for the implicit co-simulation approach show a similar efficiency and
give comparable results.

Figure 5.82: Macro-step size of the co-simulation approaches in combination with different error
estimators (relative error tolerance rtol = 10−5 ).

Figure 5.83: Computation time of the explicit (exMD) and the implicit (imMD) co-simulation approach depending on the error tolerances.
A more detailed comparison of the different error estimators is shown in Figs. 5.84 and 5.85 for
two different sets of error tolerances. It can be seen, that the resulting global error of the states
of the coupling bodies is on a comparable level for all estimators. The number of local error test
misses (failed macro-steps) is very low for all considered estimators.
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Figure 5.84: Comparison of the different error estimators (relative error tolerance rtol = 10−4 ):
global error (NRMSE) of the state variables of the coupling bodies, computation time and number
of macro-steps.

Figure 5.85: Comparison of the different error estimators (relative error tolerance rtol = 10−6 ).
However, for this particular model the explicit co-simulation approach is more efficient than the
implicit approach, especially for small error tolerances. The two error estimators for the explicit
co-simulation method exMD and exLE give almost identical results with regard to the errors, computation time and the number of macro-steps. The error estimator exCV allows a slightly increased
macro-step size, but therefore the resulting errors are also slightly increased.
Considering the implicit co-simulation approach, both error estimators (imMD and imCV ) produce almost identical results regarding the global error. When the coupling variables are used for
the error estimation (imCV ) the number of macro-steps is reduced; also, the resulting computation
time is slightly decreased.
It should be noted that the subsystem integrations with perturbed approximation polynomials
(for the numerical computation of the interface Jacobian) require a longer computation time than
the subsystem integrations with predicted/corrected approximation polynomials. Considering the
imMD approach with rtol = 1.0e−5 as an example, the average (total) subsystem integration time
with predicted/corrected approximation polynomials is 1040 s, while the average subsystem integration time with perturbed approximation polynomials is 1537 s. This effect appears especially for
small error tolerances. The computational efficiency could be increased by reducing the magnitude of the perturbations. If the lower limit ∆λmin of the perturbations (see remark in Section 2.4.2)
is decreased from ∆λmin = 1.0e−1 N to ∆λmin = 1.0e−4 N, the average subsystem integration time
with perturbed approximation polynomials is reduced to 1051 s as shown in Fig. 5.86. However, if
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the perturbations are selected too small, the accuracy of the interface Jacobian will be reduced.
This is indicated by the increased number of failed corrector iterations. In the Appendix A.3 (Example 4), the implicit co-simulation of the model is carried out with an alternative approximation
method for the interface Jacobian. The alternative approach does not require subsystem integrations with perturbed approximation polynomials. Using the alternative approach, the computation
time is only slightly affected by the error tolerances, as shown in Fig. A.29.

Figure 5.86: Computation time and total number of steps depending on the lower limit ∆λmin of
the perturbations of the approximation polynomials for computing the interface Jacobian by finite
differences.
Figure 5.87 shows, how the degree κ of the approximation polynomials changes with the error
tolerances. The pie charts illustrate the portions of the simulation time tsim , which are carried out
by using a particular degree κ. For example, if the exMD approach is applied with a relative error
tolerance rtol = 1.0e−3, within 32 % of tsim approximation polynomials of degree κ = 2 are used. It
is clearly visible that higher polynomial degrees are used if rtol is decreased. This is reasonable,
because the macro-step size decreases for smaller error tolerances and the convergence order
of the co-simulation methods increases if κ is increased. Co-simulation approaches using the
error estimators exCV, imCV use a tendentiously lower degree κ compared to the Milne Device
approaches exMD, imMD. Especially for the explicit approach, a significant difference can be
observed.
As shown exemplarily for the imMD approach in Fig. 5.88, the polynomial degree is reduced
to κ = 0 when the impulse shaped forces are applied. In the absence of the external forces, the
simulation is carried out with approximation polynomials of degree κ ≥ 1 or κ ≥ 2, depending on
the selected error tolerances.
As already mentioned, the explicit co-simulation approach is obviously more efficient for the
considered parameterization of the model. To point out the benefit of the implicit co-simulation approach, the nonlinear damping coefficient Dc of all coupling elements is successively increased.
The average macro-step size of the explicit co-simulation approach (exMD) is strongly decreased
by the macro-step size controller to obtain a stable simulation for highly damped coupling elements, as shown in Fig. 5.89. As a result, the computation time increases and the resulting global
error also increases. The performance of the implicit approach (imMD) is not influenced significantly by the increased nonlinear damping coefficients of the coupling elements, at least within
the considered parameter range.
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exMD

exCV

imMD

imCV

Figure 5.87: Order control: portions of the simulation time tsim , carried out by using a particular
degree κ for different co-simulation approaches and error tolerances.

Figure 5.88: Implicit co-simulation approach (imMD): degree κ of the approximation polynomials
depending on the error tolerances.
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Figure 5.89: Increased nonlinear coupling damping coefficient Dc : comparison between the explicit (exMD) and the implicit (imMD) co-simulation approach.
The second example in Section 5.4 already demonstrated that a well-considered model decomposition may increase the computational efficiency of a co-simulation approach. The decomposition used above is not ideal, because the coupling elements are directly affected by strong external
forces. To reduce the computation time, the model is repartitioned into 101 subsystems in a way
that the first and the last subsystems contain 500 masses each and the remaining 99 subsystems
are of equal size with 1000 masses each. The effect of the increased number of subsystems (101
instead of 100) is negligible, the essential point is that the impulse shaped forces do not longer
affect the coupling bodies directly but act on bodies in the center of the subsystems 2-100.

Figure 5.90: Repartitioned co-simulation model: macro-step size H and polynomial order κ of the
different co-simulation approaches with rtol = 10−5 .

Figure 5.91: Comparison of the performance of the repartitioned co-simulation model and the
original decomposition for relative error tolerance rtol = 10−5 .
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It can be seen in Fig. 5.90 that the macro-step size of the restructured co-simulation model
is not as strongly reduced as before when the impulse shaped forces occur. The degree of the
approximation polynomials does not have to be reduced to κ = 0 but remains κ ≥ 2 throughout
the simulation. Because of the small number of occurrences of the external forces and their short
duration, the computation time reduction that can be achieved by the repartitioning is rather low
as shown in Fig. 5.91. The most significant changes in the results are obtained for the exCV
approach with a reduction of the computation time by 14 %.
Finally, the parameterization of the oscillator chain is modified to demonstrate the the multirate
effect in connection with co-simulation. Small subsystems with 25 masses each are added to both
ends of the chain. Within the small subsystems (subsystem index 1 and 103), contact forces according to Eq. (2.12) are considered so that the subsystems become very stiff. The contact forces
act on three masses (1 m3 , 1 m5 , 1 m7 ) of subsystem 1 and on three masses (103 m19 , 103 m21 , 103 m24 )
of subsystem 103 and are defined by the parameters AC = −1.0e − 2 N and BC = 5.0e5 mm−1 .
Subsystems 2-102 contain the repartitioned model as described above.
Considering a monolithic simulation, the stiff contacts affect the overall simulation and will reduce the solver step size of the overall model. Applying a co-simulation approach in contrast, each
subsystem solver selects its solver step size individually. Therefore, the solver step size of subsystems 1 and 103 will be reduced due to the contacts. The remaining subsystems 2-102 will be
integrated with a solver step size that is not (significantly) influenced by the contacts. In addition,
subsystems 1 and 103 with the contacts will not increase the overall computation time significantly
because of the small size of these subsystems.
A comparison of the results of the repartitioned model without contacts and the model with contacts is shown in Fig. 5.92. As expected, the computation time of the monolithic simulation is significantly increased, while the computation time of the co-simulation approaches does not change
significantly. The number of macro-steps and the resulting global error are, however, slightly increased. The speed-up factor of the explicit co-simulation (exMD) compared to the monolithic
simulation is 400 for the model with contacts. In other words, the monolithic simulation runs five
and a half days while the co-simulation is finished in less than 30 minutes. This very high speedup factor is achieved by a combination of the parallelized computation and exploiting the multirate
effect.

Figure 5.92: Comparison of the monolithic simulation and the co-simulation approaches of the
repartitioned model and the model with stiff contacts (rtol = 10−5 ).
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6. Conclusions
In this work, the application of explicit and implicit co-simulation methods with the objective of
the parallelization of multibody systems is investigated. Due to the here applied weak coupling
approaches, all subsystems are integrated independently of each other between the macro-time
points. Therefore, co-simulation models are predestined for a parallelized computation.
For the considered co-simulation approaches the constitutive equations of the coupling elements and the state variables of the coupling bodies must be available in the co-simulation
interface. Only coupling approaches have been considered, where the subsystems are connected
by constitutive laws; coupling by algebraic constraint equations has not been analyzed. The
subsystems must provide the functionality to repeat macro-steps for all considered co-simulation
schemes, except for the explicit co-simulation approach with an equidistant macro-time grid.
Within this work, macro-step repetitions are accomplished by dumping the subsystem solver
workspace at the beginning of each macro-step. This allows the macro-step to be repeated
without any initialization or additional start processes of the subsystem solver.
Considering classical numerical time integration schemes, implementations with constant integration step sizes are often not very time efficient. For special solvers, e.g. BDF schemes, also
implementations with variable integration order are used to speed up and optimize the implementation. Here, the idea of step size and order control is applied in the framework of co-simulation.
Co-simulation is frequently applied in connection with equidistant communication-time grids. Then,
the user has to define the macro-step size appropriately, depending on the subsystem parameters
and especially depending on the coupling parameters. Choosing the macro-step size too large, the
co-simulation may become unstable, especially in connection with explicit co-simulation schemes.
If the macro-step size is chosen too small, the co-simulation may become inefficient. Especially
for highly nonlinear models, co-simulations with constant macro-step sizes may be problematic.
In the current work, a strategy for controlling the macro-step size for co-simulation models has
been presented and investigated. Basis of the implementation of a variable communication-time
grid is an error estimator for the macro-step. Different error estimators for controlling the macrostep size of explicit and implicit co-simulations schemes have been developed and tested. The presented error estimators can be used to evaluate the numerical error produced by the co-simulation
approach, i.e. the error generated by the approximation of the coupling variables within a macrostep. The derived estimators are valid for the case that the error resulting from the numerical time
integration of the subsystems is significantly smaller than the error generated by the co-simulation
approach. This requirement is often fulfilled in practical co-simulations and may simply be enforced
by an appropriate choice of the subsystem solver parameters.
In addition, an algorithm for controlling the order of the approximation polynomials, which are
used for approximating the coupling variables, has been developed and analyzed. Numerical
investigations have clearly shown the benefit of the order and the macro-step size controller for
explicit as well as for implicit co-simulation algorithms.
Especially for nonlinear systems and models with strongly varying properties, an order and
macro-step size controller may considerably increase the computational efficiency of a cosimulation approach. In dynamical systems with contacts for instance, variables often change
very rapidly within very small time periods so that a reduction of the order of the approximation
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polynomials and a reduction of the macro-step size will be necessary in order to get stable and
accurate results within moderate simulation times. Here, a co-simulation approach with a constant
macro-step size and a fixed approximation order for the coupling variables may become rather
inefficient.
The considered co-simulation approaches and the macro-step size and order control algorithm
have been implemented in C-code and numerical studies have been carried out to verify the
accuracy of the simulation results. The computational efficiency of the co-simulation methods has
been analyzed based on numerous simulations, which were conducted on the Lichtenberg High
Performance Computer of the TU Darmstadt. Simulations of differently parameterized models
(up to 10 million degrees of freedom), have been accomplished successfully by decomposing
the considered multibody system into different numbers (up to 1000) of coupled subsystems. A
chain-structured multibody system has been used as test model in this work. The presented cosimulation approaches and also the suggested macro-step-size and order control algorithm can,
however, directly be used in general dynamical systems with arbitrary topology.
The overall computation time of the considered co-simulation approaches can basically be subdivided into five parts:
• the time spent on exchanging data between the co-simulation interface and the subsystems,
• the computation time of the co-simulation interface,
• the co-simulation method specific additional subsystem computation time, consisting primarily of the time for creating the solver workspace dump in connection with macro-step
repetitions,
• the subsystem integration time,
• the complementary idle-time, which originates from the differences in the integration times
between the subsystems within each co-simulation step.
The choice of the number of subsystems in which a model should be decomposed is always a
trade-off between reducing the solver time per subsystem and increasing the time required for the
data traffic between the subsystems and the co-simulation interface.
However, it has been shown that the considered co-simulation approaches have the potential to
reduce the computation time of large-scale multibody systems drastically compared to a monolithic
simulation. The computation time reduction is obtained not only through the parallelization, but
also by the exploitation of multirate effects.
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Appendix
A. Approximation of the Interface Jacobian
The partial derivatives

∂y
∂u

(interface Jacobian) of the state variables of the coupling bodies with

respect to the coupling variables, which are required for the implicit co-simulation method, are approximated by finite differences within this work, as described in Section 2.4.2. The main drawback
of this approach is that subsystem integrations with perturbed coupling variables have to be carried out to compute the finite differences. Assuming the computation should be fully parallelized,
the number of required cores increases with the number of coupling variables. For problems with a
large number of coupling variables, for instance when the coupling interface consists of a meshed
surface, the finite differences approximation may therefore not be practical. A second drawback is
the heuristically selection of the magnitude of the perturbations. Within the following subsections
alternative approaches for the approximation of the interface Jacobian are analyzed.

A.1. Linear Systems
A linear one-mass oscillator, as shown in Fig. A.1, is used for the illustration of the problem. The
oscillator represents an arbitrary subsystem.

𝑥, 𝑣

𝑐
𝑚

𝜆 𝑡

𝑑
Figure A.1: Linear one mass oscillator.
The excitation force λ̃(t) = Pκ (T , λ, t) represents an approximation polynomial of degree κ of
the coupling force. The supporting points are the macro-time points T = [TN +1−κ , ..., TN +1 ]T and
the corresponding values of the coupling force λ = [λN +1−κ , ..., λ]T . Note that the supporting point
at TN +1 (predictor point), which is obtained by extrapolation, is labeled λ instead of λN +1 for the
sake of simple representation. The time interval of interest is an arbitrary macro-time step from
TN to TN +1 . The equations of motion of the system for the case κ = 1 read
" #
ẋ

"

#

"

v
=
=
1
1
− m (cx + dv) + m λN +
v̇
f (x, v) + g(λ)
v

#
 .
(λ−λN )(t−TN )

(A.1)

TN +1 −TN

A differentiation with respect to λ yields
"

ẋλ
v̇λ

The index

λ

#

"
=

#

vλ
f (xλ , vλ ) + gλ (λ)

is an abbreviation for

∂
∂λ ,

"
=

#

vλ
1
−m
(cxλ + dvλ ) +

1
m



t−TN
TN +1 −TN

 .

(A.2)

the partial derivative with respect to the supporting point

λ at TN +1 . Equation (A.2) is a linear ODE-system for the partial derivatives xλ and vλ (interface
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Jacobian). The system can be solved analytically with the matrix-exponential according to
"

xλ

#

vλ
with

"
A=

t


Z
= exp(At) K +


(A.3)

exp(−Aτ ) b(τ ) dτ

TN

0

#

1

"
, b=

−c/m −d/m

#

0

gλ /m

"
, K=

K1

#
(A.4)

.

K2

The integration constants K1 and K2 are computed for the known initial conditions at TN . The
evaluation of the matrix-exponential is computationally costly, therefore it may be more efficient to
approximate the solution of Eq. (A.3) at TN +1 by a series expansion according to
"

xλ (TN +1 )

#
=

vλ (TN +1 )
"

xλ (TN +1 )

#

1 H2
1 (d2 −cm)H 4
1 dH 3
+ O(H 5 )
2 m − 6 m2 + 24
m3
2
3
3
2
1 dH
1 (d −cm)H
1 (d −2cdm)H 4
− 24
+ O(H 5 )
2 m2 + 6
m3
m4

"

#

H
m

"

−

1 H2
6 m
1 dH 2
6 m2

= 1H
vλ (TN +1 )
2m −
"
# "
xλ (TN +1 )
= 5 H
vλ (TN +1 )
12 m −

−
+

1 H2
8 m
1 dH 2
8 m2

1 (d2 −cm)H 4
1 dH 3
+ O(H 5 )
24 m2 + 120
m3
2
3
3
1 (d −cm)H
1 (d −2cdm)H 4
− 120
+
24
m3
m4

−
+

(κ = 0)

#
(κ = 1)

O(H 5 )

7 dH 3
1 (d2 −cm)H 4
+ O(H 5 )
240 m2 + 180
m3
2
3
3
7 (d −cm)H
1 (d −2cdm)H 4
− 180
+
240
m3
m4

(A.5)

#
O(H 5 )

(κ = 2)

with the (constant) macro-step size H = TN +1 − TN . The first terms of the series expansion for a
higher polynomial degree κ are given in Table A.1.
Table A.1: Coefficients of the first term of the series expansion of the solution of the interface
Jacobian ODE-system (A.2) at TN +1 .
κ

0

1

2

3

4

5

xλ (TN +1 )

1/2

1/6

1/8

19/180

3/32

863/10080

H 2 /m

vλ (TN +1 )

1

1/2

5/12

3/8

251/720

95/288

H/m

Note that most results within this section are shown for the cases κ = 0 and κ = 1 but the results
for a higher degree κ are qualitatively equivalent.
Considering a variable macro-step size, i.e. non-equidistant sampling points of the approximation polynomials (for κ ≥ 2), the coefficients depend on the ratio ai =

TN +1 −TN +1−i
TN +1 −TN

of the previous

macro-step sizes. The first term of the series expansion, depending on the polynomial degree κ,
is determined according to
"

xλ (TN +1 )
vλ (TN +1 )

"

#
xλ (TN +1 )
vλ (TN +1 )


≈

#


≈

1
− 1
6 12
1
1
2 − 6





1
− 1
6 12a2 
1
1
2 − 6a2

1
 a3
1
a3

+
+
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1
a2 
1
a2



H2
m 
H
m

+
+

(κ = 2)



1
20a2 a3 
1
12a2 a3



H2
m 
H
m

(κ = 3)

A
#
"
xλ (TN +1 )
vλ (TN +1 )
#
"
xλ (TN +1 )
vλ (TN +1 )








1
6

−

1
2

1
12

−

1
6

≈

1
− 1
6 12
1
1
2 − 6



1
 a4
1
a4

+
+

1
a3
1
a3

+
+



1
a2 
1
a2

+
+

1
20
1
12



1
 a4 a3
1
a4 a3

+
+

1
a4 a2
1
a4 a2

+
+



1
a3 a2 
1
a3 a2

−
−



1
30a4 a3 a2 
1
20a4 a3 a2



H2
m 
H
m

(κ = 4)

≈

5
P

i=2
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5
P
i=2

1
ai
1
ai


+

+

1
20
1
12

4
5
P
P
i=2 j=i+1
4
5
P
P
i=2 j=i+1

!
1
ai aj

−

1
30

!
1
ai aj

−

1
20

3
4
P
P

5
P

i=2 j=i+1 k=j+1
3
4
P
P

5
P

i=2 j=i+1 k=j+1

!
1
ai aj ak

!
+

1
42a5 a4 a3 a2

+

1
30a5 a4 a3 a2

!
1
ai aj ak


H2
m 


!
H
m

 (κ = 5).



The quality of the series approximation with a limited number of terms is mainly influenced by
the damping of the system. Figure A.2 shows the approximation of the interface Jacobian [xλ , vλ ]T
with a different number of series terms with respect to the damping ratio D =

√d
2 cm

of the system.

The values of the remaining parameters are set to c = 1.0e7 N/m, m = 1.0 kg and H = 5.0e−6 s.
Constant (κ = 0) and linear (κ = 1) polynomials for λ̃(t) are considered.
It can be seen that an approximation of the interface Jacobian with only the first term of the
series expansion (simple approximation, sap) is sufficient for the linear oscillator with low damping
(D < 1). For higher damping ratios, the number of series terms which are required to obtain
a useful approximation increases rapidly. The stiffness coefficient c does not appear before the
third term of the series, therefore its influence on the interface Jacobian is lower. However, for high
stiffness values the approximation with a limited number of series terms fails, as shown in Fig. A.3.
The values of the remaining parameters are set to d = 1.0e2 Ns/m (low damping), m = 1.0 kg and
H = 5.0e−6 s.
An alternative approach for the approximation of the interface Jacobian is to solve the ODEsystem (A.2) numerically. Since the approximation has to be computationally efficient, the solution
should be obtained by a single integrator step. In addition, the convergence order of the integration method must be sufficient, namely κ + 1 for vλ and κ + 2 for xλ . Considering a co-simulation
approach, the possibility to use at least quadratic (κ = 2) approximation polynomials should be
given, therefore a 4th -order method to solve the ODE-system for the interface Jacobian is required.
As can be seen in Fig. A.4 and Fig. A.5 the implicit Runge-Kutta methods (Gauss-Legendre6 and
Raudau5) show very good results for the considered range of damping and stiffness parameters.
The drawback of these methods is the rather high computational effort. The explicit Runge-Kutta
methods of orders two and four (rk2 and rk4) fail for systems with high damping or stiffness values. The Newmark method [N+ 59] provides also inaccurate results. In addition, the convergence
orders of the second order Runge-Kutta scheme and the Newmark method are not sufficient.
Note that the numbers in brackets in the legends of Figs. A.4 and A.5 denote the values of the
parameters (β, γ) of the Newmark scheme.
Figure A.6 shows the results of the interface Jacobian approximations for the case of a quadratic
polynomial λ̃(t). The offset of the curve obtained by the Radau3 method shows, that the convergence order of this method is not sufficient on position level (3 < κ + 2). However, for the
approximation on velocity level (vλ ) the convergence order is sufficient (3 = κ + 1).
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Figure A.2: Series expansion of the interface Jacobian for different damping ratios.

Figure A.3: Series expansion of the interface Jacobian for different stiffness values.
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Figure A.4: Numerical integration of the interface Jacobian system for different damping ratios.

Figure A.5: Numerical integration of the interface Jacobian system for different stiffness values.
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Figure A.6: Numerical integration of the interface Jacobian ODE-system with quadratic force polynomial (κ = 2).
The results of the studies with the linear test model suggest the following conclusions:
• For linear systems with low or moderate damping a simple approximation (sap) of the interface Jacobian by considering only the first term of the series expansion of the solution of
Eq. (A.2) seems to be sufficient.
• Highly damped or very stiff systems require a more sophisticated approach to obtain a suitable approximation of the interface Jacobian. Assuming that the approximation should be
obtained in a single integrator step, the ODE-system Eq. (A.2) has to be solved by an implicit
Runge-Kutta scheme of a sufficient convergence order (≥ κ + 2). However, the computational effort of an implicit Runge-Kutta scheme is likely to be too high for using it to compute
the interface Jacobian within a co-simulation implementation.
• It should be noted, that the studies have been carried out under the assumption of a constant macro-step size. If the step size is chosen sufficiently small, the simple approximation
approach delivers accurate results for the interface Jacobian. However, if the macro-step
size of a co-simulation model has to be reduced only for the reason to obtain an estimation
of the interface Jacobian, the approximation method is not suitable.

A.2. Nonlinear Systems
To analyze the approximation methods of the interface Jacobian of a nonlinear subsystem, thirdorder terms are added to the force law of the spring/damper-element of the test model shown in
Fig. A.1 according to
FSD = cx + dv + Cx3 + Dv 3 .

(A.6)

Note that D denotes the nonlinear damping coefficient and not the damping ratio within the current
subsection. The equations of motion of the nonlinear system for the case κ = 1 read
" #
ẋ
v̇

"
=

v

#

F (x, v) + g(λ)

"
=

1
−m
cx + dv + Cx3 + Dv
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3

+

1
m



λN +

#
 .
(λ−λN )(t−TN )
TN +1 −TN

(A.7)
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A differentiation with respect to λ yields
" #
ẋλ
v̇λ

"
=

#

vλ

Fλ (x, v, xλ , vλ ) + gλ (λ)

"
=

vλ

1
−m
cxλ + dvλ + 3Cx2 xλ + 3Dv 2 vλ +

1
m



t−TN
TN +1 −TN

#
 .
(A.8)

As can be seen in Eq. (A.8), not only xλ and vλ appear as in the linear case, but also the state
variables x and v. Therefore, the coefficient matrix
"
A=

0

1

#

−c/m − 3Cx2 /m −d/m − 3Dv 2 /m

(A.9)

is time-dependent. Considering a parallelized co-simulation, the interface Jacobians are computed in parallel to the predictor step. The values of the state variables x(t) and v(t) are therefore
unknown within the macro-time interval TN → TN +1 . To approximate the time-dependent coefficient matrix A, x(t) and v(t) are approximated by extrapolation polynomials using the values at
the previous macro-time points as supporting points. The parameters for the following numerical
examples are given in Tab. A.2.
Figure A.7 shows the approximated interface Jacobian (xλ (TN +1 )
and vλ (TN +1 )) for the nonlinear subsystem, obtained with different Table A.2: Nonlinear subextrapolation orders of x(t) and v(t). It can be seen that when the system parameters.
nonlinear damping coefficient is increased over 1.0e2 Ns3 /m3 , at least
m 1.0 kg
quadratic polynomials for x(t) and v(t) have to be used to obtain a
c 1.0e7 N/m
suitable approximation of the interface Jacobian. The ODE-system
d 1.0 Ns/m
Eq. (A.8) is solved with the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg (rkf45) method
C 1.0e9 N/m3
[Feh68] with an error tolerance of 1.0e − 12 to minimize the error of
D 1.0 Ns3 /m3
the solver and to study the influence of the polynomial degree on the
H 5.0e−6 s
results.
When the nonlinear stiffness coefficient is varied instead of the nonlinear damping coefficient
the results are qualitatively equivalent, as shown in Fig. A.8. For higher values of the nonlinear
stiffness coefficient, the approximation polynomials for x(t) and v(t) have to be of at least quadratic
order to obtain useful results for the interface Jacobian.
Next, the same ODE-system Eq. (A.8) is solved with different numerical integration methods.
It should be stressed that the system is solved with only one integrator step (except for rkf45);
the states x(t) and v(t) are approximated by quadratic polynomials. The results (xλ (TN +1 ) and
vλ (TN +1 )) are shown in Fig. A.9 and Fig. A.10. As expected the explicit Runge-Kutta (rk4) method
fails. The implicit Runge-Kutta schemes, especially the Gauss-Legendre6 method, show good
results for the case of linear coupling force polynomials (κ = 1) and also partly for κ = 0.
To obtain an approximation of the interface Jacobian of a nonlinear system, the state variables
have to be estimated for the considered macro-step before the ODE-system Eq. (A.8) can be
solved (numerically). The studies with the nonlinear test system indicate, that a constant approximation (x(t) ≈ x(TN ), v(t) ≈ v(TN )) of the state variables is not sufficient and that approximation
polynomials of at least quadratic order have to be employed to obtain suitable results for higher
nonlinear stiffness and damping coefficients. The ODE-system for the interface Jacobian can then
be solved by an implicit Runge-Kutta scheme of a sufficient convergence order. This process of
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Figure A.7: Nonlinear system: numerical integration of the interface Jacobian ODE-system with
rkf45 for different approximation orders of x(t) and v(t) and varying nonlinear damping.

Figure A.8: Nonlinear system: numerical integration of the interface Jacobian ODE-system with
rkf45 for different approximation orders of x(t) and v(t) and varying nonlinear stiffness.
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Figure A.9: Nonlinear system: numerical integration of the interface Jacobian ODE-system with
different methods for varying nonlinear damping values, using quadratic approximation polynomials for x(t) and v(t).

Figure A.10: Nonlinear system: numerical integration of the interface Jacobian ODE-system with
different methods for varying nonlinear stiffness values, using quadratic approximation polynomials
for x(t) and v(t).
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approximating the state variables by extrapolation polynomials and solving the ODE-system by an
implicit Runge-Kutta method is likely to be too expensive to be implemented in a co-simulation
scheme. However, if the system has only moderate nonlinearities, a simple approximation of the
interface Jacobian by using constant values of the state variables may be sufficient.

A.3. Numerical Examples
Example 1: Lumped Mass Model of a Flexible Steel Rod
Within the following subsection, a flexible steel rod is discretized as a lumped mass model, as
shown in Fig. A.11. The rod is excited by an external impulse shaped force FIM P,nK according
to Eq. (2.13) along the longitudinal axis only at tI,nK = 5.0e−7 s. The physical parameters of the
rod are given in Table A.3, the external force is defined by the parameters ∆FI,nK = −5.0e5 N,
∆tI = 5.0e−5 s and δI = 1.0e−7 s. The discretized model is split into 20 equal-sized subsystems
and is computed using the implicit co-simulation method with the macro-step size and order control
algorithm (imMD, rtol = 10−5 , atolpos = 10−3 · rtol, atolvel = rtol). Simulations are carried out
with different approximation methods for the interface Jacobian to study the effect on the number
of macro-steps and especially on the number of corrector iterations. An increased number of
corrector iterations is an indicator for the low quality of the interface Jacobian. The number of
corrector iterations is limited by nmax
cor = 10 corrector iterations per macro-step. If the corrector is
not converged after 10 iterations, the macro-step is repeated with a decreased macro-steps size
Hnew = 0.25 · H.

𝑥𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖
𝑚1

𝑚2

𝑚𝑖

𝑚𝑛𝐾

𝐹𝐼𝑀𝑃,𝑛𝐾

𝑐𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖
Figure A.11: Lumped mass model of a flexible steel rod.
Table A.3: Steel rod parameters.
Parameter
mass
length
radius
density
Young’s modulus
damping ratio

Value
4.93e−1 kg
0.20 m
0.01 m
7.85e3 kg/m3
2.10e11 N/m2
1.00e−3

Figure A.12 shows the number of macro-steps of co-simulations with different discretizations.
As expected, the number of macro-steps increases with the number of masses because of the
increasing element-stiffness. The interface Jacobian is obtained by two different methods: finite
differences (fd) and by computing the first term of the series expansion of the solution of the ODEsystem for the interface Jacobian (sap) (see Eq. (A.5)). It should be noted that the sap approach
depends only on the masses of the coupling bodies and on the macro-step size, since there are no
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constraints on the coupling bodies within the subsystems. It can be seen, that for discretizations
with nK < 1000 elements, both methods show a similar performance. If the discretization is refined
further, the sap approach requires a significantly smaller macro-step size and also an increased
number of corrector iterations.

Figure A.12: Lumped mass model: number of macro-steps, number of corrector iterations per
macro-step and number of corrector convergence fails depending on the discretization.
The lower performance of the sap approach for very fine discretizations is mainly caused by
the increased damping ratio of the elements. Fig. A.13 shows the dependency of the different
interface Jacobian approximations on the damping coefficient of the elements. The nK = 100
masses mi = 4.93e−3 kg and the stiffness coefficients ci = 3.30e10 N/m are constant. Besides the
fd and the sap approach, also an approximation by computing the first and the second terms of
the series expansion (see Eq. (A.5)) of the interface Jacobian ODE-system is applied. Figure A.13
shows the results of the simulations with a 100-element discretization of the rod depending on the
damping coefficients. It should be mentioned, that the increased damping ratio is used for the
numerical studies only and does not represent the physical properties of a steel rod. It can be
seen that the approximation by the first term of the series expansion (sap) provides good results
for D =

√di
2 ci mi

< 1. For higher damping ratios, the finite differences approximation is clearly

superior.

Figure A.13: Lumped mass model: number of macro-steps, number of corrector iterations per
macro-step and number of corrector convergence fails depending on the damping coefficients di
(100 element discretization).
An interesting observation is that an approximation of the interface Jacobian by two series terms
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instead of using only the first term, does not improve the performance of the implicit co-simulation.
A stable co-simulation of the considered system with damping coefficients di > 6.38e5 Ns/m could
not be achieved, if the interface Jacobian is approximated by using two terms of the series expansion. This can be explained by the convergence behavior of the series expansion. Figure A.14
shows the gradients of an arbitrary coupling body with respect to the corresponding coupling
variable, obtained by approximations with the given number of series terms, depending on the
macro-step size. The gradients are plotted for three different values of the damping coefficients
and linear approximation polynomials (κ = 1). However, the same observations can be made
for different values of κ. It can be seen, that the higher order approximations diverge from the
analytical solution very rapidly if the macro-step size is increased.

Figure A.14: Series expansion of the interface Jacobian depending on the macro-step size H for
three different values of the damping coefficients di (κ = 1).

Figure A.15: Lumped mass model: macro-step size H (zoom) of simulations using different approximation methods of the interface Jacobians for different values of the damping coefficients di .
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Numerical tests indicate that the macro-step size of the co-simulation, which is computed by
the macro-step size controller, is often larger than the step size that would be required to obtain
an accurate approximation of the interface Jacobian by a series expansion with a limited number
of terms, as shown in Fig. A.15. Therefore, an approximation of the gradients by using only the
first term of the series expansion (sap) allows a more robust and efficient co-simulation than using
more terms, because even if the approximation is not very accurate, it is typically at least of the
correct order of magnitude.
Next, the dependency of the approximated interface Jacobian on the coupling properties is
studied. Therefore, simulations are carried out with increased coupling stiffness and damping
coefficients. The results shown in Figs. A.16 and A.17 indicate that the stiffness coefficient of the
coupling element does not affect the quality of approximated interface Jacobian significantly. An
increased coupling stiffness entails a reduced macro-step size, which has a positive effect on the
sap approach. For strongly damped coupling elements, the performance of the fd approximation
is clearly superior.

Figure A.16: Lumped mass model: number of macro-steps, number of corrector iterations per
macro-step and number of corrector convergence fails depending on the coupling stiffness cc (100
element discretization).

Figure A.17: Lumped mass model: number of macro-steps, number of corrector iterations per
macro-step and number of corrector convergence fails depending on the coupling damping dc
(100 element discretization).
Increasing the stiffness and damping parameters of the element next to the coupling element
(see Fig. A.18b) instead of the coupling element, does not reveal a significant difference in the
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performance of the two approximation methods of the interface Jacobian, as shown in Figs. A.19
and A.20.

a)

b)
𝑐2
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𝑑𝑐

𝜆
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𝑚1
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𝑐𝑐
𝑚3

𝑑3

𝑑𝑐

𝜆

𝑐3
𝑚2

𝑚1
𝑑2

𝑚3

𝑑3

Figure A.18: Arbitrary subsystem: a) coupling element, b) element next to the coupling element.

Figure A.19: Lumped mass model: number of macro-steps, number of corrector iterations per
macro-step and number of corrector convergence fails depending on the subsystem stiffness (100
element discretization).

Figure A.20: Lumped mass model: number of macro-steps, number of corrector iterations per
macro-step and number of corrector convergence fails depending on the subsystem damping (100
element discretization).
Finally, the influence of nonlinearities on the quality of the interface Jacobian approximations is
studied. Therefore, the constitutive law of the spring/damper-elements is extended by adding third
order terms according to Eq. (A.6). Again, the finite differences approximation (fd) is compared to
the simple approximation method (sap), which computes only the first term of the series expansion
of the solution of the (linear) interface Jacobian ODE-system. The resulting number of macro-steps
and corrector iterations shown in Figs. A.21 and A.22 suggest, that the simple approximation
method is sufficient if only nonlinear stiffness terms are added to the system. When nonlinear
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damping occurs, the finite differences approximation is clearly superior.

Figure A.21: Nonlinear lumped mass model: number of macro-steps, number of corrector iterations per macro-step and number of corrector convergence fails depending on the nonlinear
stiffness coefficients Ci (100 element discretization).

Figure A.22: Nonlinear lumped mass model: number of macro-steps, number of corrector iterations per macro-step and number of corrector convergence fails depending on the nonlinear
damping coefficients Di (100 element discretization).

Example 2: Asymmetric Linear Two-Mass Oscillator
The linear two-mass oscillator of Section 5.5 is computed again using the implicit co-simulation
method (imMD) with the macro-step size and order control algorithm. The simulations are carried
out by the approximating the interface Jacobian with the first series term (sap) of Eq. (A.5) instead
of the finite differences approach. The results are shown in Fig. A.23. It should be mentioned,
that the limit τ of the convergence criterion (2.31) of the corrector iteration has to be reduced to
τ = 0.01 to obtain a stable simulation for the case of high values of the mass ratio

m2
m1

>> 1. Using

the finite differences approach, τ = 0.33 is sufficient.
In Fig. A.24, the performance of the fully controlled implicit co-simulation method in combination
with the sap approach is compared to the performance of the same method but using the finite
differences approximation of the interface Jacobian. It can be seen that both methods show a
similar performance for the symmetric system mr :=
to mr =

103 ,

m2
m1

= 1. When the mass ratio is increased

the average number of corrector iterations of the sap approach is n̄cor ≈ 3 for most

of the damping values, while the fd approximation requires only two iterations per macro-step.
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The number of convergence errors using the sap approach is also significantly higher. When
the mass ratio is increased further to mr = 106 , there is a drastic discrepancy in the number
of macro-steps between the two approximation techniques. It can be concluded that the simple
approximation of the interface Jacobian in combination with the macro-step size controller shows
a good performance for moderate mass ratios even for strongly damped coupling elements. If the
mass ratio of the coupling bodies is increased over a certain level then the fd approximation is
more efficient.

Figure A.23: Asymmetric two-mass oscillator: computation time, number of macro-steps and
resulting global error of the fully controlled implicit co-simulation approach (imMD) in connection
with the simple approximation of the interface Jacobian (sap).

Figure A.24: Asymmetric two-mass oscillator: total number of macro-steps, average number of
corrector iterations per macro-step, and total number of convergence fails for using the approximation of the interface Jacobian by the first series term (sap) and by finite differences (fd). Results
m2
are shown for three different mass ratios mr = m
.
1
It should be mentioned that both approximation techniques show a similar performance for the
undamped system (dc = 0), even for very high mass ratios. The results of the undamped system
are not shown in Fig. A.24 due to the logarithmic scaling of the x-axis.
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Example 3: Nonlinear Oscillator Chain
The third example is a nonlinear oscillator chain with strong external loads and rather high damping values. The model parame- Table A.4: Test model paters are given in Table A.4. The mass of each body is decreased rameters.
successively from 1.0e−2 kg to 1.0e−4 kg to increase the numernK 15 000
ical effort of the implicit co-simulation scheme. The initial conns 15
ditions of each mass are selected randomly within the intervals
tsim 1.0e−1 s
[−1.0e − 1, 1.0e − 1] m and [−1.0e3, 1.0e3] m/s. Randomly picked
ci
1.0e6 N/m
50 % of the masses are excited by a modified sinus force acdi
1.0e4 Ns/m
cording to Eq. (2.14) with the force amplitude ∆FS,i = ±1.0e8 N.
Ci 1.0e11 N/m3
The angular frequency ΩS,i is selected randomly within the interDi 1.0e−2 Ns3 /m3
val [5.0e3, 1.0e4] s−1 , the exponent is set to AS = 95. Another
randomly picked 50 % of the masses are affected by an impulse
shaped force according to Eq. (2.13) with the parameters ∆FI,i = ±1.0e8 N, δI = 1.0e − 6 s and
∆tI,i = 1.0e−3 s. The time tI,i of occurrence of the impulse shaped force on each mass is also
chosen randomly.
The model is computed with the fully controlled implicit (imMD) co-simulation approach with the
relative error tolerance rtol = 10−4 and the absolute error tolerances atolpos = rtol and atolvel =
103 · rtol. The constant τ of the convergence criterion (see Eq. (2.31)) of the corrector iteration
is set to τ = 0.01 in order to obtain a stable simulation with the simple approximation (sap) of
the interface Jacobian. The resulting computation time and global errors of the coupling bodies
depending on the mass mi of each body are shown in Fig. A.25. For decreasing masses, the
finite differences approximation (fd) performs clearly better than the sap approach. The statistics
with regard to the number of macro-steps, the average number of corrector iterations per macrostep and the number of macro-steps which have to be repeated because the corrector does not
converge within nmax
cor = 5 iterations are given in Fig. A.26. The average number of corrector
iterations per step is only slightly influenced by the mass mi of each body: the fd approximation
requires about two iterations and the sap approach requires about four iterations.

Figure A.25: Nonlinear oscillator chain (imMD approach): computation time and global error of
the states of the coupling bodies (NRMSE) depending on the mass mi of the bodies for using the
approximation of the interface Jacobian by the first series term (sap) and by finite differences (fd).
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The overall performance of the co-simulation using the sap approach can be improved significantly by defining tighter error tolerances for the macro-step size controller, as shown in Fig. A.27
exemplarily for mi = 10−3 kg. A reduction of the relative error tolerance of the macro-step size
controller from 10−4 to 10−5 allows the adjustment of the nonlinear convergence coefficient to
τ = 0.33, which has been used as a standard value for the simulations within the scope of this
work. All relevant numbers and therefore also the overall computation time are decreased for the
co-simulation with rtol = 10−5 . Considering the fd approach, tighter error tolerances cause an
(expected) moderate increase in the number of macro-steps.

Figure A.26: Nonlinear oscillator chain (imMD approach): total number of macro-steps, average
number of corrector iterations per macro-step and total number of corrector convergence fails
depending on the mass mi of the bodies for using the approximation of the interface Jacobian by
the first series term (sap) and by finite differences (fd).

Figure A.27: Nonlinear oscillator chain with mi = 10−3 kg: influence of the error tolerances and
the coefficient τ of the convergence criterion on the performance of the computation.

Example 4: Nonlinear Oscillator Chain with Impulse Shaped Forces
The nonlinear oscillator chain with impulse shaped forces acting on the coupling bodies, as
described in Section 5.8, is computed with the fully controlled implicit co-simulation approach
(imMD). The performance of the co-simulation approach using the first series term (sap) (see
Eq. (A.5)) as an approximation of the interface Jacobian is compared to the performance of the
same approach but computing the interface Jacobian by finite differences (fd). The results are
shown in Figs. A.28 and A.29 for different error tolerances of the macro-step size controller. It
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can be seen that the number of macro steps and the number of corrector iterations is almost
equal for both approaches. The computation time of the co-simulation using the sap approach is
even better, especially for tighter error tolerances. The decline of the computational efficiency of
the finite differences approximation can be explained by the required subsystem integrations with
perturbed approximation polynomials. It is not straightforward to define adequate perturbations
of the coupling variables; not optimally selected perturbations lead to an increased subsystem
integration time. The resulting global errors of the co-simulation with the sap approach are slightly
larger, as can be seen in Fig. A.29. This could be compensated by tuning the τ parameter of the
convergence criterion (2.31).

Figure A.28: Nonlinear oscillator chain with impulse shaped forces (imMD approach): computation time, total number of macro-steps, average number of corrector iterations per macro-step
for using the approximation of the interface Jacobian by the first series term (sap) and by finite
differences (fd).

Figure A.29: Nonlinear oscillator chain with impulse shaped forces (imMD approach): computation time (sap) and global error of the states of the coupling bodies.

A.4. Conclusions on the Approximation of the Interface Jacobian
The first term of the series expansion of the solution of the interface Jacobian ODE-system, as
shown exemplarily for a 1-dof-subsystem in Eq. (A.5), is used to approximate the interface Jacobian (sap approach). For the computation, only the mass matrix of the subsystems and the
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macro-step size are required. The generalization of this method to DAE-subsystems is straightforward; in the DAE case, also the constraint Jacobian of the subsystem has to be known to apply
the sap approach.
Numerical studies indicate that the simple approximation (sap) of the interface Jacobian in combination with the macro-step size controller seems to be sufficient for the implicit co-simulation of
a wide range of mechanical systems. Especially for the simulation of low-damped systems with
a large number of coupling variables, the sap approach is preferable, because it does not require
subsystem integrations with perturbed approximation polynomials. The required number of cores
P s L 
nu + 1
for a full parallelization of the co-simulation model is reduced from ncores = ns + nL=1
when using the finite differences approximation (fd) to ncores = ns + 1 if the sap approach is used
(ns : number of subsystems, L nu number of coupling variables in subsystem L). However, for highly
damped systems or models including strong nonlinearities, the finite differences approximation of
the interface Jacobian is more reliable.
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B. Convergence Behavior of Explicit Co-Simulation Approaches
with Feed-Through
For co-simulation models with feed-through (more precisely: direct feed-through), the subsystem
output variables are direct functions of the subsystem input variables (coupling variables), see Section 2.1.2. The influence of feed-through on the convergence behavior of explicit co-simulations is
subsequently discussed for Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel type schemes.
subsystem 1
𝑐1

𝜆

𝑚1

𝑥1 , 𝑣1

𝑐𝑐

subsystem 2

𝑚2
𝑑𝑐

𝑑1

𝑥1

𝑐2

𝑑2

𝑥2

Figure B.1: Linear two-mass oscillator: force/displacement-decomposition approach.
For Jacobi type co-simulation schemes, the following cases have to be distinguished:
• Using a force/force-decomposition approach, the force law of the coupling element has to
be known explicitly as a function of the states of the coupling bodies. After the subsystem
integration, the coupling forces have to be updated at TN +1 in order the proceed with the
next macro-step from TN +1 to TN +2 . As a consequence, the states of the coupling bodies
and the coupling forces are consistent at TN +1 . Hence, there is no feed-through.
• Using a displacement/displacement-decomposition technique, the force law of the coupling
has also to be known explicitly as a function of the states of the coupling bodies, since the
coupling element has to be duplicated within this decomposition approach. After the subsystem integration, the coupling variables have to be updated at TN +1 . As a consequence,
the states of the coupling bodies and the coupling forces are consistent at TN +1 . Therefore,
a feed-through will not arise.
• Feed-through may only occur, if a force/displacement-decomposition approach (Fig. B.1) is
used. If the coupling forces are updated at TN +1 by using the corresponding state variables at TN +1 , a feed-through will not arise. Considering the two-mass oscillator of Section 2.1.2, feed-through does not occur if the coupling force at TN +1 is calculated (updated) by λN +1 = cc (x2,N +1 − x1,N+1 ) + dc (v2,N +1 −
 v1,N +1 ). However, if the coupling force

pre
λN +1 = cc x2,N +1 − x̃pre
1,N +1 + dc v2,N +1 − ṽ1,N +1 is used, a feed-through exists and the

state variables and the coupling force (not updated) are not consistent at TN +1 . Considering,
for instance, complex co-simulation systems with commercial software tools (black-box subsystems), where the coupling forces are not known explicitly as functions of the states of the
coupling bodies, a simple force update to generate consistent variables is not possible and
a feed-through is generated. In this case, consistent variables would have to be computed
by a static update simulation (iteratively in case of a nonlinear model) at TN +1 .
For Gauss-Seidel type co-simulation approaches, the subsequent behavior is observed:
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• As in case of the Jacobi type co-simulation schemes, feed-through is only detected in
connection with force/displacement-decomposition. It depends on the order of the subsystem integration, whether a feed-through will entail problems (order reduction of the cosimulation) or not. If the force-driven subsystem is integrated firstly, the feed-through does
not cause problems, i.e. the convergence order will not be reduced. The reason therefore is that the second subsystem is integrated with interpolated coupling variables (x̃1 (t) =
Pκ (t; [TN +1−κ , x1,N +1−κ ], . . . , [TN +1 , x1,N +1 ]) and ṽ1 (t) = Pκ (t; [TN +1−κ , v1,N +1−κ ], . . . ,
[TN +1 , v1,N +1 ]) in case of the two-mass oscillator example) so that consistent coupling
forces are obtained in both subsystems at TN +1 . If, on the other hand, the base-point excited subsystem is integrated firstly, the feed-through will cause problems, i.e. will entail a
reduction of the convergence order. The reason therefore is that the second subsystem is integrated with extrapolated coupling variables (x̃1 (t) = Pκ (t; [TN −κ , x1,N −κ ], . . . , [TN , x1,N ])
and ṽ1 (t) = Pκ (t; [TN −κ , v1,N −κ ], . . . , [TN , v1,N ]) in case of the two-mass oscillator example) so that inconsistent coupling forces are obtained in both subsystems at TN +1 .
Concerning the local error of the co-simulation, the following convergence behavior is observed
(under the assumption that the subsystems are integrated analytically or with very small numerical
errors so that the error of the co-simulation is dominated by the approximation of the coupling
variables):
• The same local convergence behavior is detected for both Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel type co
simulation schemes: the coupling variables converge with O H κ+1 , the velocity variables


with O H κ+2 and the position variables with O H κ+3 .
With respect to the global error of the co-simulation (under the assumption that the subsystems
are integrated analytically or with very small numerical errors so that the error of the co-simulation
is dominated by the approximation of the coupling variables), all variables (coupling variables,
velocity variables and position variables) show the same convergence rate, since the variables
with the lowest convergence order determine the convergence order of all variables. Concretely,
the subsequent convergence behavior is observed:
a) If updated coupling variables are calculated at TN +1 , all variables will globally converge with

O H κ+1 .
b) Using a Jacobi scheme (force/displacement-coupling), without an update at TN +1 , all variables will converge with O (H κ ), since the coupling variables are inconsistent.
c) Using a Gauss-Seidel scheme, where the force-driven subsystem is integrated firstly
(force/displacement-coupling), without an update at TN +1 , all variables will converge with

O H κ+1 . This case resembles case a), since the coupling variables are consistent.
d) Using a Gauss-Seidel scheme, where the base-point excited subsystem is integrated firstly
(displacement/force-coupling), without an update at TN +1 , all variables will converge with
O (H κ ), since the coupling variables are inconsistent.
Summarizing: If inconsistent coupling variables are used, local errors are accumulated and may
entail an order reduction of the global error. Following the description in [MKS21], the error of the
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approximation polynomials can be expressed as
ppre
N +1 (TN +1 )

− u(TN +1 ) = CH

κ+1 (κ+1)

u

(TN +1 ) +

κ
X

cj ∆uN −j + O H κ+2



(B.1)

j=0

with the error of the sampling points ∆uN −j := uN −j − u(TN −j ) and the constants C and cj .
The first error term CH κ+1 u(κ+1) (TN +1 ) is always apparent, but will not be propagated. The
P
second error term κj=0 cj ∆uN −j , which describes the error in the supporting points, converges


with O H κ+2 for the case that consistent coupling variables are used, but only with O H κ+1 if
inconsistent coupling variables are applied. Hence, the second error term may entail problems, if
the update is not carried out.
The above considerations are valid for co-simulation models, where the subsystems are coupled
by applied-forces (i.e. by constitutive laws). Considering co-simulation systems, where the subsystems are connected by algebraic constraint equations (constraint coupling), further problems
may occur, e.g. zero-stability of the co-simulation may be lost, see [Arn10, GA04, KS00, SL14b,
SLL16].
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C. Numerical Stability of Explicit Co-Simulation Methods
The numerical stability of different co-simulation methods has been studied for example in [Li17,
SLL15, BS11c, BS10a, BS10b]. Within this section, the theoretical background is kept to a minimum; a detailed explanation of the stability analysis of co-simulation methods can be found in
[SLL15], for example.
For the studies presented within the following subsections, three different explicit co-simulation
methods are compared with regard to their numerical stability. The approaches can be distinguished by the way the approximation polynomials of the coupling variables are generated:
• extrapolation of the coupling variables (classic) [see Section 2.4.1]
• integration of the extrapolated accelerations of the coupling bodies (acc) [LLSS17]
• integration of the extrapolated accelerations in combination with relaxation techniques (accRel) [LYL+ 20].
Making use of the classic approach, the coupling variables, which can be forces or position and
velocity variables, are approximated by extrapolation polynomials defined by the values of the
coupling variables at the preceding macro-time points. A detailed explanation of this method can
be found in Section 2.4.1.
Applying the acc approach, the accelerations of the coupling bodies are extrapolated instead of
the coupling variables. The extrapolation polynomials are then integrated over the current macrostep to obtain approximation polynomials for the velocity variables and, after a second integration,
for the position variables of the coupling bodies. These polynomials are directly used as approximation polynomials for the coupling variables in the case of a displacement-coupling approach, or
are substituted into the coupling conditions to obtain the coupling forces in case of a force-coupling
approach. The acc-approach is explained in detail in [LLSS17].
The third investigated method, namely the accRel approach, is a combination of the classic
and the acc approach. The integrated acceleration method (acc) is used to obtain the values of
the coupling variables at the next macro-point. The approximation polynomials are generated in a
second step with the help of relaxation techniques by using the values of the coupling variables at
the preceding macro-time points and the obtained values at the next macro-time point. A detailed
explanation of this method can be found in [LYL+ 20].
All three considered methods have in common that an update process has to be accomplished
within each macro-step in order to develop their full potential. Within the classic approach, the
coupling variables are updated directly by substituting the state variables of the coupling bodies
into the coupling condition (Eq. 2.26). The implementation of this process is straightforward since
all required variables are available to the co-simulation interface. The two approaches based
on integrated accelerations, acc and accRel, require an update of the acceleration variables of
the coupling bodies. The updated values can only be computed if the equations of motion of the
subsystems are available to the co-simulation interface, which is in general not the case. However,
the methods can be applied without an update of the acceleration variables, but the numerical
stability will be significantly decreased. The convergence order, in contrast to the stability, is not
influenced by the update.
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C.1. Linear Test Model
The test model for the stability analysis is a linear two-mass oscillator as shown in Fig. C.1. To
investigate the numerical stability, a system of recurrence equations is derived for the considered
co-simulation method and the spectral radius of this system is computed. The procedure of analyzing the numerical stability of a co-simulation method based on the linear two-mass oscillator is
explained in detail for example in [SLL15] and will not be repeated here.

sub 1

sub 2

𝑚

𝑚

Figure C.1: Linear symmetric test model for stability analysis.
The test model for the following studies is symmetric, i. e. the two masses m are equal and the
three linear spring/damper-elements have the same stiffness and damping parameters c and d.

C.2. Result Overview
The stability analyses of the three considered explicit co-simulation methods are carried out for
the different options listed in Table C.1. The stability plots are presented in Section C.3.
Table C.1: Considered options for the stability analysis.
Label

Description

FF

force/force-decomposition

FD

force/displacement-decomposition

JAC

Jacobi type co-simulation

GS

Gauss-Seidel type co-simulation

u / Up

update process is accomplished

n / noU p

update process is not accomplished

κa

polynomial degree of acceleration polynomials

κλ

polynomial degree of coupling variables polynomials

ω

relaxation parameter

First of all, the convergence order of the considered co-simulation methods is determined for
different approximation polynomials of the coupling variables. The results of the convergence
analysis are shown in Fig. C.2. It should be mentioned that the convergence order of the accRel
approach can be increased by selecting an optimal value for the relaxation parameter ω: ω = 1/2
for the case κλ = 0 and ω = 1/6 for the case κλ = 1. This statement holds only if the extrapolation
order of the acceleration is sufficient (κa ≥ κλ ).
The convergence analysis is carried out in terms of the local errors on position and on velocity
level and also for the global error. The highest observed convergence rate on position level is
achieved by the classic approach with quadratic approximation polynomials (κλ = 2). The local
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convergence rates of this method are O H 5 on position level and O H 4 on velocity level. The

global error converges with order O H 3 . The only other investigated approach with a global

convergence order of O H 3 is the accRel approach with linear approximation polynomials (κa =
1 and κλ = 1) and the relaxation parameter ω = 1/6. The local error of this method converges

with order O H 4 on position and on velocity level.
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Figure C.2: Results of the convergence analysis of different explicit co-simulation approaches.
The results of the stability analysis of the different approaches are summarized in Figs. C.3C.6. It should be mentioned that a stability analysis of the classic approach has been carried out
in [SLL15] and the numerical stability of the approaches acc and accRel has been examined in
[LLSS17] and [LYL+ 20]. The novel aspect in the here presented work is the stability analysis of the
explicit co-simulation approaches based on extrapolated accelerations for the case, that the update of the accelerations is not accomplished. As can be seen in Figs. C.3-C.6, the update of the
accelerations has a significant effect on the numerical stability of the respective co-simulation approaches. The stability region of the methods based on extrapolated accelerations is significantly
larger if the update is accomplished. This statement holds for all investigated combinations of approximation polynomials (κa , κλ ), decomposition techniques (force/force, force/displacement) and
subsystem integration orders (parallel, sequential). However, the ability to simulate an undamped
system (d = 0) seems not to be influenced by the update process.
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Force/Force – Jacobi Type
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Figure C.3: Results of the stability analysis: force/force, Jacobi type.

Force/Force – Gauss-Seidel Type
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Figure C.4: Results of the stability analysis: force/force, Gauss-Seidel type.
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Force/Displacement – Jacobi Type
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Figure C.5: Results of the stability analysis: force/displacement, Jacobi type.
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Figure C.6: Results of the stability analysis: force/displacement, Gauss-Seidel type.
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C.3. Stability Plots
The stability plots below show the spectral radius ρ as a function of the (dimensionless) real and
imaginary part of eigenvalue λ of subsystem 1. The blue points mark the numerically stable
regions (ρ ≤ 1). It should be mentioned that the Re(λ) = 0 axis represents an undamped system
(d = 0). The physical interpretation of the plots is that the damping of the system is increased
from right to left and the stiffness is increased from the bottom to the top. As already mentioned,
a detailed description of how the the stability analysis is carried out, can be found in [SLL15], for
example.

Figure C.7: Numerical stability: force/force, Jacobi type, classic.
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Figure C.8: Numerical stability: force/force, Jacobi type, acc.

Figure C.9: Numerical stability: force/force, Jacobi type, accRel, κa = 0, κλ = 0.
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Figure C.10: Numerical stability: force/force, Jacobi type, accRel, κa = 0, κλ = 1.

Figure C.11: Numerical stability: force/force, Jacobi type, accRel, κa = 1, κλ = 0.
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Figure C.12: Numerical stability: force/force, Jacobi type, accRel, κa = 1, κλ = 1.

Figure C.13: Numerical stability: force/force, Gauss-Seidel type, classic.
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Figure C.14: Numerical stability: force/force, Gauss-Seidel type, acc.

Figure C.15: Numerical stability: force/force, Gauss-Seidel type, accRel, κa = 0, κλ = 0.
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Figure C.16: Numerical stability: force/force, Gauss-Seidel type, accRel, κa = 0, κλ = 1.

Figure C.17: Numerical stability: force/force, Gauss-Seidel type, accRel, κa = 1, κλ = 0.
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Figure C.18: Numerical stability: force/force, Gauss-Seidel type, accRel, κa = 1, κλ = 1.

Figure C.19: Numerical stability: force/displacement, Jacobi type, classic.
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Figure C.20: Numerical stability: force/displacement, Jacobi type, acc.

Figure C.21: Numerical stability: force/displacement, Jacobi type, accRel, κa = 0, κλ = 0.
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Figure C.22: Numerical stability: force/displacement, Jacobi type, accRel, κa = 0, κλ = 1.

Figure C.23: Numerical stability: force/displacement, Jacobi type, accRel, κa = 1, κλ = 0.
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Figure C.24: Numerical stability: force/displacement, Jacobi type, accRel, κa = 1, κλ = 1.

Figure C.25: Numerical stability: force/displacement, Gauss-Seidel type, classic.
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Figure C.26: Numerical stability: force/displacement, Gauss-Seidel type, acc.

Figure C.27: Numerical stability: force/displacement, Gauss-Seidel type, accRel, κa = 0, κλ = 0.
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Figure C.28: Numerical stability: force/displacement, Gauss-Seidel type, accRel, κa = 0, κλ = 1.

Figure C.29: Numerical stability: force/displacement, Gauss-Seidel type, accRel, κa = 1, κλ = 0.
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Figure C.30: Numerical stability: force/displacement, Gauss-Seidel type, accRel, κa = 1, κλ = 1.
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